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“Aspects of Character” uses quantitative evidence to trace new timelines in the 
literary history of characterization. The guiding premise of this work is that digital 
libraries and mathematical perspectives can shed new light on the practices used to 
configure fictional people. Using texts from the nineteenth to twenty-first century, this 
dissertation analyzes how different aspects of characters have transformed throughout 
history, coordinating quantitative experiments with the critical perspectives of literary 
scholars. This project begins by analyzing the characterization used in works of fiction 
that were reviewed by prestigious publications. This first experiment pushes back on a 
historical truism about “well-crafted” characters, investigating the degree that characters 
in prestigious works are distinguishable for their complex inner stories. The dissertation 
then turns its attention to the more social aspects of characters, analyzing the gendering 
of physical characterization. This experiment explores the gendered distributions of body 
language, providing new historical insight into debates about gender, sexuality, and body 
studies. The third experiment addresses a concern about quantitative methods. This last 
bit of research more closely attends to a subset of the analysis produced in the second 
experiment, examining the gendering of characters hand gestures. Literary critics have 
often discussed the gendered representation of characters moving through space, and this 
chapter shows how quantitative methods can aid these more precise observations. 
Throughout, I coordinate literary theories about the past with quantitative evidence, 
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INTRODUCTION: QUANTITATIVE EVIDENCE AND FICTIONAL PEOPLE 
 
This is a book about computational evidence and the literary history of characterization. So, this 
is largely a book about using numbers to study the way fictional people are written. Literary 
criticism, of course, already has several books about characters. From them, we have learned to 
use words like “actants” and “subjectivity” to elaborate different perspectives on 
characterization. We’ve also learned to elevate some of those terms with historical significance, 
treating certain modes of characterization as emblematic of distinct historical periods. However, 
when it comes to using computers to explore that history, we’ve only begun to scratch the 
surface. And interdisciplinary efforts are opening new opportunities for this kind of research. 
Changes in the field of computational linguistics, for instance, have led to more refined methods 
for parsing documents, helping researchers automatically identify words describing people. 
Research in the social sciences, on the other hand, are shedding new light on what we can infer 
about society from quantified measurements. Those discussions have provided cautionary tales 
about mathematical modelling, helping researchers develop careful statistical inferences. Aspects 
of Character draws from these different disciplines in order to explore the production and 
consumption of fictional people. It attempts to show that computational methods can capture 
patterns of literary change, requiring the kind of training found in English departments to better 
understand their historical implications. 
Over the past twenty years, this sort of computationally motivated literary history has 
become much more viable. And it might be very tempting to see this kind of book as largely 
having to do with recent academic or technological trends. Even for myself, it is hard to imagine 
writing this book without the advancements and public distribution of natural language 
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processing code.1 That sort of prepackaged software has made it significantly easier to parse 
textual information in increasingly sophisticated ways. Moreover, this book would be difficult to 
write without the growing availability of statistical software.2 Those tools have made it more 
feasible to perform the kind of analyses required to carefully identify statistically meaningful 
patterns. In this light, there are several aspects of this book that owes more to software 
developers and statisticians. 
But this book has really come out of exciting theoretical shifts and new historical 
challenges. As researchers increasingly utilize large digital collections, they have encountered 
new century-spanning trends that are underdiscussed. Or, as in many cases, are just not well 
explained by relying on historical truisms. As more of these century-long arcs begin to emerge, 
the implications for literary historians can start to feel overwhelming. 
Those kinds of gradual contours now go by several names: grand narratives, the longue 
durée, macrohistory, etc. And, even before literary scholars started turning to numbers, the 
discipline was arguably already becoming more interested in framing broader historical 
landscapes. An interest perhaps most visibly seen in historical projects exploring the “long-
centuries.” One could also hear whispers of this interest in debates about periodization.3 It is in 
these historical challenges and shifting theoretical trajectories that we are finding a space where 
numbers really shine. This book hopes to show that quantitative methods have proven 
 
1 For example, several scholars have relied on David Bamman’s BookNLP. Especially when it comes to character 
analysis. As I will describe in Chapter 2, however, I have developed an alternative to their software in Python. David 
Bamman. “BookNLP.” GitHub, September 8, 2018. https://github.com/dbamman/book-nlp. 
2 More specifically, scholars often rely on the developers of Scikit-Learn for machine learning. Which started in 
2007 by David Cournapeau. “Scikit-Learn.” GitHub, September, 2007. https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn 
3 The research on periodization has a long history of its own. More specifically, in debates about the Romantic 
Period. See René Wellek,. "The Concept of "Romanticism" in Literary History II. The Unity of European 
Romanticism." Comparative Literature 1, no. 2 (1949): 147-72. Jerome Mcgann. "Rethinking 
Romanticism." ELH 59, no. 3 (1992): 735-54. Ted Underwood. Why Literary Periods Mattered: Historical Contrast 
and the Prestige of English Studies. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2015. 
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specifically capable of mapping patterns of literary change that are too vast for a single person’s 
memory. By turning to mathematics, literary historians are now writing stories of literary 
transformation across longer tracks of time. Given these historical challenges, as well as new 
methodological opportunities, a book that uses numbers to coordinate close readings with the 
longer arcs of history has become much more appropriate. 
Throughout this book, I describe how numbers can be used to sketch the broad historical 
contours of characterization. But when it comes to using mathematics to describe these longer 
arcs, I’m participating in a larger umbrella of projects that are often labelled using Franco 
Moretti’s term, “distant reading.”4 Each of those projects often have different motivations and 
unique outcomes, but it seems fair to say that they are all committed to studying: book history, 
the sociological dimensions of literature, library sciences, etc.5 Those projects are, to be sure, 
unified by their willingness to use computers to advance historical arguments. More importantly, 
however, they share an intellectual interest in using textual evidence to map social boundaries. 
For now, I just want to signal that this book is not particularly committed to historicizing the 
formations of distant reading. Nor is it particularly invested in unpacking the relationship 
between the social sciences, computer science, and the humanities. Instead, this book is much 
more invested in describing specific trends in characterization, exploring their implications in a 
way that prioritizes literary scholarship. As such, each chapter is organized around a specific set 
of quantitative evidence, carefully unpacking how that evidence might interact with current 
theories about characterization’s many transformations. Moreover, each chapter is devoted to 
studying a different aspect of character that literary historians have considered significant: 
 
4 It is surprising how much can change in five years. A very different set of moral coordinates organized early 
conceptions of distant reading. For those, see Franco Moretti. Distant Reading. London: Verso, 2015. 
5 For a comprehensive timeline of this trajectory, see James F. English, “Everywhere and Nowhere: The Sociology 
of Literature after the ‘Sociology of Literature,” New Literary History 41, no. 2 (2010): v-xxiii. 
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characterization in prestigious novels, the gendered representation of characters’ bodies, and the 
animation of characters as physical actants. 
This book will, however, take some time to discuss the reservations that people have 
about using numbers to talk about literature. But I want to avoid staging reservations about 
numbers as a severe debate. That framing can make it feel like distant reading necessarily plays a 
role in some larger skirmish between mathematicians and literary scholars. And, while “debates” 
can make research feel more immediate, they have tended to promote peculiar assumptions about 
the motivations of distant reading. Perhaps one of the more damaging assumptions is that the act 
of reading and the practice of measurements are, form the outset, unrelated. When the dust has 
settled, it can feel like scholars must choose to study books either qualitatively or quantitatively. 
Choosing just the former would seem strange, because it would suggest that patterns of 
figurative language, questions of degrees, and formal repetition have had little consequence for 
literary criticism.6 Solely leaning on the latter would feel peculiar, because it would imply that 
numerical facts can always supply answers to questions about interpretation. And yet, this tired 
framing remains popular for many reasons. For one, more bluntly, it makes it easy to conclude 
that numbers do not belong in a field of cultivated impressions – before meaningfully interacting 
with the quantitative arguments themselves.  
Which is regrettable, because some of the most prominent interventions in the history of 
representation have come from quantified impressions. This is strikingly apparent when we 
consider the publicity of quantitative “tests” for demographic representation in popular media. 
Widely discussed in the 2000s and early 2010s, Alison Bechdel’s and Liz Wallace’s “Bechdel-
 
6 The first chapter of Andrew Piper’s book, in particular, discusses changes in the repetition of punctuation and what 
they might say about the transformation of fiction. Andrew Piper. Enumerations: Data and Literary Study. Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 2018. 
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Wallace test” modeled the representation of women, asking whether a work features at least two 
women discussing something other than men.7 By the late 2010s, popular online venues, such as 
FiveThiryEight, have developed several variants of the Bechdel-test, mapping out the 
representation of intersectional identities in the Hollywood industry.8 If we want to delve further 
into the past, these sorts of surveys have a longer history of public reception. In the early 1990s, 
feminist critic Katha Pollitt published a piece in The New York Times, articulating a “Smurfette 
principle,” highlighting how often network-television shows consist of one woman in an 
otherwise male cast.9 In each of these cases, simply counting characters with a mind for 
demographic variables lead to meaningful debates about media representation. 
Even within the university, it is not like numbers have just recently come into the 
purview of English departments. Ted Underwood reminds us that before Moretti, text mining, 
computational literary studies, or a digital humanities, feminist scholars, such as Janice Radway, 
have long toed the line between literary history and social science.10 Using questionnaires, 
interviews, and survey data in the 1980s, Radway pushed on critics’ dismissal of romance 
readers as purely uncritical consumers of fiction. Richard Jean So and Hoyt Long dig further into 
the history of literary scholarship, finding that quantitative evidence has often had a place within 
the discipline.11 Caroline Spurgeon, for example, was a Shakespeare scholar of the 1930s who 
self-described her work as a “statistical” approach, counting manuscript images as an early form 
 
7 For an impressive dataset and explanation of this test, please see Bechdel Test Movie List. https://bechdeltest.com/. 
8  There have been several renditions of the Bechdel Test, ranging across several different genres and media. For a 
popular example from an increasingly prominent site for data journalism, see Walt Hickey et. al. “Creating The Next 
Bechdel Test.” FiveThirtyEight, December 21, 2017. https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/next-bechdel/. 
9 For the original publication, see Katha Pollitt. “Hers; The Smurfette Principle.” New York Times. April 7, 1991. 
10 Ted Underwood. “A Genealogy of Distant Reading.” DHQ: Digital Humanities Quarterly: A Genealogy of 
Distant Reading. http://www.digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/11/2/000317/000317.html. 
11 Richard J. So and Hoyt Long. “Network Analysis and the Sociology of Modernism.” Boundary 2 40, no. 2 
(January 2013): 147–82. https://doi.org/10.1215/01903659-2151839. 
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of authorship attribution.12 The list goes on, suggesting that there is a much longer history of 
quantitative scholarship in the history of English departments. This is all to suggest that, as we 
sketch a longer disciplinary timeline, questions of degree and quantity have long been summoned 
to think about literature. The implicit hope of doing this historical work, of course, is that a 
longer timeline of quantitative scholarship might make literary critics more comfortable with 
recent iterations of computational research. 
But we can only historicize the quantitative aspects of literary scholarship for so long. 
Advocating for change in the discipline has often required the coordination of several different 
manifestos. Distant reading, in turn, has had its fair share of advocates, speculating how 
quantitative approaches might find a home in English departments.  
Stephen Ramsay does this by describing an algorithmic criticism for literary studies.13 
Algorithms, for all their hype, are just a list of steps we take in order to produce a solution. For 
example, the list of steps one takes to find a work of fiction, digitize it in a text file, and then 
transform that file into a table of its most frequent terms. Algorithms, as such, are simply a way 
of describing a sequence of transformations and evaluating their output. That sort of algorithmic 
perspective, for Ramsay, has a place in literary criticism. If we understand algorithms as a way 
of thinking about systematic transformations, then algorithms provide a language for discussing 
the various ways that literary critics transform texts in order to produce literary evidence. When 
we say we are going to perform a “Marxist” or “Queer” reading of a text, an algorithmic 
perspective leads to questions like: What kinds of quoted evidence do those readings tend to 
produce? Do the transformations of text seem justified, given its context? And how provocative 
 
12 Caroline F. E. Spurgeon. Shakespeare’s Imagery and What It Tells Us. Cambridge University Press, 1977. 




does that transformation turn out to be? In this vein, Ramsay’s defense of using computation to 
study texts has less to do with computers or numbers. Instead, computation invites critics to 
reflect how we manufacture evidence to advance literary arguments. As such, turning words into 
numbers might find a home in the discipline, because they provide an occasion for thinking 
about the production of literary evidence.  
Underwood similarly advocates for quantitative methods, and he elaborates that they are 
specifically capable of producing historical forms of evidence.14 Quantitative methods, for 
Underwood, are becoming increasingly useful to literary scholars, because they shed light on 
gradual transformations of literature. To that end, he describes a wide range of statistical 
techniques and explores different ways of coordinating those methods with literary impressions. 
Moreover, Underwood resituates the relationship between quantitative evidence and literary 
disciplines, emphasizing that new forms of historical evidence don’t have to be a threat to 
English departments. Literary critics, Underwood argues, are very susceptible to this sort of 
framing, because they are in the habit of “arguing about the redistribution of emphasis within 
fixed historical outlines.”15 Should the ruined abbey of Radcliffe’s Romance of the Forest be 
read as the decline of the French aristocracy or experienced as a spatial representation of the 
protagonist’s gender? Most scholars would argue a bit of both, yet these different interpretations 
are often positioned dialectically in a story of perspectival succession. If we accept this framing 
of the discipline, then it would make sense that quantitative evidence would more likely be 
treated as a dangerous supplanting force. Ultimately, Underwood concludes that quantitative 
 
14 This project owes a lot to its predecessors, but it would be an understatement to say that this work flows from the 
arguments made in Underwood’s research. In many ways, the first two chapters of this book are riffs on 
Underwood’s experiments. Often, I am adjusting those experiments in order to say something more targeted about 
the history of characterization. Ted Underwood. Distant Horizons: Digital Evidence and Literary Change. Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 2019.  
15 (Distant Horizons, 2). 
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evidence is much more likely to provide new objects for interpretation, rather than dialectically 
displacing existing perspectives. In other words, if the discipline largely agrees that quantitative 
approaches operate outside of perspectival skirmishes, then they are more likely to find a place in 
English departments.  
What separates Ramsay’s and Underwood’s arguments is that the latter leans on the 
language of models, arguing for a specific form of quantitative evidence. In fact, Underwood 
pushes back against using numbers to get excited about isolated measurements, claiming that the 
skeptics of the 1970s were arguably right to be doubtful of quantified factoids – such as an 
author’s most frequently used word. Those arbitrary numbers, in isolation, are insufficient for 
giving linguistic details much historical or literary significance. It would, for example, be of little 
use to literary historians to know that the word “whale” emerges frequently in Moby Dick. 
Statistical models, on the other hand, offer a distinct advantage in this regard. Mathematical 
modelling can shed light on the relationship between different variables, say the relationship 
between word frequencies in a text and the year that text was published. To use one of 
Underwood’s experiments as an example, we can take several books, separate characters by 
grammatical gender, and measure how many words those characters are allotted in a work of 
fiction. In this example, a model is created by measuring one variable (amount of space in 
fiction) and relating it to another (a character’s gender), affording the measurement of one 
variable with further social implications. If we had simply measured how much space each 
character received in a text, we might be able to do something like identify the protagonist. But if 
that is all computers are good for, then they we might as well stick to close reading. But by 
relating that measurement to a character’s grammatical gender, the stakes become more 
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interesting to literary scholars. And we could add more variables, but even a simple model can 
tell provocative stories about literary transformations.  
Moreover, by creating a model of related variables for one text, we can observe how that 
relationship changes as we move to different points along a timeline. For example, returning to 
Underwood’s research, we have a model for exploring the relationship between a character’s 
gender and how much space they are afforded in fiction. By tracking how that relationship 
changes across two-hundred years, we can start to historicize that quantitative measurements. 
Where does this leave quantitative research? On the one hand, Ramsay’s use of 
algorithms advocates for quantitative methods as a means of reflecting on the production of 
literary evidence. On the other, Underwood’s emphasis on models suggests that some forms of 
quantitative evidence coordinate more smoothly with literary historicism. There is, of course, 
other language to describe the merits of computational and quantitative methods.16 But 
Underwood’s discussion of models, and how we produce them, gives us a language for 
evaluating different forms of quantitative evidence. 
What I will add is this: if literary scholars become increasingly comfortable with 
producing models, then I suspect we will want a wider vocabulary for evaluating and testing 
quantitative evidence. Critics of quantitative methods often gravitate towards concerns about 
sampling bias.17 They will often double-down on the idea that no digital collection could ever 
completely represent literary history. Given the early moralistic claims that computers would 
radically recover thousands of texts often ignored via canon-formation, distant readers have 
 
16 For a thorough discussion of modelling, its variations, and language used to talk about models, see Richard Jean 
So. “All Models Are Wrong.” PMLA 132, no. 3 (2017): 668–73. https://doi.org/10.1632/pmla.2017.132.3.668. 
17 Amanda Gailey. (2016). “Some Big Problems with Big Data.” American Periodicals: A Journal of History & 
Criticism. 26(1), 22-24. https://www.muse.jhu.edu/article/613378. 
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conceded that literary critics were right to raise questions about sampling and historical 
representation. 
Twenty to thirty years later, however, literary scholars using computers tend to be much 
more calculated about their hypotheses. Criticism, on the other hand, has largely focused on the 
sampling aspects of quantitative research. This is unfortunate, partially because new research has 
shown that different samples of the historical record tend to exhibit similar patterns.18 Frankly, I 
suspect that the persistence of this critique is largely because it is an easy story with a moralistic 
plot. By talking about sampling, it becomes easy to ask “can we ever build a sample that can 
comprehensively capture literary history?” And using the term “sample” can make it seem like 
one is meeting quantitative research on its own terms. But, as scholars increasingly express 
provisional hypotheses, about particular samples of the historical record, this critique can start to 
feel tiresome.  
What makes this critical trend unproductive is that it limits the scope of criticism. In fact, 
there are several different aspects of hypothesis testing and model implementation that literary 
critics could lean on to meaningfully interact with quantitative arguments. But, to be fair, 
scholars are unlikely to encounter that critical language in, say, literary journals. Moreover, 
literary historians who do use computers primarily focus on showcasing results, rather than 
writing guidelines of how to critique their models. Which makes sense. It is hard to advertise 
new methods if there seem to be more critiques than there are intellectual payoffs. But it is time 
for the discussion to take a refreshing turn. We need new language for evaluating the literary 
significance of quantitative analyses. For that vocabulary, we might turn to statisticians, who 
 
18 For a report on trends that have proven robust across different samples of fiction, see Patrick Kimutis, Ted 




have long articulated the shortcomings of quantitative models. Those frameworks tend to define 
different forms of bias to discuss problematic tendencies in either the way we measure variables 
or relate features.19 This book refocuses the conversation, by demonstrating how new forms of 
critique are integral to distant reading.  
To that end, this book examines forms of aggregation bias, peeling new historical 
patterns from existing quantitative models of literary history. Aggregation bias is simply when a 
subgroup of data are misrepresented, subsumed by observations about the population. This has 
become a huge concern for institutions that are pushing back against a “one shoe (model) fits all” 
approach to complex issues, such as the field of medicine. When it comes to understanding Type 
1 Diabetes, for instance, we want medical institutions to recognize how this condition can behave 
in heterogenous ways, depending on a patient’s socioeconomic factors. More specifically, we 
really don’t want them to use a single model for interpreting the symptoms across all diabetic 
patients. We would hope that, for each subgroup, medical practitioners would either weigh the 
variables differently or invoke different variables altogether (risk of high-blood pressure more 
prevalent in some patients, eye damage more likely in others). Creating an overarching model 
can, in short, muddle significant variations. 
Literary critics are not new to critiquing aggregation. In fact, we are very good at 
critiquing scholarly models of the past. Exploring gendered or racialized aspects of literary 
history, for example, has often meant calling on variables that would normally remain 
undervalued. Or, perhaps more commonly, adding more weight to different forms of figurative 
language. When it comes to exploring the past using quantitative methods, literary scholars 
 
19 For an insightful survey of machine learning biases, see Ninareh Mehrabi, et al. “A Survey on Bias and Fairness 
in Machine Learning.” ArXiv, Cornell University, 17 Sept. 2019, arxiv.org/pdf/1908.09635.pdf. 
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ought to embrace the discipline’s ability to unfold new histories from prevailing models. As 
such, in chapters two and three of this book, I show that Underwood’s model are too quick to 
treat several changes in characterization as a unified historical pattern. When it comes to 
analyzing gendered representations of fictional people, for instance, I show that models of 
character ought to be broken apart. As it turns out, different aspects of character have unique 
historical relationships to gendered identity. Through this analysis, I shed light on the changing 
relationship between physical description and the body – that aren’t apparent in an overarching 
model. So, we can still quibble about sampling biases and data generation practices. We can also 
continue to produce new models to uncover swaths of literary history. But the strategy I’m 
outlining here, provides researchers a way to critically unpack the models themselves. By 
exploring tendencies in model building, we’ll stumble upon patterns of literary change that we 
may have otherwise missed. Lastly, if this sounds like I’m trying to displace one form of 
quantitative research with another, let me clarify: building models and unpacking them should 
both be taken as necessary steps for distant reading.  
This is, of course, just a brief description of terms that are relatively new to English 
departments. I discuss the language of algorithms, models, and biases to foreground some of the 
perspectives guiding this book. And I have not yet touched on the perspectives and questions 
already raised about the history of characters. For this reason, those terms and those perspectives 
will be further unpacked with the analysis in Chapter 1. For now, it is perhaps enough to say that 
this book owes to and is committed to furthering two aspects of the distant reading project. First, 
the efforts to transparently describe how stories are transformed into quantitative forms of 
evidence. Second, the endeavor to leverage quantitative evidence to outline long arcs of literary 
history. Where I depart from them, however, is an investment in exploring patterns of literary 
13 
 
change that have been aggregated into a single trendline. As such, each chapter of this book is 
organized around a historical argument. 
Chapter 1 explores the history of literary production and distribution, suggesting that 
characters in prestigious novels are different, but not in the way that we might expect. I’ll argue 
that many of the often talked about changes in characterization are bound up in a more 
complicated story concerning prestige. In some ways, this isn’t a new story. Early histories of 
characterization are often criticized for privileging characters’ mental lives, suggesting that those 
histories were more invested in fostering narratives of literary sophistication.20 But it has been 
difficult to explore the effects of prestige on the practices of characterization. With the historical 
picture provided by quantitative evidence, it is now possible to raise new questions about 
characterization and literary judgement. More specifically, equipped with data on which books 
were critical successes, literary historians can raise new questions about the relationship between 
characterization and changing trends in critical opinion. What the models reveal is that the 
differences between prestigious and random characters has decreased over time. However, even 
though differences were diminishing, aspects of characterization can still distinguish characters 
from prestigious works. Ultimately, I will argue that critics have overemphasized internal 
characterization as a sign of literary fiction. 
Chapter 2 moves beyond the literary marketplace in order to model broader social 
boundaries, exploring the gendered history of bodily description. In this chapter, I argue that 
descriptions of the body and gendered identity have become increasingly imbricated until only 
 
20 Lynch’s introduction is structured around a critique of historical criticism that flows from a notion of literary 
sophistication. More specifically, critiquing the notion that mental descriptions became more prevalent as a sign of 
characterization’s sophistication. Deidre Shauna Lynch. The Economy of Character: Novels, Market Culture, and 
the Business of Inner Meaning. University of Chicago Press, 1998. 
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very recently. In order to extract the words used to physically configure characters, labelling 
them with a character’s gender. Those transformation make it possible to model the relationship 
between binary-gender, characters’ bodies, and literary history. In order to create such a model, I 
ask the computer to make predictions about a character’s gender using only the words that 
physically describe them. Without using any proper names or pronouns that would more 
immediately stage a character as him or her, I ask how well the model can make gender 
predictions just based on physical description alone. Moreover, I ask how that model varies over 
time. Using such a model, this chapter advances two arguments: First, bodily description 
becomes an increasingly prominent aspect of characterization. Second, those physical 
descriptions become increasingly gendered over time. I unpack how a statistical model allows 
one to make such arguments about something as volatile as gender. In that process, we encounter 
a textbook worthy story that ought to visible to incoming students of literature – anatomical 
language has, for the past two-hundred years, always been a larger proportion of describing 
fictional women than men.  
Chapter 3 extends this investigation of gendered representation, analyzing the meticulous 
descriptions of a seemingly marginal aspect of character – their hand gestures. For the past few 
decades, scholars of the Victorian period have elevated a variety of physical descriptions with 
historical significance. Pushing back against a well-worn tendency to value characters for the 
configuration of their internal subjectivity, the Victorian body complicates interpretations of both 
the period and the practices of characterization. To this end, scholars have shed light on a wide 
range of cultural changes that produced new meanings for the human body, prompting critics to 
reinterpret scenes that intricately describe characters’ eyes, faces, hands, among other anatomy. 
Given the ground covered in chapter 2, we now have an opportunity to zoom in on gendered 
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descriptions of specific body parts. Body studies presents an interesting challenge to 
computational methods, because it asks that scholars weigh the significance of local trends 
against evidence of global patterns. In fact, one of the common criticisms of computational 
methods is that they can sometimes conflate several phenomena into a single trend line. In this 
case, a scholar invested in Victorian bodies, or Victorian hands for instance, could argue that the 
broader patterns discovered in chapter 2 do not reflect existing scholarship. This chapter will 
argue that what was true for the broader arc of gendered characterization proves true for the 
representation of characters’ hand gestures. Moreover, this chapter demonstrates the possibility 
of using quantitative methods to coordinate different scales of analysis, inviting scholars to 
consider how best to analyze a subset of a model.  
These three chapters follow a similar process. Take a text file representing a book, 
separate out the characters, list the words describing them, build a model, and apply that model 
across the timeline. While each of those chapters walks through different themes and topics, the 
object of their analysis tends to be the same – words describing fictional people in a wide range 
of books.  
At this point, it is worth noting that these methods are controversial. I’ve briefly spoken 
to some of those disagreements earlier, noting the reservations that scholars have about using 
numbers to study books. A more involved response is reserved for this book’s conclusive fifth 
chapter. Those controversies are relegated to the conclusion, for largely two reasons. First, as 
others have noted, readers will only feel invested in such debates if they feel like the new 
methods are worth defending. And readers will only know that after exploring the research for 
themselves. This is important an important step, because readers will have their own sense of 
what is gained from an investment in large-scale quantitative research. Second, those disputes 
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will help readers understand the future investments needed for such knowledge. Researching the 
relationship between models and literary criticism, developing thought-provoking responses to 
critics, etc. comes at a real cost. If distant readers and their critics want to fully explore the limits 
of quantitative methods, we’ll need to describe what changes might need to occur, allowing 
future research to flourish.  
In other words, recommendations for future research have a lot to do with the actual 
interest and investment of English departments. At the end of the book, readers will have a sense 
of their interest in excavating large digital collections for quantitative evidence. What remains to 
be discussed is the kind of investments required of English departments – both at institutional 
and individual registers. This could mean new kinds of training. It could also mean reimagining 
what it means to get an English degree in the twenty-first century. As such, Chapter 5 outlines 
some potential curricular changes, letting readers decide if they’re worth the payoffs outlined in 
the first four chapters. This will partially mean talking about new branches of knowledge that 
future students of English might explore. But this will also mean surveying the current debates 
about quantitative methods, seeing what it would take to advance those discussions in interesting 
ways.  
The most I can accomplish at the outset is introduce some of the ongoing debates and 
responses among distant readers. Newcomers, upon seeing words like machine learning, may be 
reasonably concerned that they will immediately need to pick up two or three other disciplines. 
Personally, this feels like a missed opportunity of distant readers to communicate the different 
branches of the subdiscipline that future students of English might pursue. Even rudimentary 
steps like, “Intro to Statistics and Intro to Programming” would be helpful. Without this sort of 
framework, students might feel like they need to major in any number of other disciplines, 
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ranging from English, Math, Linguistics, Computer Science, etc. To clarify, distant readers have 
long advocated for curricular change. What is needed, while English departments sort out 
institutional boundaries, is a discussion of the different distant reading projects, describing what 
specific skills they require to advance that field of research.  
Addressing the desire to advance the representativeness of digitized collections, some 
scholars have mobilized their scholarship around imagining critical sampling procedures. 
Katherine Bode, for instance, advocates that future research involving digital collections needs to 
focus more on better sampling practices.21 For Bode, and others, the problem with current 
computational research is that the corpora assembled are often private, unstable, and have the 
historical mindfulness of “these are the texts I could acquire.” For now, I’ll briefly speak to that 
last point. Namely, scholars can sometimes be in the habit of ignoring the complicated 
relationship between digitized evidence and the historical record. One example of this is when a 
book’s publication date uncritically becomes a proxy for its position in literary history. This 
sometimes happens for the reason I’ve teasingly suggested above. Scholars in this emerging field 
work with what documents and metadata they have access to. One can hear this sentiment in 
hopeful statements that a large sample size of digitized works, or the proliferation of new data, 
will corroborate their findings. And, for what it’s worth, their hopes may not be as far fetched as 
one might think. Research has repeatedly shown that different samples of fiction tend to exhibit 
the same overarching trends, suggesting that large samples do produce robust findings. But, to 
Bode’s point, book historians have collected enough evidence to show that the documentary 
record is unstable. As such, Bode suggests that “scholarly editions” are an appropriate example 
 
21 Katherine Bode. A World of Fiction: Digital Collections and the Future of Literary History. Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2018. 
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of how datasets could be more critically cultivated. So future contributions to the field could take 
the form or rigorously curated datasets, rather than quantitative analyses. These projects will 
require taking Library Science-esque courses, such as “Introduction to Databases” or “Library 
Taxonomies.”  
More controversially, as I’ve alluded to earlier, other scholars are more invested in 
advancing the perspectival import of quantitative research. Scholars such as Andrew Piper 
suggest that quantitative methods are at their most eye-opening when they implicate existing 
theories about literature. This is overtly the claim in Piper’s chapter “Implications” and is more 
subtly made in Underwood’s chapter “Do We Understand the Outlines of Literary History?”22 
For scholars invested in this angle, responding to skeptics often means showing historical trends 
that do not align with popular theories about literature. This means that future contributions 
along these lines will probably include: developing new models of literary change, putting 
pressure on existing models, or introducing scholars to new mathematical techniques.23 I’ve 
spoken a bit about these attempts to advance research already, so I won’t say too much more. But 
what I’ll add is that this angle of computational research has the highest chance of being 
alienating, simply because readers are uncomfortable with numbers. And that sense of distancing 
will only deepen if that discomfort with mathematics isn’t addressed adequately. 
This is all to say that concluding this book, pointing out different paths for future 
research, will really need to address the current situation of English departments and their 
relationship to math. In other words, I’m lingering on these debates, the different projects, and 
 
22 (Distant Horizons, 1) 
23 Nan Z. Da’s now infamous article starts to make some rhetorical gestures in this direction. If I’m being candid 
though, the critiques in this article Nan Z. Da. “The Computational Case against Computational Literary Studies.” 
Critical Inquiry 45, no. 3 (March 1, 2019): 601–39. https://doi.org/10.1086/702594. 
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the different skills they require, because they all heavily rely on a key assumption – that English 
departments have the curricular infrastructure to sustain any of these conversations. As I was 
writing the conclusion, it became increasingly clear that the proposals for future research are 
naïvely premature. For example, I’ll suggest that future scholars will really want to unpack 
models of character, analyzing how they might be aggregating several different kinds of 
characterization into a single trend line. But performing that sort of analysis will require, at the 
very least, a basic familiarity with college-level mathematics. Institutionally, however, this form 
of literary research doesn’t have a curricular path yet. As such, most readers will have a hard 
time finishing this book and have a sense of how to proceed.  
That problem informs the argument that I’ll be making in the conclusion. If distant 
readers and critics want to move towards interesting debates, beyond debates about sampling 
procedures, we need to equip students with the right kind of knowledge. Healthy disciplines can 
only debate the same things for so long (I hope). Perspectival changes in a field requires new 
voices equipped with the proper perspectives. To be clear, none of this is to suggest that scholars 
are unaware of the institutional challenges confronting digital research. In fact, I know that just 
the opposite is true. Rather, I just mean to double-down on the idea that methodological debates 
will need to make room for more discussions about curricular logistics. And debates about the 
pressing institutional challenges that confront distant reading. For now, it is enough to say that 
the conclusion outlines the forms of knowledge needed to continue quantitative research. 
Taken altogether, this might sound like an immense challenge for the future of distant 
reading. So, I want to take this time to assure readers: this is primarily a book on literary history. 
Students will need new training to negotiate individual impressions with quantitative reasoning. 
But that training will only be necessary if readers find the payoffs worthwhile. What comes first 
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is proving that distant reading can produce quantitative evidence that inspires new literary 
perspectives. If these methods do not produce such inspiration among literary scholars, it does 
not mean this kind of exploratory work was a waste. Instead, it could mean that this work has 
more of a home in the social sciences or even outside the university. In writing this book, 
however, I’m betting that quantitative perspectives have a home in English departments. But, for 
that to happen, I will need to place an ante. I can’t adequately do that in an introduction. Instead, 

































CHAPTER 1: MODELLING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
CHARACTERIZATION AND LITERARY PRESTIGE 
 
 
So far, I have introduced the implications of using quantitative approaches to study 
literary history. In short, I have teased the idea of using numbers to draw new timelines in the 
history of characterization. From a bird’s eye view, coordinating mathematic and literary 
scholarship sounds nice – almost graceful. Count the words used to describe characters and say 
something interesting about those measurements. That sounds simple enough. But, as it turns 
out, negotiating two distinct disciplines can be tricky. Statisticians, for instance, are not trained to 
recognize how the concept of character has radically transformed through its Ancient Greek, 
Middle English, and Latin permutations. Moreover, to study each permutation, different notions 
of character can often mean looking at very different kinds of language. As a result, it can be 
very unclear what words one should count.  
Building bridges between English and Math comes with a lengthy to-do list. For this 
book, it begins with a more thorough discussion about how literary critics have tended to 
historicize characterization. But it will also require a more precise description of how numbers 
can inform that history. As such, I’ll begin by exploring two questions. First, how have literary 
critics reshaped the concept of characterization, placing emphasis on different aspects of fictional 
people? And second, what would it mean to put numbers to those different models of character? 
By coordinating those two disciplines, I advance two arguments about characterization and its 
relationship to literary prestige. First, the “distinctiveness” of characters from prestigious fiction 
have become less and less clear. When a computer is tasked with distinguishing characters from 
reviewed works of fiction, ranging from the 1850s to the 1950s, the model very gradually gets 
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worse at making correct predictions as we move towards the mid-twentieth century.24 Second, 
attempts to distinguish “well-crafted” characters because of psychological depth may have 
overemphasized the role of internal characterization. When examining the correlation between 
different modes of characterization and the likelihood that a text is reviewed, it is not at all clear 
that characters from reviewed works are inseparable from something like psychological depth. 
But before advancing messy arguments about what counts as prestigious fiction, we need 
a better understanding of what numbers can do for literary criticism. What has already been said 
about the history of characterization? And how can numbers advance that scholarship? The first 
question is much easier to answer, because literary criticism is rich with different scholarly 
representations of characterization.  
 
Models of Characterization – A Review of the Literature 
 
The early professionalization of literary studies is marked by several formal models of character. 
Vladimir Propp, along with other prominent figures of Russian Formalism, were in the habit of 
treating characters as linguistic effects. Propp, for example, abstracted characters into seven 
structural roles based on the actions they perform: the hero, the helper, the villain, the false hero, 
the donor, the donor, the sought-after person, and the sought-after’s father.25 By reducing 
characters to “narratemes of action,” or “narrative actants,” Propp posited a typological model of 
characters. But Propp wouldn’t be the only one to linguistically reduce characters to various 
 
24 This chapter owes a lot to the work done in Ted Underwood’s research in his third chapter of Distant Horizons, 
“The Long Arc of Prestige.” In that chapter, Underwood introduces the idea of using logistic regression in order to 
see if a model can differentiate reviewed works of fiction from random samples of fictions. From there, Underwood 
observes a gradual improvement, suggesting that the model gets better at differentiating prestigious works of fiction 
from random samples. My work is merely a riff on this idea, asking “does this picture of prestige look different, if 
we just look at explicit characterizations?” Ted Underwood. Distant Horizons: Digital Evidence and Literary 
Change. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2019. 68-110. 
25 Vladimir Yakovlevich Propp., et al. Morphology of the Folktale. University of Texas Press, 2015. 
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linguistic signs of identity. Roland Barthes would go on to argue that characters were primarily 
an effect of proper names, treating them as pronominal entities.26 This formalist approach of 
characters would, of course, contextualize explicit characterizations within larger narrative 
frameworks. Tzvetan Todorov, for instance, would often use characters to describe different 
states of narrative equilibrium.27  The list goes on. And each model of character emphasizes 
certain linguistic patterns, drawing attention away from other formal details. This critical trend 
often gets remembered as frowning upon the treatment of characters as objects of affective 
identification, favoring linguistic models that more easily lent themselves as signs of 
professional rigor. The cost, so the story goes, is that literary criticism staunchly remains (to this 
day) circumspect when it comes to treating characters as companions with emotional weight, as 
opposed to formal constructs. 
This sort of reluctance towards seeing characters as personal individuals would 
eventually loosen, and revisions of the formalist tradition have begun to seriously extend formal 
models with social significance. Perhaps most notably, Alex Woloch’s The One vs. the Many 
(2003) explicitly asks the question “how does an interpretive practice that focuses on the syntax 
of narrative as a system conceptualize the implied resemblance between “the character” and “the 
human being?”28 That question very directly confronts the formalist traditions, asking how we 
ought to talk about characters as both formal and social entities. Woloch’s solution is to focus on 
“the distribution of attention” given to characters, arguing that novels constantly ask readers to 
configure individual characters in context of their relationship to others. In short, in order to have 
interesting conversations about characters, we’ll want to talk about characters’ linguistic 
 
26 Roland Barthes. S/Z: Hill and Wang, 2007. 
27 Tzvetan Todorov. Grammaire Du Decameron. Mouton, 1969. 
28 Alex Woloch. The One vs. the Many: Minor Characters and the Space of the Protagonist in the Realist Novel. 
Princeton University Press, 2003. 15. 
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configurations as well as their social situation in the narrative itself. As such, Woloch uses the 
term “character-space” to describe a character’s linguistic distribution. And the term “character-
system” to describe a character’s social distribution. Ultimately, Woloch argues that this model 
emphasizes how socio-formal debates about character are better described as a “tension between 
focusing on one life and focusing on many.”29 It’s possible, almost twenty years after Woloch, 
that this debate about characters as formal or social entities is over, but character systems have 
remained a significant framework for negotiating those different registers. 
Historical models of characterization, on the other hand, are said to have set aside those 
ontological questions in order to draw timelines for literary genres, such as the novel. Amanda 
Andreson, Rita Felski, and Toril Moi have, for instance, recently claimed that early studies of 
character were more interested in economic readings of the novel, investigating the genre’s 
relationship to modernity. 30 For Anderson et al., this meant interpreting characterization 
predominantly as emerging signs of bourgeois individuality. In short, how do the practices of 
characterization reflect how the bourgeois classes wanted to see themselves (or others)? They 
don’t mean to suggest that this work is insignificant or uncompelling. Rather, they claim that 
historical approaches are more invested in correlating the rise of the novel with the rise of 
modern capitalism – instead of pursuing ontological frameworks. 
There’s perhaps some truth to that. Ian Watt would notably claim that Defoe’s characters 
reflect a growing prominence of eighteenth-century “economic individualism.”31 Watt draws on 
Defoe’s protagonists, such as Robinson Crusoe, to repeatedly show that Defoe’s characters often 
 
29 (Woloch, 18). 
30 See the introduction of Amanda Andreson, Rita Felski, and Troil Moi. Character: Three Inquiries in Literary 
Studies. University of Chicago Press, 2019.  




pursue financial gain and reflect an eighteenth-century “book-keeping conscience.”32 Ultimately, 
Watt concludes that the rise of the novel is historically recognizable through these distinctively 
money-minded characters. So, it’s certainly arguable that Watt’s discussion has more to do with 
bourgeois economic life than the construction of fictional people. Nancy Armstrong would 
famously revise that history, and this revision arguably subordinates discussions of 
characterization in a similar fashion.33 Armstrong disagrees with Watt’s economic reading of the 
early novel, arguing that those novels did not retroactively reflect ideal economic personalities 
but instead produced them. By analyzing the rewards and punishments doled out to female 
characters in eighteenth and nineteenth-century novels, Armstrong emphasizes that early novels 
meticulously constructed desirable forms of domestic life. This reading insists that these 
characters were an integral part of an instructional “domestic economy” that was “necessarily 
antecedent to—the way of life it represented.”34 In short, early novels were recognizable for 
constructing forms of economic individualism, not merely a symptom of its time. Despite their 
differences, however, it makes sense why Anderson et al. would see both writers as more 
invested in the novel’s political history – than in theories of character. 
But, in all honesty, it seems hasty to conclude that historical arguments don’t implicitly 
advance their own formal positions on characterization. Even in Watt’s discussion of economic 
individualism and the novel’s beginnings, he presents a theory of character that vaguely 
resembles Woloch’s treatment of characters as social systems. Characters in eighteenth-century 
novels, for Watt, were noticeably different, because they were given common proper names “in 
such a way as to suggest that they were to be regarded as particular individuals in the 
 
32 (Watt, 60). 
33 Nancy Armstrong. Desire and Domestic Fiction: a Political History of the Novel. Oxford University Press, 1989. 
34 (Armstrong, 9) 
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contemporary social environment.”35 Similar to Woloch’s character system, Watt arrives at a 
perspective of character that coordinates the formal and social aspects of character. This nominal 
model of characters would then become an integral part of Watt’s configuration of modern 
characters (as bookkeepers who internally compare themselves to other nominal figures).  
It’s especially difficult to separate formal from historical arguments in the literary critics 
who pushed back against Watt. Deidre Shauna Lynch succinctly describes the formal operations 
at work in Watt’s history of the novel, articulating that “Watt and a host of successors locate the 
novel’s genesis in the confrontation between internal and external characterization.”36 In other 
words, although Watt ultimately produces a historical argument, his timeline requires a model of 
character as internal-external objects. Lynch extends this attention to the ins-and-outs of 
characters when advancing her own history of the novel as a marketplace phenomenon. By 
drawing attention to the market aspects of selling books, Lynch argues that a desire for internal 
characterization flows from “a new determination to produce lines of demarcation between 
classes of readers.”37 This desire, for what Lynch describes as “inside stories,” is not just a 
Romantic habit to see individualism through signs of psychological depth. Rather, that desire 
flows from a classist impulse to tier different styles of reading. Lynch’s history, to be sure, is 
invested in the historical formation of the novel, but that formation relies on the premise that 
characters were experienced as exterior-interior entities. Point being, even when literary critics 
move towards socio-historical readings of character, they tend to implicitly advance formal 
arguments about their configuration. 
 
35 (Watt, 15). 
36 Deidre Shauna Lynch. The Economy of Character: Novels, Market Culture, and the Business of Inner Meaning. 
University of Chicago Press, 1998. 
37 (Lynch, 6). 
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I’m lingering on these debates in order to outline the different paths for advancing 
scholarship on characterization – and the same assumption that they all operate under. Structural 
scholars, on the one hand, tend to see signs of advancement through the act of surfacing latent 
linguistic and narratological patterns. Jonathan Culler’s Structuralist Poetics: Structuralism, 
Linguistics, and the Study of Literature, for instance, argues that characters are predominantly a 
pronominal effect.38 Culler does not, to the degree of Propp or Todorov, dismiss studies of 
character as object of identification, but his structural approach implicitly places more emphasis 
on the arrangement of signs than on reader reception. The other strategy to move the 
conversation is to pushback on this dismissal, calling attention to different modes of reader 
responses. Rita Felski, for instance, recent work describes different “mechanisms of 
identification,” resituating discussions of character identification in queer conceptions of 
“allegiance” and “recognition.”39 As a result, Felski explicitly sees scholarship on character 
advancing through scholarship on cultures of reception. Implicit in both approaches is the 
assumption that we can learn the most about characterization by exploring the space between 
these two polemics. 
For many literary critics, the question might then become, “how will numbers affect this 
conversation and, perhaps more importantly, my place within it?” If, for example, we had data 
on book sales and the words used to describe the characters in those books, how would the 
current conversation about characters become displaced? If the last twenty years have taught us 
anything, it is that the methods of distant reading will not affect this arrangement at all. As it 
turns out, generating quantitative evidence won’t stop people from pitting cultural and formal 
 
38 Linguists will often refer to this task as “coreference resolution.” Culler extends this task into literary scholarship, 
arguing that this task is at the center of configuring characters. 
39 (Felski, 82) 
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perspectives of language against each other. Those debates are simply too much fun. Instead, as 
distant readers continue to encounter century-spanning patterns, quantitative evidence is proving 
to be controversial in a much more interesting way.  
By using numbers to highlight patterns of literary language, distant reading has provided 
an occasion for revisiting the historical assumptions underlying popular theories about literary 
history. In short, even though the fear is that numbers will subsume critical dialogue between 
cultivated critics, those fears have not come to pass. 40 On the contrary, because those numbers 
are painting an increasingly complicated picture of the past, distant reading is prompting literary 
critics to produce new historical narratives that can account for the quantitative evidence. When 
it comes to scholarship on characterization, I don’t see this situation changing. Numbers will not 
displace existing perspectives of character, but it will ask critics to coordinate their theories with 
quantitative forms of historical evidence. 
If we can agree that distant reading will not displace existing conversations, then the real 
question is how to align quantitative reasoning with existing approaches to studying 
characterization. In other words, my goal isn’t to argue for a statistical perspective instead of a 
cultural or structural approach to character. My goal is simply to explore methods for 
coordinating existing approaches with quantitative evidence. However, to accomplish that, I need 
to show that quantitative methods can produce a historical argument that persuades critics to 
rethink their assumptions about the past. More specifically, I need to demonstrate that 
quantitative evidence can help scale theories of character towards larger units of time. Or, show 
whether certain historical theories do not line up with measured evidence. 
 
 
40 Stephen Marche. “Literature Is Not Data: Against Digital Humanities.” Los Angeles Review of Books, October 
28, 2012. https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/literature-is-not-data-against-digital-humanities/. 
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Market Pressures and Inside Stories 
 
For instance, we could begin by exploring one of the established historical theories surveyed 
above, exploring how well it is evidenced at a local level. To start, let’s take Lynch’s argument 
about the desire for “round characters” that feature “inner stories.” Early theories of the novel’s 
rise, such as Watt’s, attribute the expansion of internal characterization to a grand “rise of 
individualism.” Lynch complicates that history, arguing that this expansion instead flows from a 
bourgeois desire to distinguish their economic status. By 2020, literary critics are very familiar 
with this story. One where members of the rising middle class are characterized as urgently in 
the market for signs of cultivation. In that economy, “good books” with “character depth” are 
irresistible, because they provide an occasion for interpretation that would be accessible only to 
those who were familiar with the cultivated styles of reading.41 From this perspective, Lynch 
sees the growing prominence of internal characterization as a market response to readers who 
wanted an “aristocracy of culture.” In this type of reading economy, literary characters would 
become increasingly “round” in order to satisfy an appetite for class differentiation. And 
sensitivity to character depth would then become a sign of refined receptiveness.  
Lynch primarily discusses the eighteenth and nineteenth century, so we could pick 
passages of characterization from that period, noting the figurative language used to produce 
such inner stories. And the question becomes, how much of a historical picture can we glean 
from such passages? 
 
Well, after I had been in the room about ten minutes, talking to huge overdressed 
dowagers and tedious academicians, I suddenly became conscious that some one was 
looking at me. I turned half-way round and saw Dorian Gray for the first time. When our 
eyes met, I felt that I was growing pale. A curious sensation of terror came over me. I 
knew that I had come face to face with some one whose mere personality was so 
fascinating that, if I allowed it to do so, it would absorb my whole nature, my whole 
 
41 (Lynch 126 -127). 
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soul, my very art itself.  I did not want any external influence in my life. You know 
yourself, Harry, how independent I am by nature. I have always been my own master; 
had at least always been so, till I met Dorian Gray.42 
 
The first passage is easy to place on a timeline. For one, readers will recognize that it describes 
the thoughts Basil Hallward from The Picture of Dorian Gray (1890). And, for the purposes of 
Lynch’s argument, it is also worth noting that this novel appeared in venues with relatively 
intellectual ambitions, such as the Fortnightly Review.43 Selective periodicals that could, for 
instance, play a significant role in creating divisions among readers on the basis of taste. But, 
even without such contextual details, readers could discern that they are reading a nineteenth-
century internal monologue. As bolded above, the reader is flooded with words about Basil’s 
conscience and sensations. The passage is also peppered with counterfactual what-ifs to illustrate 
the character’s ability to consider different decisions (to the point that Harry speaks to himself in 
second person). Taken altogether, to Lynch’s point, we have a relatively prestigious work of 
fiction featuring a literary character with an inner story. In order to evidence her claims within 
the Regency period, Lynch provides several compelling passages that help her differentiate 
fictional people in mere books from those characterized in literature. In fact, acknowledging the 
extrapolation, she states that she provides passages that “typified texts” that were considered 
literature versus “conspicuous reading.”44 If we want to extend the scope of Lynch’s claims, we 
could sample a contemporary work of fiction, selecting a passage that features similar formal 
strategies. 
 
…there is an idea of a Patrick Bateman, some kind of abstraction, but there is no real 
me, only an entity, something illusory, and though I can hide my cold gaze and you can 
shake my hand and feel flesh gripping yours and maybe you can even sense our 
lifestyles are probably comparable: I simply am not there. It is hard for me to make 
 
42 Wilde, Oscar. The Picture of Dorian Gray. London: Penguin Books, 2010. 
43 The preface, at least, appears in The Fortnightly Review. 55. 1891: Jan-June. 
44 (Lynch, 150). 
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sense on any given level. Myself is fabricated, an aberration. I am a noncontingent 
human being. My personality is sketchy and unformed, my heartlessness goes deep and 
is persistent. My conscience, my pity, my hopes disappeared a long time ago (probably at 
Harvard) if they ever did exist.45 
 
This passage from Bret Easton Ellis’s controversial American Psycho (1991) shares some things 
in common with the one from Wilde. For one, we’re reading another descent into madness via 
pleasure seeking. As such, several words similarly characterize Bateman as an internally focused 
character. The similarities partially have to do with language about Bateman’s conscience and 
physical sensations. We also see counterfactual statements used to a similar effect, fabricating 
the idea that Bateman could have made different decisions. There are, of course, some notable 
differences. Bateman’s thoughts are characterized using second-person language, illustrating the 
character’s ability to consider the options of other characters. Moreover, certain word choices 
like “abstraction” and “sketchy” are dead giveaways that we are no longer reading a late-
nineteenth-century text. As overall characters, however, it wouldn’t be unreasonable for casual 
readers to draw a line from Dorian Gray to Patrick Bateman. Undergraduate students, for 
instance, are often eager to draw such a line between two distinct historical moments. 
When readers do have some historical training, however, we expect them to be wary 
about drawing long timelines from the explication of short passages. We’re operating on a scale 
where it becomes too difficult to string enough individual passages into a compelling historical 
argument about characterization and prestige. This, of course, hasn’t stopped us from trying. 
Broadly speaking, however, we’re taught to proceed with caution when drawing century-
spanning timelines (or simply told not to do it). Because, when we extend Lynch’s arguments to 
this degree, it should raise two questions: How confidently can we claim that significantly 
different language is used to describe fictional characters from prestigious fiction versus those 
 
45 Ellis, Bret Easton. American Psycho. London: Picador, 2006. 
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from popular fiction? And how confidently can we claim that the strength of that difference has 
remained relatively stable? 
Using numbers to explore Lynch’s argument, I’ll advance two claims. First, the 
distinctive qualities of characters from prestigious fiction have become steadily opaquer from 
1850 to 1950. In fact, when we turn to mid-twentieth century works of fiction, ones reviewed by 
relatively esteemed literary periodicals, we encounter a striking possibility. Explicit 
characterizations in reviewed fiction are almost indistinguishable from those used to illustrate 
characters in randomly selected works of fiction. Second, details that are stereotypically 
associated with internal description do play a role in distinguishing the characters of “literary” 
fiction, but we may have placed disproportionate emphasis on its significance. I’ll unpack this 
quantitative evidence, suggesting that other practices of characterization play an almost equal 
role in describing the fictional people of reviewed literature. For example, interactions with the 
natural world.   
 
Mapping Out the Experiment 
 
Quantitatively mapping out the linguistic features associated with literary success is 
controversial work. Matthew Jockers and Jodie Archer, for instance, argue that the words used in 
characterization and plot can predictively signal bestselling fiction. For them, these explicit 
linguistic details clearly illustrate the expectations of this more lucrative genre. 46 Ted 
Underwood similarly uses predictive methods, but he instead analyzes the literary judgement 
associated with esteemed periodicals. Underwood argues that, for the publications included in his 
 
46 Jodie Archer and Matthew Lee Jockers. The Bestseller Code. London: Penguin Books, 2017. 
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study, that the criteria for literary success has shifted only very gradually over time, contrary to 
periodized representations of this history.47  
The controversy here is that there are many different strategies for modelling literary 
success. For some critics, winning literary prizes might be a relatively stable sign of prestige. For 
others, the amount of critical discussion that a text receives could arguably be more significant. 
Moreover, as with Jockers’s and Archer’s research, one might define prominence using more 
marketplace metrics. However, as Archer, Jockers, and Underwood all articulate, they agree that 
critics don’t have to arrive at the same definitions of prestige. Instead, they argue that a fuller 
picture of the relationship between prestige and literary practices will simply require multiple 
perspectives. 
This chapter analyzes different practices of characterization and their relationship to 
critical acclaim. To explore that relationship, this chapter draws heavily from the experiments in 
predictive modelling that Underwood uses to outline the linguistic contours of reviewed fiction. 
Predictive modelling can be a dizzying topic, but its application for literary studies is arguably 
simple. Broadly speaking, we are showing computers word frequencies for multiple texts, seeing 
whether those measurements allow a computer to make different kinds of inferences. In 
Underwood’s research, for instance, he shows a model examples of reviewed and random fiction, 
observing whether the model can separate out which texts were reviewed in selective venues. 
But why use this approach to study literary history? The reason many fields have turned 
to these methods is that the task of prediction has become a way of studying the relationship 
between variables and outcomes.48 In this case, the relationship between diction and a work of 
 
47 (Underwood, 88-91). 
48 There is much more to say about this, but a good place to start would be the second chapter of Underwood’s 
Distant Horizons. (Underwood 41-44) 
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fiction’s critical reception. As the story goes, if the model can consistently make accurate 
predictions, then the model has arguably learned something about the strength of the relationship 
between language and literary judgement. 
In this chapter, I’m simply extending that premise to study the relationship between 
characterization and prestige. In short, I’m using a predictive model to test the connection 
between a specific literary practice and a social outcome. To that end, I extract the words used in 
characterization from a collection of texts, seeing whether the explicit descriptions of fictional 
people have a predictable relationship to selective review. If the model can use characterization 
to accurately categorize texts, then we’ll start to have some real evidence of a tenable 
relationship between the practices of characterization and critical attention. 
This chapter also extends that analysis to explore a central question about the relationship 
between characterization and prestige. Lynch has famously argued that inner stories were a 
prominent strategy for elevating texts with a sense of literary significance. If this is the case, one 
might expect that books foregrounding internal characterization would have a higher chance of 
being reviewed in selective periodicals. To explore this argument, we will want to know whether 
words associated with psychological “depth”, “roundness”, or internal description are associated 
with being reviewed. To that end, I will analyze the correlation between the frequency of internal 
description with the likelihood a text was reviewed. This task is tricky, because it’s unlikely that 
critics will agree on any particular set of words that capture those different modes of description. 
But, even if critics can’t agree on a precise set of words, we can start to see whether groups of 
words having to do internal description tend to feature a stronger correlation. 
 But before we address either of those questions, we must first discuss which texts will be 
used to represent something like “prestigious fiction?” There are many ways of going about this 
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with a wide range of connotations. One could, for instance, opt for a notion of prestige in the 
canonical sense, collecting texts featured in Norton anthologies. In this essay, I recreated a 
corpus featured in Underwood’s original experiment.49 The original corpus included volumes of 
poetry, but I’ve adjusted this collection to solely focus on works of fiction.  
 
Periodical Title Date Range Vols of Fiction 
The Adelphi 1923-1949 11 
The Atlantic 1859-1949 197 
Blackwood’s Magazine 1841-1996 71 
The Criterion 1922-1938 12 
Dublin Magazine 1930-1949 10 
Edinburgh Review 1820-1859 18 
Fortnightly Review 1865-1914 102 
The New Age 1907-1920 19 
The New Republic 1915-1947 33 
The New Yorker 1925-1947 17 
Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine 1852-1859 33 
The Yale Review 1930-1949 16 
Table 1 Periodicals Selected by Underwood et al. to represent selective venues. 
I chose to recreate Underwood’s collection for two primary reasons. First, the list was designed 
to prioritize periodicals that were selective about the works they reviewed. That means primarily 
looking at works selected by quarterly, monthly, and fortnightly publications. This sample 
selection isn’t to endorse their judgements of literary success. Rather, regardless of the 
judgements that those reviews espoused, the assumption is that the works reviewed by these 
publications were considered important. Secondly, using a related dataset makes a comparative 
analysis much easier. The goal of my experiment is to see whether the words used in 
characterization can be used to predict whether a work of fiction was reviewed (whereas 
Underwood analyzes a wider range of literary language). If I had used a different dataset, then 
 
49 The metadata for this corpus is available via Underwood’s GitHub. 
https://github.com/tedunderwood/horizon/tree/master/chapter3/metadata. Texts were then collected from the 
HathiTrust Digital Library, the Chadwyk Healey corpus, among other sources. 
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it’d be harder to discern whether the results have more to do with my shift of emphasis or more 
to do with my sample of literature. Taken altogether, I’m working with a sample of reviewed 
fiction spanning from 1850 to 1949, resulting in 529 texts.  
 Since our goal is to predict whether a text was reviewed, solely based on the words used 
in characterization, we also need a sample of fiction that was not reviewed by these periodicals. 
The priority is to find works that can serve as a point of contrast, challenging the model to 
differentiate texts through explicit characterizations. To do that, I randomly sample texts from 
two corpora of fiction, removing authors who are featured in the sample of reviewed fiction. One 
corpus was used for sampling non-reviewed texts from 1850 to 1900. The second corpus was 
used for sampling works from 1901-1949.50 There are some important features to note about 
these two collections. First, it is all English-language fiction and predominantly Anglo-
American. Second, it skews towards male authors. There are some decades in which the 
distribution is more evenly divided between writing men and women. However, it is better to be 
forthcoming about these imbalances, and I provide the metadata for this collection in a separate 
spreadsheet. Moreover, it is important to note that some well-known authors do appear among 
the random sample, but random sampling protects us from the likelihood that the number of 
prestigious authors is high. Taken altogether, we are looking at a sample of around 10,000 works 
of fiction that were not reviewed. 
For each decade represented in the sample of reviewed fiction, we find an equal number 
of texts that were not reviewed. In each decade, we show a model examples of characters from 
reviewed and non-reviewed fiction. After this sampling process, we ask the model to make 
predictions about books it hasn’t seen yet. The model is shown the words used in 
 
50 A complete spreadsheet of the metadata is provided in a data repository on GitHub. 
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characterization for that text, and it must then predict whether it was reviewed in a prestigious 
periodical. The model’s ability to accurately make those predictions helps measure the degree 
that characterization is a distinguishing factor. Moreover, by placing those accuracies on a 
timeline, we can get a diachronic picture of how that degree changes over time. From there, we 
can revisit Lynch’s question about the distinguishing power of internal practices of describing 
fictional people. 
 
Modelling the Relationship Between Characterization and Literary Judgement 
This section primarily explores three questions. First, how difficult was it for a computer to 
identify reviewed fiction using explicit signs of characterization? Second, did the difficulty of 
identification change over time? And lastly, did certain kinds of characteristics play a 
disproportionate role in helping the model distinguish reviewed fiction?  
 Before I reveal the results the model’s accuracy, presented as a series of percentages of 
correct predictions, it’s important to set some benchmarks. After all, it’s difficult to immediately 
infer how accuracy percentages from a classification model map onto critical perception. The 
best we can currently hope for is a comparative sense. When Underwood tasked a model with 
predicting a character’s heteronormative gender label, for instance, they achieve an accuracy of 
around 77%. Meaning that, using the words used in characterization, a model can accurately 
predict a character’s grammatical gender that 77% of the time.51 In a different venue, I have 
shown that this accuracy rises to about 85% when we only use the anatomical words used in 
characterization.52 Hoyt Long and Richard Jean So train a model to differentiate English 
 
51 (Underwood, 116)  




language poetry exhibiting latent signs of a haiku style, interpreting the significance of around 
90% accuracy.53 These differences make some intuitive sense. Making social predictions about 
aqueous boundaries, such as gender, is bound to be a bit harder than making formal predictions 
about style. But my point is that these different accuracies provide casual points of comparison. 
This kind of documentation allows us to comparatively reframe the way we approach the results 
of classification experiments. When we try to predict reviewed fiction, using the words in 
characterization, is that task harder than making social inferences about a character’s gender? Or 




53 Hoyt Long and Richard Jean So. “Literary Pattern Recognition: Modernism between Close Reading and Machine 




Figure 1. Accuracy of models predicting whether a text was reviewed in a selective venue, using solely the words used in 
characterization. Each point represents the accuracy of one of ten models. Each model was trained on the reviewed works in that 
decade. 
When it comes to the relationship between characterization and being reviewed in 
selective periodicals, we see a gradual, yet clear, picture of decline. If one follows the regression 
line in Figure 1, tracing the accuracy from 1850 to 1950, we see that the words used in 
characterization become less and less reliable for distinguishing the works of fiction that 
received selective attention. Each point represents the accuracy of the predictions within each 
decade, as a percentage of correct predictions. For example, in 1850, we have an instance where 
the model correctly inferred whether a text was reviewed or not 85% of the time. There are ten 
points for each decade, because I had the model undergo this task of inference against ten 
different random samples of non-reviewed fiction. By reiterating this process across different 
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random samples, we get a range of potential accuracy measurements for that decade, providing a 
more robust picture of the model’s performance. 
On average, however, this model can only accurately predict whether a work of fiction 
was reviewed about 73% of the time. This result suggests that making inferences about a text’s 
prestige, solely based on the words it uses to illustrate its characters, was more difficult than, say, 
inferring a character’s grammatical gender. If we start from the left side of the that picture, we 
see that the model can sometimes make the correct inference around 85% of the time. Over the 
next century, however, the words used in characterization become less and less of a stable sign of 
prestigious attention. In fact, by the 1950s, the model very gradually gets to a point where its 
predictive capability is just a slight improvement over flipping coins (models for this decade 
peak at around 65%). If our goal was to convince contemporary audiences that certain 
characterizations are likely to result in a text’s critical acclaim, this might be a discouraging 
sign.54 Our goal, however, is less about optimizing the model’s predictions (though that would be 
an achievement in its own right). Rather, literary historians will be more interested that literary 
judgement steadily becomes less tied to the practices of explicit characterization. 
 
Describing the Characteristics of Prestige 
 
When the model does make the right predictions, however, what characterizing language gives it 
away? This is a more complicated question than it might sound. We currently know the model’s 
conclusions on which texts were likely reviewed, and which were probably not. But literary 
historians will then reasonably want to know whether certain kinds of characterizations are more 
common among either group of texts. There are a few aspects that make this kind of analysis 
 
54 And this isn’t a farfetched goal. See the following for predicting the behavior of Oscar voters. Walt Hikcey. “How 
Our Oscar Predictions Did.” Five Thirty Eight, (2018). 
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tricky. Ideally, I could first show which words frequently describe characters in reviewed and 
unreviewed fiction. From there, I could then show how certain tropes recur among either group 
of characters. Taken altogether, I would finally advance a Lynch-esque argument, such as 
“internal characterizations appear more often in reviewed works of fiction.” But each of those 
steps present their own unique interpretive problems. 
An understandable first instinct might be to measure which characterizations are more 
common in either reviewed or unreviewed fiction. I have produced such a list of word 
frequencies for each group of fiction. Characterizations like aware, noble, and thought, appear 
more frequently in the characters of reviewed fiction. Words like press, grab, and brow more 
often describe the people of unreviewed fiction. And the lists go on. The problem with these lists 
is that they appear to be clear evidence, but it’s unclear what exactly they’re evidence of. Do we 
correlate the words “aware” and “thought,” arguing that descriptions of consciousness were 
central to characters of prestigious works? And do we zoom in on “press” and “grab,” 
interpreting physical intimacy as signs of non-prestige? Those sound like plausible explanations. 
But scholars would ultimately be wise to doubt whether such measurements map well onto 
historical arguments. It’s simply too unclear how these individual word frequencies can be 
leveraged as signs of broader shifts in characterization. We have some intriguing trivia, but their 
historical affordances are not immediately legible.  
 But that won’t stop literary scholars from attempting to produce meaning. We could, on 
the one hand, lean on the broad historical commonplaces that best justify these results. I could 
say, for instance, that a vast turn towards elevating round characters over flat characters meant 
reviewed characters had to be more “aware” and had to have more “thoughts.” If we assume that 
this historical situation was, in fact, happening, then it becomes easier to frame these word 
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frequencies as plausible evidence. In reality, however, we don’t know enough about these 
numbers or our historical past to say what happened.  
 How do we take these rudimentary measurements and make them more meaningful for 
literary historians? One way of elevating these individual word frequencies with historical 
significance, is to analyze whether groups of characterizations are correlated. By scaling the 
analysis from individual words to modes of characterization, we are in a better position to show 
how the significance of groups of words transforms over time. In short, we’re moving from an 
exploration of words out-of-context to historically analyzing strategies of description. Let’s say, 
for instance, we had evidence that descriptions of “consciousness” and “decision making” were 
concurrently and increasingly prominent in the characterizations of reviewed fiction. Instead of 
simply leveraging the words “aware” and “thought” as proxies for broader historical movements, 
we would instead show that two groups of words shared a historical trajectory. Those 
correlations, even if they don’t evidence something lofty like “causation,” would be better 
evidence of Lynch’s claim – that inner stories were more central to prestige. Taken altogether, 
this act of correlating modes of description help scale individual word-measurements towards 
historically meaningful arguments. 
There is one aspect of this approach that literary critics are unlikely to take kindly to. In 
short, literary critics are trained to criticize the practice of categorizing words into “modes of 
characterization.” It might not seem controversial, at first, to create a list of “body words,” listing 
various anatomical words to study trends in physical description. But once someone rightly 
reminds us that the body if often described in psychosomatic ways, it’s hard to know when to 
stop adding words to a category. We might have a list with the words “hair,” “eyes,” 
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“shoulders,” and reasonably want to add words like “nervousness,” “anxiousness,” and 
“frustration.” It’s simply unclear where the list of body words should end.55  
This might be a point of despair. If we can’t agree on these descriptive categories, like 
body words, how can we historicize modes of characterization and quantify their varying 
relationships to prestige?  What I hope to demonstrate in the following pages is that we can 
develop a comparative picture of literary history without agreeing on these categories. I might 
define the categories of body words, consciousness words, and action words very differently than 
someone else. In fact, I’m confident that this is the case. What will be insightful, however, is 
whether those varying definitions result in significantly different historical pictures. In short, lists 
of words can arguably be idiosyncratic, but that’s not necessarily a problem. Instead, as literary 
scholars know, different definitions and vantage points tend to complicate representations of the 
past. In short, creating provisional categories won’t break historicist practices.  
In that spirit, my analysis uses the Harvard General Inquirer’s 118 semantic categories, 
analyzing whether certain categories of description have a stronger correlation with the 
characters of either reviewed or unreviewed fiction.56 Each of their categories features an 
extensive list of words for “natural objects,” “action verbs,” “travel,” etc.. To perform this 
analysis, I first collect the probabilities that my model assigned to each work of fiction, 
representing the likelihood that the text was reviewed. For example, given the words used in 
characterization, the model assigns George Eliot’s Middlemarch an 88% chance of being 
reviewed by selective venues (or .88). Second, I then measure how frequently each category of 
 
55 This is a familiar problem for anyone working in the field of computational linguistics and distant reading. It is 
often labelled as the “shortcomings of dictionary methods.” For a paper that meditates on this particular problem in 
literary studies, see Ryan Heuser and Long Le-Khac, "A Quantitative Literary History of 2,958 Nineteenth-
Century British Novels: The Semantic Cohort Method. 
56 Roger Hurwitz, General Inquirer Home Page. Hyyp://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/Home.html; Philip J. Stone, 
Dexter C. Dunphy, Marshall S. Smith, and Daniel M. Ogilvie, The General Inquirer: A Computer Approach to 
Content Analysis. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1966.  
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words appear in each text, so I am checking to see how many “natural objects,” “action verbs,” 
and “travel”  words occur (along with the other 115 categories). I repeat this second step for each 
text involved in the experiment used to produce Figure 1. This way, for instance, I could say that 
a given book had 50 action verbs and only had a 65% chance of being reviewed. By having these 
sorts of metrics for each book, I can then measure the correlation between the frequency of each 
semantic category and the probability that a given book was reviewed. These correlations give us 
a casual sense of the modes of characterization that were more common in selectively reviewed 
works. 
 It might seem strange to use the Harvard General Inquirer’s categories instead of my 
own, but I do so for mainly two reasons.57 First, they feature extensive word lists that have, since 
the 1960s, been used for linguistic experiments pertaining to fictional representation, making a 
comparative analysis much easier. Second, even though all lists have idiosyncratic aspects, it’s 
still better practice to use a publicly available baseline – for the sake of transparency and 
replication. This isn’t to say that the Harvard General Inquirer’s are more comprehensive than 
any other organization’s semantic categories. Nor am I suggesting in any way that this analysis 
will fully capture what happened. Rather, I am presenting these categories as a way of casually 
describing which words tend to appear with which group of characters. In short, I am not ready 
to argue that the pressures of selective review caused the literature to change. I am, however, 
very ready to show evidence that meaningful groups of words did, in fact, occur more frequently 




57 The other longer reason is that there’s now a history in literary studies of using this approach, seeing whether 




























.195 Travel .232 
Table 2. Correlation of Harvard General Inquirer's 118 semantic categories and the predicted probability that volumes were 
reviewed. Table displays categories with a correlation coefficient in the top 5% threshold. Categories are sorted in descending 
order. 
There are many things one could say about the figures in Table 2. For instance, you’ll see 
that the correlations for random fiction are a touch stronger than those for reviewed fiction. This 
implies that there are more clearly pronounced associations in the characterizations of the 
randomly sampled fiction. One might take this as a sign that it easier to define the contours of 
characterization in unreviewed fiction. Pursuing this exploration would move beyond the scope 
of this chapter, and this figure alone isn’t enough to propel that argument. Which is all to say that 
tables like these tend to present more question than can be properly addressed within a few pages 
of prose. 
To focus our analysis, let us return to Lynch’s argument about internal characterization. 
For Lynch, the historical rise of inner stories is part of a larger history about class distinction. 
Lynch explicitly critiques historical narratives that frame the rise of round characters as a 
technical story centered around canonical authors. Instead, Lynch argues that a kind of “reading 
for character” increasingly became a way for bourgeois readers to distinguish their reading 
practices from those of working-class readers.58 In other words, “character appreciation” was 
becoming associated with the kind of cultivation that comes with social mobility. In this world, 
 
58 (Lynch, 135) 
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the characterizing practices configuring depth and roundness would similarly be taken as signs of 
literary prowess (because they produced things that only cultivated readers could appreciate). If 
we’re persuaded by Lynch’s account of the eighteenth-nineteenth literary marketplace, and its 
effect on characterization, we would expect to see interior characterizations to be more strongly 
correlated with reviewed fiction. 
Table 2 presents quantitative evidence that potentially aligns with Lynch’s account of 
characterization and prestige. Reviewed authors, on the one hand, tended to consistently 
emphasize their characters’ awareness. In other words, those characters were repeatedly 
configured using words commonly associated with sensory perception.59 Words related to 
“feeling,” “seeing,” and “awareness” frequently describe the fictional people of reviewed texts. 
Randomly sampled authors, on the other hand, often deployed their characters as moving actors. 
In unreviewed fiction, characters tend to be described using words commonly associated with 
physical action, such as “touch,” “glance,” and “grasped.” If we single out the two semantic 
categories most correlated with each type of fiction, then the results sound congenial to Lynch’s 
arguments. Reviewed authors prioritize interior descriptions, configuring a sense of 
psychological roundness. And unreviewed authors produce flat characters, grounded in plot-
oriented actions. Taken altogether, this starts to sound like a familiar set of stylistic coordinates 
in a history that moves from flat to round characters.  
We’d be wise, however, to very gradually extrapolate the historical significance of that 
table. A direct comparison of only the most correlated categories is very likely to obscure a more 
complicated story. For starters, it’s worth pointing out that the category of “knowledge and 
 
59 Andrew Piper reaches a similar conclusion in his chapter on data and characterization, using a very different set of 
methods (more graphical in nature). See Andrew Piper’s fifth chapter in Enumerations. Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2019. 
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awareness” is followed by other categories that are very close in correlation. Words about 
“natural processes” and “natural objects” are both almost just as correlated with reviewed fiction. 
For statisticians, at the very least, it would seem strange to raise a huge fuss about the difference 
between correlations .214 and .200.60 This doesn’t mean that characters in reviewed fiction 
interact with natural objects as often as they are sensing the world around them. Rather, the 
similar correlations suggest that using words from either category increase the likelihood of 
being reviewed by a similar degree. In other words, a character’s interactions with nature, or 
their situational perceptions, are equally likely to be signs of reviewed fiction.  
If these other modes of characterization are just as likely to be a sign of prestige, then we 
need to rethink whether the division between prestigious and random characterizations is sharply 
defined by psychological description. To better understand just how muddled this division is, 
let’s look at two different works of fiction. The first, Eliot’s Middlemarch, is a text that the 
model more confidently separated as probably having been reviewed.61 The second, Agatha 
Christie’s The Murder of Roger Ackroyd, is a text that the model determined was 85% likely to 
be an unreviewed work of fiction.62 In the following passages, I have italicized the words that 
made it more likely that the text was reviewed in prominent venues. And I have bolded ones that 
lead the model to consider a character as randomly sampled. The point of this exercise is to see 
how much of the following characterizations is captured by those semantic categories. The 
 
60 There are many ways of interpreting Pearson’s correlation coefficient. In psychological research, there are some 
conventions to interpret r’s effect size. Small: 0.10, Moderate: 0.30, Large: 0.50. Jacob Cohen, “A Power Primer,” 
Psychological Bulletin 112, no. I (1992): 155-59. 
61 In this case, the model was correct, as it was reviewed by Arthur George Sedgwick in the Atlantic in April 1873. 
62 While this work was, in fact, very visibly reviewed in venues like The New York Times (July 1926) and The 
Observer (May 1926), it wasn’t reviewed in publications that several literary scholars considered to be prestigiously 
selective. One could, however, include certain time ranges of these kinds of publications, arguing that, at times, 
those newspapers had the force of prestige. 
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reader’s first encounter with the intelligent and wealthy Dorothea Brooke, for instance, do 
present some words that reflect a sense of “knowledge and awareness.” 
“And how should Dorothea not marry? —a girl so handsome and with such prospects? 
Nothing could hinder it but her love of extremes, and her insistence on regulating life 
according to notions which might cause a wary man to hesitate before he made her an 
offer, or even might lead her at last to refuse all offers. A young lady of some birth and 
fortune, who knelt suddenly down on a brick floor by the side of a sick laborer and 
prayed fervidly as if she thought herself living in the time of the Apostles—who had 
strange whims of fasting like a Papist, and of sitting up at night to read old theological 
books!”63 
 
The Harvard General Inquirer designates words like “notion,” “regulate,” and “whim” as related 
to psychological depth. In this passage, it’s not too mysterious how these words configure 
Dorothea as a mentally complex character. On the one hand, Dorothea gets portrayed as both in 
control of her action, regulating her choices to capitalize on her awareness of gendered norms 
and notions. Later, in the same passage, the use of “whim” complicates Dorothea’s character as 
impulsively capable of moral actions. These three terms create a sense that Dorothea can steadily 
regulate her mannerisms yet passionately exhibit a moralistic “Puritan energy.” In affording 
Dorothea a spectrum of mental capacities, ranging from socially cognizant to socially passionate, 
we see how this category of words can produce the kind of roundness often associated with 
psychologically deep characters (which Lynch further connects to the manufacture of prestige).  
But what do we make of all those other italicized words? “Kneeling,” “fasting,” and 
“praying” occur more frequently among reviewed works of fiction from the 1870s. These words 
do not cleanly fit into any of the top four correlated categories. They do, however, sound like 
they have religious connotations. It’s entirely possible that texts with religious themes were a 
larger part of the sample of reviewed fiction from the 1870s. This is not an argument I’m ready 
to make here. Rather, I’m dwelling on this point to underline how a much wider range of 
 
63 George Eliot, and David Carroll. Middlemarch. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019. 
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characterizations might be differentiating these characters. In other words, characters from 
reviewed fiction are distinguished by words connoting awareness, but our model shows that this 
is far from the only differentiating variable.  
When we turn to Christie’s characterization of Detective Hercule Poirot, we might be 
inclined to fully embrace the correlations from Table 2. For example, when we remove Poirot’s 
dialogue from an investigation scene, focusing solely on third-person characterizations, it can 
initially feel like unreviewed characters are solely comprised of rigidly awkward stage 
directions. 
“He turned to Poirot…Poirot turned to the butler…Poirot turned to me…Poirot looked 
inquiringly at the chief constable…Poirot nodded and seemed to lose interest. He 
glanced slowly round the study…Poirot shook his head…He shook his head, puffed out 
his chest, and stood blinking at us. He looked ridiculously full of self importance.”64 
 
In scenes like this, it’s not a mystery why the “actions verbs” category is the most correlated with 
randomly sampled fiction. Perhaps one of the most surprising findings coming out of this 
experiment was just how strong this tendency can be. As such, it might appear as though 
unreviewed characters are a pile of action verbs while unreviewed characters are merely 
observers. But let’s look at a longer third-person description of Poirot from The Murder on the 
Links. Our model similarly found that the characterization in this book was likely to be from an 
unreviewed text (at around 84%). This contrasting example makes it easier to see how other 
forms of characterizations are significant for differentiating unreviewed from reviewed fiction.  
“An extraordinary little man! Height, five feet four inches, egg-shaped head carried a 
little to one side, eyes that shone green when he was excited, stiff military moustache, air 
of dignity immense! He was neat and dandified in appearance. For neatness of any kind 
he had an absolute passion. To see an ornament set crookedly, or a speck of dust, or a 
slight disarray in one’s attire, was torture to the little man until he could ease his feelings 
by remedying the matter. ‘Order’ and ‘Method’ were his gods. He had a certain disdain 
 
64 Christie, Agatha. The Murder of Roger Ackroyd: a Hercule Poirot Mystery. New York: Harper, 2020. 
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for tangible evidence, such as footprints and cigarette ash, and would maintain that, taken 
by themselves, they would never enable a detective to solve a problem.”65 
 
This passage features much less action, because we’re getting the narrator’s summary of Poirot. 
However, the model can still identify several different words that increase the likelihood we are 
dealing with a character from an unreviewed text. Descriptions like “immense,” “absolute,” and 
“certain” are not part of the most correlated categories, but they’re still clear signs that the text 
was probably not reviewed by prominent publications. One could even organize those three 
terms into a category, label it something like “overstatement,” and recalculate whether 
overstatements, as a category of words, are common among characters from unreviewed works. 
As such, one might be very tempted to say that we cannot rely on the correlations featured in 
Table 2. If these semantic categories are so unstable, then there’s no point in measuring the 
correlation between modes of explicit characterization and the likelihood a text was reviewed. 
 Of course, I chose these passages for that very reason. The strongly correlated categories 
from that table do accurately capture aspects of these characters. A close reading of Dorothea 
shows that she is configured in a way that accentuates her character’s awareness. An analysis of 
Hercule demonstrates that his character is constantly turning to others, either nodding or shaking 
his head. These passages don’t reflect the invalidity of those correlations. Rather, they’re ideal 
for showing how carefully one should coordinate quantitative evidence with historical 
judgement. These measurements, when used carefully, have helped us both explore the practices 
of characterization while crystallizing the limitations of our approach.  
But I don’t want this chapter to end as a defense of quantitative approaches. Explicitly 
arguing for the merits of these methods is likely to ring hollow in lieu of historical payoff. At the 
end of the day, if I can’t show that we’ve learned something about literary history as a result of 
 
65 Christie, Agatha. The Murder on the Links. New York: Harper, 2011. 
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this work, then it’s unlikely critics will welcome quantitative evidence. So, what can we say 
about the characterizing practices of psychological roundness and their relationship to literary 
prestige? There is a correlation between the words used to describe a characters’ awareness and 
the likelihood that a text was reviewed. In fact, in this study, those explicit signs of awareness 
had the strongest correlation of any semantic category. However, those correlations aren’t 
particularly higher than the other categories. Moreover, the close readings demonstrate how 
those correlations don’t fully capture the linguistic composition of these characters. As such, I 
can confidently say that interior characterizations are, as Lynch argues, correlated with 
prestige, but we may have overlooked other significant forms of differentiation. Table 2 shows 
that words about “natural processes” and “natural objects” were almost equally as likely to be 
indicators of a book having been reviewed. I cannot do that topic justice within a few close 
readings. Instead, I provide close readings to provide evidence that truisms about psychological 
depth, as distinctive signs of prestige, are overemphasized. The payoff is that we now have 
evidence for historicizing new modes of literary success, inching away from narratives about the 




This chapter began by taking a tour through different models of character, ranging from 
linguistic to historical. Throughout the historical models, I focused on a lingering assumption 
about “inside stories” and its intimate relationship with the “rise of the novel.” Namely, I address 
a debate between Watt and Lynch, circulating around whether critics should interpret historical 
developments in interior characterization as technical achievements of well-known writers. Or, 
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on the other hand, a socioeconomic shift among readers that lead to a preference for round 
characters. This debate largely hinges on two assumptions.  
The first assumption is that, across the past two centuries, there is a clear discernable 
difference between the characters written by celebrated writers and those produced by anyone 
else. I intervene by seeing how well a computer can distinguish characters based on explicit 
descriptions. The evidence in Figure 1 shows that there was a clear difference between the 
characters from reviewed and unreviewed fiction, but this divide has gradually declined over the 
years.  
The second assumption is that these characters are distinguishable due to their inner 
stories. By looking at the correlation between 118 groups of words and the likelihood a text was 
reviewed, I analyzed whether words used for interior characterization greatly increased the 
chance a book was reviewed. The evidence in Table 2 shows a more complicated story. Words 
associated with knowledge and awareness were an indication that a character was most likely 
from a reviewed text, but we have very likely overemphasized character interiority as 
historically distinctive of prestigious fiction. Moreover, the correlations suggest that there is 
more to say about the manufacture of prestige and its relationship to characters deployed in 
natural settings.   
 Those two conclusions present a very complicated history that will take further study to 
unpack. At first, it might seem like there is a straightforward story between 1850 and 1950. 
“Characterization decreasingly operates as a space for producing prestigious literature, and inner 
stories are just an overhyped fraction of that shrinking space.” Mathematically, that story checks 
out. But it’s not at all clear which sociocultural narrative one attributes to these results. At the 
level of individual authors, were reviewed authors finding less explicit ways of expressing a 
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character’s interiority? Or maybe those authors moving away from those modes of representation 
altogether? On the register of critical reception, perhaps the reviewing publications were 
changing their criteria for literary success. Or, if we want to step back all the way to look at 
society altogether, maybe certain socioeconomic changes made it so that reading for “inner 
stories” was no longer a sign of upward mobility.66 Intuitively, it is unclear which of these of 
these questions best captures what actually happened between characterization and prestige. 
 As such, this chapter leaves many questions open for future research. For the purposes of 
this book, however, I’ve used this exploration to introduce debates about characterization. 
Moreover, I’ve used this analysis to demonstrate how mathematical perspective can help us look 
at the literary past. What I hope has become clear is that the limitations of these quantitative 
methods aren’t what one might expect. It’s not that numbers fail to capture complexity. Or that 
all literary history is too complicated to be measured. Rather, when we measure explicit forms of 
literary language, it can be unclear how those measurements map onto social contexts. In other 
words, we’re still learning to coordinate measurements with the art of telling compelling 
historical narratives about social experiences. Faced with this challenge, the following chapters 
will then use numbers to tell a story about more than just what happens between the pages of a 
book. Instead, I will show mathematics can describe a history of characterization that expands 




66 Recent public-facing scholarship on the rise of personality tests has made this line of inquiry potentially very 
fruitful. The increasing acceptance yet skepticism around personality tests, as a sign that “inner stories” have 
become accessible to any audience in the form of multiple-choice questions. See Merve Emre. The Personality 
Brokers: The Strange History of Myers-Briggs and the Birth of Personality Testing. New York, NY: Doubleday, a 
division of Penguin Random House LLC, 2018. 
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CHAPTER 2: FLESHING OUT MODELS OF GENDER IN ENGLISH-LANGUAGE 
NOVELS (1850 – 2000)67 
 
Up until now, this book has treated characters as if they were solely literary objects. On a 
formalistic register, I have addressed characters as if they were just a collection of words. 
Methodologically, I have analyzed fictional people as distributions of explicit characteristics. In 
short, the first experiment treats these entities as abstractions in a book. But readers don’t often 
address characters with this sort of detached tone. Any instructor of an introduction to fiction 
course will be familiar with students’ tendencies to address characterizations as real people, 
foregoing analysis altogether. As scholars have long pointed out, readers experience characters 
much less as a linguistic form and far more as a social force. This chapter takes a small step 
towards appreciating the social aspects of characterization. More specifically, I’ll be drawing 
new timelines for the practices of characterization and the history of gender roles. We’ll still be 
looking at characters as numbers of words, but the questions are predominantly about the social 
impact of fictional people. 
Recent computational work has analyzed the significance of gender in characterization, 
investigating whether character descriptions are often sorted along a feminine-masculine axis. 
Matthew Jockers and Gabi Kirilloff, for instance, tabulate pronoun-verb pairings, exploring the 
connection between characters’ actions and their gendered representation in nineteenth-century 
novels.68 They show evidence of a stable relationship between gendered pronouns and the verbs 
 
67 A version of this chapter appears in elsewhere. See Jonathan Cheng, “Fleshing Out Models of Gender in English-
Language Novels (1850 – 2000),” Cultural Analytics (January, 2020). 
68 Matthew Jockers and Gabi Kiriloff, “Understanding Gender and Character Agency in the 19th Century Novel,” 
Cultural Analytics (December, 2016). 
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they perform.69 Ted Underwood, David Bamman, and Sabrina Lee explore a broader range of 
words used in characterization, measuring the difference between the words describing fictional 
men and those describing fictional women.  Their evidence shows that the implicit differences 
between gendered characters gradually becomes less clear over the past two centuries. While the 
former study argues that characters’ actions reveal gender’s steady prominence, the latter 
research posits that those overarching gender divisions are broadly diminishing. 70 But these 
seemingly disparate arguments should not be taken as contradictory. Rather, these varying 
conclusions should reinforce a more complicated sense of how “some forms of gender 
differentiation…are declining while other forms…are on the rise.”71 To further explore the 
varying degrees and modes of gender differentiation, I employ quantitative methods to 
investigate gender’s role in the description of characters’ bodies. 
It is difficult to overstate the significance of the body in scholarly accounts of gender. 
Laura Mulvey famously uses the representation of women’s bodies to articulate her well-known 
thesis about the male gaze in cinema. The cinematic representation of women’s bodies, for 
Mulvey, reflects how women are often restrictively configured to be “looked at and displayed, 
with their appearance coded for strong visual and erotic impact, so that they can be said to 
connote to-be-looked-at-ness.”72 That thesis has extended well beyond cinema, shedding light on 
 
69 See also Andrew Piper, Enumerations: Data and Literary Study (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2018), 
118-146. Piper’s fifth chapter, “Characterization,” explores the relationship between gender and different parts of 
speech. 
70 Using numbers to study the representation of gender in fiction also extends far beyond these two examples. See 
also, Eve Kraicer and Andrew Piper, “Social Characters: The Hierarchy of Gender in Contemporary English-
Language Fiction.” Cultural Analytics (January 2019). Or, Sean G. Weidman and James O’Sullivan, “The Limits of 
Distinctive Words: Re-Evaluating Literature’s Gender Marker Debate,” Digital Scholarship in the Humanities 33, 
no. 2 (2017): 374–90. 
71 Ted Underwood, David Bamman, and Sabrina Lee, “The Transformation of Gender in English-Language 
Fiction,” Cultural Analytics (February, 2018). For further discussion of that article, see also: Ted Underwood, 
Distant Horizons: Digital Evidence and Literary Change (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2019), 111-142. 
The chapter “Metamorphoses of Gender” draws from their article in Cultural Analytics, discussing some of the open 
questions that come out of their study. 
72 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Screen 16, no. 3 (1975): 6–18. 
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various heteronormative strategies, physically representing women as sexual objects for a male 
viewer. In a related way, Butler uses that sort of reductive embodiment to pursue her well-known 
critique of the sexed body as an asocial phenomenon. Anatomical representations of the body, 
for Butler, reflect how intensely gender norms can often be presented as a purely biological 
configuration. She asks readers to critically rethink how the body can come “into being in and 
through the mark(s) of gender? How do we reconceive the body no longer as a passive 
medium?” 73 By reframing the sexed body as a socially constructed object, Butler’s framework 
has been foundational to a wide range of feminist and queer critiques of heteronormative 
strategies. And this is all to say that scholarly work on gender has often centered on 
representations of the body, because anatomical description has historically reflected one of the 
most rigid applications of gender norms. 
This essay contributes to that ongoing research, analyzing the bodily representation of 
characters throughout a collection of around 13,000 English-language novels.74 By producing a 
model of gender based solely on characters’ physical features, I explore the extent that 
anatomical description is defined along a feminine-masculine axis. And I pursue two central 
claims that complicate existing models of character and gender. The first is that bodily 
description becomes an increasingly prominent aspect of characterization.75 My analysis shows 
that an increasing proportion of character description is devoted to the bodies of both fictional 
 
73 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: Routledge, 1990). 
74 Several parts of this project were only doable with the help of others. Funding for this project came through a 
research assistantship funded by NovelTM, directed by Andrew Piper. The Chicago Novel Corpus was collected by 
Hoyt Long and Richard Jean So and metadata was provided by Teddy Roland. The Stanford Novel Corpus was 
provided by Matthew Jockers and required the contributions of the Stanford Literary Lab.  
75 For two recently analogous projects that have reached adjacent arguments, see also: (Piper, 105-115). Piper’s 
fourth chapter, “Fictionality,” compares a corpus of fiction and nonfiction texts, providing evidence that words 
about sensory experience and the observed human body are characteristic of fiction. See also (Underwood, 24-26). 
Underwood’s first chapter, “Do We Understand the Outlines of Literary History?” uses logistic regression to model 
the relationship between biography and fiction. Then, he sees which features correlate with which genre. Similar to 
Piper’s findings, body parts turn out to be an important feature of fiction. 
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men and women. Moreover, there is evidence that those details have long played a larger role in 
the representation of women. Secondly, those characteristics have increasingly been deployed 
along gendered lines until only very recently. As we move towards the twenty-first century, men 
and women are increasingly embodied using different words. Even seemingly innocuous bodily 
features such as “sight” or “clasping one’s hands” function as signs of gender.  
By arguing that characters’ bodies remain a prominent sign of binary gender, I 
complicate Underwood et al.’s evidence that gendered differences were overall becoming less 
rigid. As I mentioned earlier, they model the relationship between character and gender more 
broadly, looking at a wider swath of words used in characterization. And, to be fair, they do 
concede that certain aspects of character might have been gendered to different degrees.76 My 
model leans on that intuition, yielding evidence that the anatomical and sexual dimensions of 
gender have instead become increasingly conventional until more recently. But I don’t want that 
evidence to seem like it displaces Underwood et al.’s findings. We want to see both the 
overarching trend as well any significant deviations. Instead, I’ll argue that their analysis is a 
little too quick to aggregate the strength of gender stereotypes into a single model. Ultimately, 
I’ll conclude that disaggregating such models can unfold new patterns of literary change.  
For now, it is sufficient to say that my two claims form a suggestive parallel: as the body 
becomes an expanding aspect of characterization, that dimension is increasingly organized along 
gendered lines. By showing that an increasingly conventional mode of representing characters is 
also becoming increasingly gendered, I demonstrate how quantitative approaches to gender 
benefit from modelling particular subsets of characterization. Moreover, on a formal register, this 
 
76 In “The Transformation of Gender in English-Language Fiction,” Underwood et. al. show how words like “hair” 
have become more associated with women and “chest” with men. 
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work also adds to scholarship on the novel, providing new evidence of the practices used in 
characterization. 
 
Methods and Limitations 
In order to gather the words describing each character, one first needs to tell the computer which 
words are describing which characters. Bamman et al.’s BookNLP pipeline has worked well for 
similar problems, so I modified their process for my own purposes.77 The preprocessing narrative 
is as follows:78 
First, I implement a process called coreference resolution to locate character names in 
each text and identify any expressions that also refer to the same fictional person. Figure 2 
provides an example output of this process and reflects what coreference resolution produces: 
 
 
Figure 2. Output of coreference resolution. TID reflects location in text. Pronouns and proper nouns are connected to single 
entity. 
 
In this example, we have instances of the pronouns “she” and “her.” Coreference resolution uses 
several linguistic rules to determine that those pronouns refer to the character “Elizabeth,” 
treating each of those pronouns as different references to the same person. As a result, we can 
catalog several instances when a character gets mentioned in a text, and we can do this for each 
 
77 David Bamman, Ted Underwood, and Noah Smith, "A Bayesian Mixed Effects Model of Literary 
Character," ACL 2014. 
78 This preprocessing was primarily performed using spaCy libraries. https://spacy.io/. 
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character in each text (regardless of whether they are mentioned via proper noun or a pronoun). 
But now we want to find any words connected to each reference to a character. This way, we 
record which words have been used to describe which person.  
So secondly, to that end, I use a process called dependency parsing to identify a variety of 
words connected to each character-reference. This is a process that establishes relationships 
between words in a given sentence, allowing us to determine which words are connected to 
which characters. 79 I do this for each sentence containing a character coreference. Following 
Bamman et al.’s model of character, I extract all of the actions a character performs, the actions 
that they’re the object of, any adjectives modifying them, and any nouns they govern (such as 
body parts, like “his hands”). Moreover, for the purposes of this inquiry, I add onto their 
character model by extracting additional words that physically describe each character. 
Whenever a character’s body part is mentioned, “his hands” for instance, I also gather the verbs 
and adjectives modifying their bodily features, such as “his hands grasped” or “her blue eyes.”80 
As a result, I get a frequency table of the words used to describe each character in each novel. In 
 
79 For a more thorough explanation of dependency parsing, see Stanford’s page on their Neural Network 
Dependency Parser. https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/nndep.html. 
80  The list of body language to extract was created by scraping several different ESL lists and scraping synonyms 
for those parts. The full list of body words is as follows: [body, physique, build, figure, anatomy, shape, flesh, skin, 
frame, skeleton, appearance, hair, hairs, head, skull, forehead, brow, temple, face, countenance, physiognomy, eye, 
eyes, pupil, pupils, lash, lashes, eyelash, eyelashes, eyebrow, eyebrows, iris, irises, nose, nostril, nostrils, lip, lips, 
mouth, tooth, teeth, tongue, ear, ears, eardrum, eardrums, earlobe, earlobes, neck, cheek, cheeks, dimple, dimples, 
cheekbone, cheekbones, chin, jaw, jawbone, jowl, jowls, dimple, dimples, cheekbone, cheekbones, moustache, 
beard, mole, freckle, freckles, shoulder, shoulders, armpit, armpits, chest, bust, torso, breast, breasts, bosom, nipple, 
nipples, arm, arms, limb, limbs, elbow, elbows, forearm, forearms, wrist, wrists, bicep, biceps, triceps, stomach, 
abdomen, belly, waist, hip, hips, thigh, thighs, crotch, groin, butt, buttocks, leg, legs, knee, knees, calf, calves, ankle, 
ankles, heel, heels, foot, feet, toe, toes, toenail, toenails, sole, soles, hand, hands, fist, fists, finger, fingers, digit, 
digits, thumb, thumbs, fingernail, fingernails, forefinger, palm, palms, knuckle, knuckles, wrist, wrists, brain, brains, 
nerve, nerves, join, joints, tendon, tendons, ligament, ligaments, lung, lungs, diaphragm, pharynx, larynx, trachea, 
bronchi, kidney, kidneys, bladder, uterus, esophagus, gut, liver, intestine, intestines, bowel, bowels, ovaries, vagina, 
prostate, penis, testicle, testicles, heart, artery, arteries, vein, veins, capillary, capillaries, bone, bones, marrow, lock, 
locks, curls, sight, eyesight, vision, perception, view, hearing, taste, appetite, smell, touch.] One major oversight of 
this approach is that it does not include slang terms for these bodily terms. Intuitively, we can imagine literature that 
relies heavily on such language (e.g. novels with a significant regional dimension), and this word-list could 
systematically diminish anatomical description in those novels. 
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effect, this process tabulates the same words as Bamman et al.’s model, but it additionally 
collects the words attributed to their physical features. Figure 3 is an example output of using 
dependency parsing to locate words connected to each character:  
 
Figure 3. Output after coreference resolution and dependency parsing to extract words describing a character. 
 
This approach is, however, just one way to explore physical description. In practice, this 
method analyzes the anatomical features a character possesses, the actions those features 
perform, the actions that those body parts receive, and any adjectives attributed to them. And this 
definition privileges a material definition of the body, as it sometimes suppresses the 
metaphorical or psychosomatic instances of bodily language. If we take two passages from 
Stephen King’s Salem’s Lot, for instance, the tradeoffs of this approach become clearer.81 In 
some scenes, a young boy’s fear gets rendered almost entirely through anatomical description:  
Blood thudded in his temples. His hands were cold… Terror like hot iron leaped into 
Danny’s chest. Wires seemed to have run up his legs…Danny held his brother’s hand and 
they began to walk. His legs felt as if they were made up of ten thousand pencil erasers. 
His knees were trembling. (Emphasis is added to show the kinds of words extracted using 
this method.) 
 
This method loses some of King’s more metaphorical expressions, but it does capture how 
Danny Glick’s “cold hands,” “trembling knees,” and “thudding blood” are used to represent this 
 
81 Stephen King, Salem's Lot (New York: Anchor Books, 2013). 
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character’s fear. That’s not at all a bad approximation of Danny’s physical terror. But let us 
consider another example of physical description that completely gets suppressed in this 
approach: 
“‘No, Danny. Really. Can’t you feel it?’ Danny stopped. And in the way of children, he 
did feel something and knew they were no longer alone. A great hush had fallen over the 
woods; but it was a malefic hush. Shadows, urged by the wind, twisted languorously 
around them.” 
 
Even without mentioning any of Danny’s physiological features, the scene’s suspense relies on 
the reader’s sense of Danny’s physical and mental dread. The anatomical approach employed 
here will only indirectly address the psychological aspects of bodily description (e.g. her skin 
crawled, his spine tingled), and it will only include these instances when signaled by an 
anatomical feature. This approach, however, has the advantage of consistently extracting 
moments of anatomical description, allowing us to raise questions about how the material body 
is used to represent gender.  
This essay also operationalizes previously employed assumptions about gender. Like 
previous studies on character, this essay treats gender in a Butlerian sense, as conventional roles 
that people –fictional or real– were expected to publicly perform in order to remain legible 
within heteronormative contexts. As such, authors and characters are labelled as either feminine, 
masculine, or unknown. Those labels, of course, do not capture the complexity of gender 
identity, but they can be used to help illuminate the socially pervasive and stereotypical 
representations of gender.82 Additionally, given that the history of sexed bodies is often 
associated with the enforcement of rigid gender norms, those labels are appropriate for exploring 
 
82 For a critique of these labels, see Miriam Posner, “What’s Next: The Radical, Unrealized Potential of Digital 
Humanities.” in Debates in the Digital Humanities, ed. Matthew K. Gold and Lauren F. Klein (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2016). 
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that particular history. Future research can (and should) complicate this model, and I provide a 
starting point for those critiques.  
Like previous research on gender’s significance in characterization, my method comes 
with its own technological challenges. In order to separate characters from each other and assign 
them gender identities, I use Lincoln Mullen’s Gender package to label those names with a 
grammatical gender.83 Mullen’s package uses U.S and North Atlantic census data to accurately 
predict gender of first names, accounting for shifts in time and geographic location. The problem 
with using proper names to identify character, however, is that characters referred to by generic 
nouns are excluded, such as “the baker.” This pipeline attempts to account for this by including 
characters signaled by stereotypically gendered nouns, such as “the queen” or “the father,” but 
this does not comprehensively account for many of the generic nouns used to produce characters. 
Moreover, this study also does not provide any robust solutions to the first-person narrator 
problem. The pronoun “I” does not consistently connote a clear gender identity, so anatomical 
descriptions of first-person characters are excluded from this essay. As such, there are certain 
kinds of characters whose physical features will not be counted in this study. 
Embodying Fictional Men and Women, 1850 – 2000 
This essay analyzes characters’ physical descriptions throughout 13,000 English-language 
novels, and their publication dates range from 1850 to 2000.84 Most of this corpus was developed 
by the Chicago Text Lab, covering the period from 1880 to 2000. Other novels were curated by 
the Stanford Literary Lab, covering the period from 1750 to 1900. However, most of the novels 
span from 1850 to 2000, so that is where I will focus my analysis. This sample of novels will 
 
83 Inferring gender from names was done using Lincoln Mullen, Gender: Predict Gender from Names Using 
Historical Data. (version R package version 0.5.2), 2018. https://github.com/ropensci/gender. 
84 A complete spreadsheet of the metadata is provided in the data repository. 
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largely reflect the purchasing practices of academic libraries. This can certainly tell us a lot about 
the patterns of physical description underlying the literary history studied in universities. But this 
collection of texts will exclude representations of the body that were pervasive in other modes of 
publication, such as magazines and newspapers. There are a few other aspects of these corpora 
that can help readers raise further questions and help contextualize the findings of this article. To 
that end, I’ve provided an appendix with some relevant metadata about the corpora further 
below.85 
As we continue to develop more robust samples of literary history, this sample of 13,000 
novels can, at the very least, make it possible to explore some of the more prominent trends in 
characterization. For example, we have several different theories about the extent that 
characterizing men and women relied on anatomical description, and there is an unclear sense of 
how best to navigate those disparate expectations. On the one hand, we have some intuitions 
about the overall space afforded to fictional women. Underwood et al. have shed light on a 
discouraging story about the steadily diminishing space afforded to female characters over the 
past two centuries.86 That diminishment might lead one to expect that the physical description of 
women would similarly decline. On the other hand, there is also a sense that bodily language was 
steadily becoming more important to fiction. Ryan Heuser and Long Le-Khac have shown that 
body parts were becoming more and more conventional in nineteenth-century British novels.87 It 
 
85 The appendix provides information on the gender and historical distribution of my dataset. One aspect of the 
1900-2000 portion of my corpus (from Chicago Text Lab), that is not apparent in the metadata, is that it is somewhat 
dependent upon popular genre forms in certain periods (Romance, Detective, Social, Fantasy, Sci – Fi, etc.). The 
1850-2000 portion of the corpus comes from multiple sources (Project Gutenberg, Chadwyck-Healey, etc.) and is 
less informed by notions of genre.  
86 In fact, according to their study, there is a steady decline from about 1800 to 1970. At which point, around only 
30% of characterizing words are used to describe women.  
87 Ryan Heuser and Long Le-Khac, "A Quantitative Literary History of 2,958 Nineteenth-Century British 
Novels: The Semantic Cohort Method." Stanford Literary Lab Pamphlet Series, 2012. 
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would also be reasonable then to expect more physical description for both female and male 
characters. But then, if we follow feminist research about the intense objectification of women’s 
bodies, it’s also reasonable to expect that an increasing amount of physical description gets 
attributed to women. On top of that, there are also hypotheses about increasing masculine 
anxieties regarding physical appearance, which could lead one to expect that the body was 
becoming more central to describing men.88  
We can start to untangle these various hypotheses by asking a simple question: is the 
percentage of characterization, that is bodily description, different between fictional men and 
women? Exploring this question helps us see whether the body becomes a larger proportion of 
characterizing men or women. Let’s start by taking the number of words physically describing 
female characters and divide that by the number of all words describing those characters. Then 
we perform that calculation for each year. In effect, we’re just plotting the proportion of words 
describing women that are about their bodies.89 The same calculation is also performed for the 
fictional men. Once we have those proportions, for each year, and for both men and women, we 
can compare those proportions to see if there are any clear gendered differences. That 
comparison is plotted below in Figure 4. 
 
 
88 Herbert L. Sussman, Victorian Masculinities: Manhood and Masculine Poetics in Early Victorian Literature and 
Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008). 
89 If there were, hypothetically, 1000 words describing women and 200 of them were describing their physical 








Two clear long-term patterns emerge. First, body language becomes a growing aspect of 
all characters as we get closer to the twenty-first century. Over time, more and more of the 
words used in characterization concern the body. If we want to describe the direction and 
strength of that trend, we can measure their correlation and measure the rate of that change. 
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Table 3. Correlations between publication year and proportion of physical description. P-value shown for statistical significance. 
Slope shown to provide sense of rate of increase. Separated by character gender. 
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Given that the correlations (r) are both above 0.8, we have reason to suspect that there is a very 
strong relationship between the two variables, suggesting that the proportion of bodily 
characterization does grow as we move forward to the present.90 And, given that we’re looking at 
small slopes, we’re also looking at a gradual (yet steady) change in characterization. Even 
though that rate of change seems marginally incremental, this adds up over 150 years. For 
fictional men in this corpus, the percentage of physical description grows from 7% to about 15%. 
So, when it comes to characterizing men, the amount of physical description has nearly doubled. 
For fictional women, that percentage grows from around 12% to about 17%, suggesting that 
nearly one-fifth of the words about women have become about their bodies.  
Readers will also note that the magnitude of this change seems to vary across the two 
centuries. More specifically, there appears to be a rapid growth in the physical description of 
men from the 1880s to the 1900s. But I’d caution that this jump might be an artifact of the data, 
rather than a real cultural effect. If we look at the rate of growth before that cliff, the incline 
looks much more gradual (For men: 0.040943, For women: 0.000438). Given the strength of the 
correlation, we’re still looking at a steady growth in bodily description, but we’ll want some 
clarification about that spike at the turn of the century. Instead of a literary or social explanation, 
one potential reason for that uptick is that this is where the data shifts from the Stanford corpus 
to the Chicago one. The Chicago corpus begins right at 1880, which is around when we see a 
sudden increase in an otherwise gradual pattern. If this is indeed the case, then there’s reason to 
doubt a dramatic shift at the close of the nineteenth century, leaving us with a story of gradual 
change.  
 
90 There are many ways of interpreting Pearson’s correlation coefficient. In psychological research, there are some 
conventions to interpret r’s effect size. Small: 0.10, Moderate: 0.30, Large: 0.50. Jacob Cohen, “A Power Primer,” 
Psychological Bulletin 112, no. I (1992): 155-59.  
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So, on the one hand, Figure 4 reflects a well-known story: the body becomes a growing 
aspect of producing characters. These two slopes provide further evidence of Heuser’s and Le-
Khac’s claim that the body becomes steadily more important in fiction. This isn’t to claim that 
the body was becoming the most important aspect of character. Andrew Piper, for example, has 
provided evidence that signs of interiority (such as acts of thinking, reflection, and sense 
perception) are a distinctive feature of female characters in nineteenth-century novels written by 
women.91 And this isn’t to say that the body was only growing in importance in the past two 
centuries. There’s a lot of evidence to the contrary.92 This is just to say that, since the 1850s, 
more and more space for describing characters has been allocated to their physical features, 
appearances, and gestures.  
“So why did the body become increasingly prominent in novels?” While I will not pose 
any causal hypotheses for this trend, literary scholars have already produced a wide range of 
literary and social explanations. On a literary register, scholarly accounts of the novel tend to 
associate participation in realism with a commitment to minute physical details, such as bodily 
characteristics. Fredric Jameson, at the very least, sees the construction of a “secular or 
bourgeois body” as one of the central projects of realism in the nineteenth century.93 Configuring 
the body, for Jameson, was necessary, because physical sensations and sensory perceptions 
produced an affective immediacy, allowing realism to feel urgently present. Which is to say that 
Figure 4 could reflect theories about changing literary ideals. On a more cultural register, 
however, other scholars correlate the body’s growing prominence to a variety of cultural shifts. 
The breadth of research on this subject is difficult to cover. Catherine Gallagher, for example, 
 
91 (Piper, 128-138). 
92 Bill Burgwinkle, “Medieval Somatics,” In The Cambridge Companion to the Body in Literature, ed. David A. 
Hillman and Ulrika Maude (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 10–23. 
93 Fredric Jameson, The Antinomies of Realism (London: New York: Verso, 2015), 27-44. 
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approaches the body in literature as an economic phenomenon. Her work focuses on the 
tendency of market discourses to emphasize physical expressions as signs of economic 
happiness, seeing its resonance in the characters of Victorian novels.94 Focusing more on 
scientific discourses, Lucy Hartley correlates an increasing attention to facial expressions to 
professional and social investments in physiognomic debates. Hartley’s research describes how 
interpretive debates about facial expressions figured their way into literary practices.95 There are, 
of course, several other ways to tell the story of the body and characterization. While Figure 4 
cannot verify each one of those different hypotheses, it does align with a general sense that the 
body has become more important over the past two centuries. And, perhaps excitingly, this 
picture also reflects how that growing prominence has yet to conclude.  
But there’s another significant story to come out of Figure 4: physical description 
consistently tends to be a larger proportion of characterizing women than men. In fact, as we 
move from the 1850s to the 2000s, at no point is the proportion of bodily description greater for 
men. The pattern remains intact even when physical characteristics were becoming more 
prominent for all characters. This evidence suggests that the body has historically played a larger 
role in representing women. That’s an important detail about literary history, because it 
underscores the extent that women’s physical descriptions are imbricated in gender discourses. 
Feminist scholars have, of course, already captured important parts of this story. Butler’s 
argument about gendered bodies, for instance, hinges upon her claim that there are “cultural 
associations of mind with masculinity and body with femininity.”96 The evidence in Figure 4 
 
94 Catherine Gallagher, The Body Economic: Life, Death, and Sensation in Political Economy and the Victorian 
Novel (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006). 
95 Lucy Hartley, Physiognomy and the Meaning of Expression in Nineteenth-Century Culture (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
96 (Butler, 12). 
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doesn’t completely verify a rigid alignment of men with the mind and women with the body. 
Rather, it is congruent with the latter part of Butler’s claim, showing that the representation of 
women tends to rely more heavily on bodily description.  
Are those two patterns, however, broadly consistent across all novels? I have shown that 
fictive women are, proportionally, configured with more body language than men. But it is 
entirely possible that certain kinds of novels, or those written by a particular demographic, 
embody men and women to different degrees. Along Mulveyian lines, for instance, one could 
reasonably suspect that books by men have a stronger tendency to focus on women’s bodies. We 
can explore this possibility by separating the proportions in Figure 4 by author-gender. In other 
words, we’re seeing if the proportion of physical characterization dramatically changes when we 
separate books written by men and those by women. When we perform that analysis, we are 





Figure 5. The percentage of body language used in characterization, in books by women. 
 
 





There are some very subtle differences between those two images, but they broadly tend 
to mirror the patterns we saw earlier in Figure 4. We can again calculate correlations to describe 
the direction and strength of these trends, and we can also calculate slopes to see any major 
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Table 4 Correlations between publication year and proportion of physical description. P-value shown for statistical significance. 
Slope shown to provide sense of rate of increase. Separated out by author and character-gender. 
What immediately stands out in Table 4 is that the direction of these trends is the same, but the 
strength of the correlation between publication year and percentage of physical description 
wanes. Some of that instability is to be expected, as we have split a larger sample of novels into 
two smaller samples. However, the correlation has dropped a fair amount for female characters 
written by women (a drop from 0.80049 to 0.3475). This could be due to the decrease in sample 
size. But that sharp decline could also suggest that, in female authored novels, there is a less 
poignant relationship between historical progression and the amount of physical description 
attributed to women. Moreover, Table 4 could also suggest that the growing amount of prose on 
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women’s bodies we saw earlier might have been more prominent in books by men. The slightly 
higher rate of change in books by men (0.0341 to 0.029894) could also be evidence of this trend.  
But the margins are subtle enough that we ought to resist immediate interpretation. At the 
very least, it seems safe to say that both graphs appear to reflect the two overarching patterns 
exhibited in Figure 4. This isn’t to suggest that female and male authors embody their characters 
in the same way. I will soon present evidence that argues otherwise. Rather, it reflects how the 
growing prominence of physical description, and its relatively greater importance to 
characterizing women, seems to flow more broadly across the novels contained in this corpus. 
If those patterns prove durable, they lead to several interesting questions about the 
embodiment of men and women. If we take the Butlerian line, one question immediately stands 
out, “to what extent were women culturally associated with the body?” I have shown that fictive 
women are consistently composed of more physical description than fictive men. That’s a start, 
as a consistent 5-10% margin isn’t negligible evidence. Moreover, this evidence also aligns with 
previous research, so multiple approaches lend weight to that association. Underwood et al. has 
shown how the words “lips, eyes, face, and voice are all associated with women…body itself, in 
fact, is gendered feminine” (Underwood et. al). Those anecdotal examples present individual 
instances where body parts appear to align with female characters. But, on the other hand, we 
will want other forms of social and quantitative evidence to see if the pattern resurfaces in 
different genres. If, for instance, the pattern persists in poetry and other forms of fiction, then it 
would be much more difficult to argue against an association between femininity and the body. 
Realistically, more research is needed. For now, we have evidence of the gendered distribution 
of bodily description. That’s exciting, because we can now start to ask more direct questions 
about the gendering of the physical characteristics themselves. 
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Gendering the Body 
We have seen evidence that bodily description is allocated an increasing amount of space in 
characterization. We’ve also seen that the body is consistently a greater proportion of 
characterizing women than it is of men. But neither of those sheds light on the extent that the 
physical features themselves are allocated along gendered lines. In short, it’s unclear whether 
fictive men and women are embodied using different body parts, gestures, and attributes. 
Moreover, it’s unclear whether those differences are allocated to a rigidly consistent degree. 
And, because we have seen that the body becomes an increasingly prominent aspect of character, 
we’ll want a sense of the extent that bodily features were gendered across the timeline. To 
explore that history, we can start by asking two simple questions: Were fictive men embodied in 
different ways than fictive women? And does the strength of that difference change as we move 
towards the twenty-first century? 
In order to explore those questions, binary classification methods have proven effective at 
modelling the strength of social categories.97 At its core, this method tests to see how well 
individual samples can be sorted into two related categories. In our case, we want to test whether 
bodily nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. are consistently attributed to either fictive men or women. 
This means, first, taking multiple random samples of characters from each decade, tabulating the 
words that physical describe them. Then, each of those words is labelled with the character’s 
grammatical gender. By showing a model many of these labelled words, we train it to develop a 
stereotypical sense of what attributes constitute a stereotypically “feminine” or “masculine” body 
in that decade. Finally, we instruct the model to use its sense of gendered bodies to make gender 
 
97 Binary classification was used in Jockers’s and Kirilloff’s study of gendered action. They modelled the extent that 
character-verbs were attributed along gendered lines. Similarly, Underwood et al. use this method to model all 
words attributed to fictive men and women. 
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predictions about characters it hasn’t seen yet. If, for instance, physical characteristics are 
predominantly distributed along gendered lines, this will allow the model to consistently make 
accurate gender predictions. On the other hand, if body language and gender are generally 
unrelated, then the model will be less capable of accurately inferring a character’s gender from 
that language. 
What can we expect to see? Once again, it’s hard to say. On the one hand, previous 
research has shown that several differences between fictive men and women have diminished 
over time. Underwood et al. uses a similar classification method to show that “the implicit 
differences between masculine and feminine characters get steadily harder to discern from the 
middle of the nineteenth century to the beginning of the twenty-first” (Underwood et al.) Moving 
from that evidence, one could reasonably assume that the same is true for bodily characteristics. 
But, anecdotally, that feels like a hard sell. If we restrict characters to bodily imagery, intuitively, 
it’s hard to imagine gender as a diminishing force. Though, with Underwood et al.’s evidence, 
one can hope that those intuitions give way to subtle pushbacks against embodied notions of 
gender.  
We see two overarching patterns below in Figure 7. Up until the 1960s, the model 
gradually has an easier time inferring the gender of characters from their physical characteristics. 
During that period, the model’s percentage of correct gender predictions rises from about 76% to 
about 83%. What this suggests is that words describing the body are becoming increasingly 
bifurcated along normative gender lines. After the 1960s, however, the percentage of correct 
predictions drops back down to roughly 77% as we reach the 2000s. This would suggest that the 
model was less and less able to use body language to correctly infer a character’s gender. This 
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would also suggest that the bodily differences between fictive men and women has only more 
recently begun to diminish. 
 
 
Figure 7. Model’s accuracy at inferring gender from bodily descriptors. 7200 characters drawn from two corpora of novels, 225 
men and 225 women sampled in each decade. 
More quantitative evidence will, of course, be needed to feel confident about these 
figures, but this approach takes a few steps in order to test the strength of this pattern. This figure 
was produced by running fifteen different models within each decade. Each of those models is 
produced by randomly selecting 450 characters at a time (225 men and 225 women), balancing 
the sample to contain an equal number of men’s and women’s physical features, classifying them 
using the top 330 most commonly occurring words.98 This winnowing strategy comes at the cost 
of ignoring less frequent physical descriptions. For example, when it comes to describing eye-
 
98 The classification algorithm was nearest shrunken centroid. For an application and thorough discussion of that 
classifier, see Robert Tibshirani, Trevor Hasti, Balasubramanian Narasimhan, and Gilbert Chu, “Class Prediction by 




color, the adjective “hazel” is less common than “black,” “brown,” or “blue,” so it is often 
excluded from each model. These sparse features can certainly be significant signs of gender, but 
the benefit of this approach is that it analyzes gender’s prominence within pervasively deployed 
physical features, such as having a “nose” or being attributed with “brown” hair. 
The patterns in Figure 7 complicate Underwood et al.’s evidence of a steady decline in 
the gendering of characters, and this discrepancy merits further unpacking.99 On the one hand, 
this pattern does align with their research in a clear way. From the 1960s forward, we see that the 
models in Figure 7 become decreasingly accurate at inferring a character’s gender from body 
language, suggesting that the representation of men’s and women’s bodies has steadily become 
less different over time. In this regard, both studies do provide evidence of diminishing gender 
divisions. Before 1950, however, this picture tells a different story. The classifier’s improving 
accuracy suggests that embodied gender differences were instead becoming steadily sharper. 
Taken altogether, the evidence I present suggests that a growing aspect of character was also 
becoming increasingly gendered. 
This raises an interesting question for distant reading: how do we want to interpret the 
discrepancy between these two pieces of quantitative evidence? I would argue that Underwood et 
al. are too quick to aggregate “the strength of gender stereotypes” into a single unified trend. 
This sort of “aggregation bias” has become a concern for data scientists, because a generalized 
model can sometimes draw misleading conclusions about its various subgroups. In the field of 
medicine, for instance, conditions can behave very differently throughout various demographics, 
 
99 In Underwood et al., inferring gender peaks at around 76% and steadily dips to sub-65% accuracy. See Figure 7. 
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and we don’t want doctors to overlook these social details when diagnosing patients.100 In the 
field of literary criticism, however, a generalized model can be unfolded to explore complicated 
stories of historical change. Disaggregating Underwood et al.’s model, for example, sheds light 
on an aspect of representation that has a particular historical relationship to gender. By 
demonstrating how those particularities impact the way we draw historical trendlines, we can 
produce new evidence of literary change through a critique of existing models. Taken altogether, 
we’re not dealing with contradicting pieces of evidence where one model subsumes the other. 
Instead, we’re looking at two different scales of analysis, uncovering related patterns that have, 
at times, moved in opposite directions. By unfolding generalized models, we can concretize 
different cultural perspectives by comparing their effect on the historical record.  
If we set aside larger methodological reflections for now, there are several scholarly 
accounts of literary history that help to explain gender’s growing prominence in bodily 
description. Kate Flint, for instance, explores the expanding popularity of natural philosophy in 
the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries. As more attention gets paid to the eye’s 
anatomy, new uncertainties emerged about the functional symbolic capacity of the human eye. 
That uncertainty lead to explicitly gendered theories about how the eye operated differently for 
men and women. Popularizers of natural philosophy, such as Joseph Turnley, would claim that 
“‘the eye of man is the most firm; woman’s the most flexible…Man’s surveys and observes; 
woman’s glances’” (emphasis added).101 These sort of physiological arguments were central to 
configurations of biological sex and could be one explanation for Figure 7. But I should also 
impress that scientific discourses were not the only aspect of culture that embodied gender 
 
100 For a longer discussion of unintended machine learning biases, including aggregation bias, see: Harini Suresh and 
John V. Guttag, “A Framework for Understanding Unintended Consequences of Machine Learning,” arXiv (Jan, 
2019). arXiv:1901.10002v1. 
101 Kate Flint, The Victorians and the Visual Imagination (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 2000), 26. 
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divisions. Peter J. Capuano reminds us that etiquette manuals are constantly preoccupied with the 
bodily behaviors of women. For Capuano, that preoccupation about women’s hand gestures 
aligns with the class conflicts emerging out of Britain’s industrialization.102  In those conflicts, 
surveilling women’s physical manners was one strategy for landowners to differentiate 
themselves from the rising professional class. According to Capuano, that strategy (and its 
subversion) find its way into the social drama of Victorian novels, distinguishing wealthy women 
from other people.103 Both of these scholarly accounts describe how physical characteristics, 
whether they be eyes or hands, were becoming a significant site of gender differentiation. And 
the evidence displayed in Figure 4 aligns with those claims while extending their effects to the 
mid-twentieth century.  
But do books by men and women gender bodily characteristics to the same degree? We 
saw in Figure 7 that inferring gender from characters’ bodily features gets easier until around the 
1960s. Exploring whether that pattern varies throughout different groups of novels can tell us a 
lot about that historical arc. One can imagine, for instance, a historical arc where books by men 
tend to deploy bodily characteristics along gendered lines more often than books by women. 
There are hints of that kind of story in Underwood et al.’s research. When they compare the 
degree of gender differentiation in books by men and in books by women, they find that the 
divide between fictive men and women is slightly more apparent in stories written by men. 
Intuitively, along Mulveyian lines, it seems reasonable to expect a similar story when we narrow 
our analysis to just bodily description. The following picture, however, underscores how 
 
102 Peter J. Capuano, Changing Hands: Industry, Evolution and the Reconfiguration of the Victorian Body (Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2015), 100.  
103 More specifically, Capuano demonstrates how those bodily conflicts often surface in William Thackeray’s Vanity 
Fair where Becky “‘Sharp put out her right fore-finger – And gave him a little nod, so cool and so killing, that 
Rawdon Crawley…could hardly contain his laughter.’”   
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dramatically apparent embodied divisions are in male authored novels. When we compare the 
difference between fictive men’s and women’s bodies in only books by men, and the difference 
only in books by women, the models trained on books by men often tend to be more accurate (by 
7% on average).104 This is especially true, during the twentieth century, when several of those 
models report more than 90% accuracy, suggesting that there is a sharp divide between fictive 
men’s and women’s bodies in novels by men.  
 
Figure 8. Model’s accuracy at inferring gender from bodily characteristics. Those accuracies are separated out by author 
gender. Classification parameters same as in Figure 7. 
There’s another curious detail about this picture that will require future research to fully map out 
its implications. The models trained on books only written by men, and those trained on books 
only by women, are more accurate at inferring gender than the initial models trained on both 
groups of authors. On average, the initial models were 80% accurate at inferring gender (Figure 
 
104 As with the previous models, we randomly sampled an even number of characters from each decade (225 men 
and 225 women). I continued to use the nearest shrunken centroid classifier. Future replications will want to test 
other classifiers, such as logistic regression. 
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4). Whereas models trained only on books by men were 87% accurate while those trained only 
on books by women were 83% accurate (Figure 8). Those aren’t large disparities. We should 
also remember that it is unclear whether a 3-7% difference in accuracy is culturally significant. 
But those differences could suggest that discerning gender divisions becomes slightly easier 
when we isolate the writing tendencies of varying groups of authors. One could imagine, for 
instance, that embodied gender differentiation becomes discernable throughout books by men in 
some ways (ex. those books frequently configuring women with lips and rarely so with men), but 
then that differentiation becomes apparent in books by women for a different set of reasons (ex. 
these books often mention men as having beards and not so with women). It’s perhaps possible 
then training models on both groups of authors diluted some of those gender divisions, resulting 
in slightly lower accuracies. So, if the patterns in Figure 8 prove consistent, it would raise several 
questions about the kinds of novels that men and write and their different relationships to 
gendered body language.105 
Because we have seen that embodied gender differentiation is more apparent in books by 
men than in those by women, there’s a very tempting claim to advance. Male authors have a 
stronger tendency to institute a heteronormative representation of characters’ bodies. If we want 
to fully map out that observation, we will need a better understanding of the variabilities 
reflected in Figure 8. For example, when it comes to books by men, we will need to explain why 
the gendered differences between fictive men’s and women’s bodies become increasingly 
apparent after 1900. While the gendered differences between fictive men and women become 
increasingly sharp during the twentieth century, this is less the case during the mid-to-late 
 
105 Underwood will present evidence to aligns with this possibility. Ted Underwood, “A Measured Perspective,” 
PMLA (forthcoming). Further research will then be needed to see whether this improvement is more attributable to 
the gendered perspectives of authors themselves or the types of gendered fiction they produce. 
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nineteenth century. The gendering of the body just wasn’t that much more apparent in books 
written by men than in those by women. Advancing this claim, will require a better 
understanding of that gradual transition. On the other hand, when it comes to books by women, 
the task of interpretation is a bit more difficult. When the task of gender inference was becoming 
easier in books by men, they were erratically declining for books by women (occasionally falling 
below 75% accuracy). It isn’t immediately clear why the division between fictive men’s and 
women’s bodies became more diffuse. One might point to the way that pattern aligns with the 
rise in second-wave feminism during the mid-twentieth century, and it’s focus on women’s 
bodies and sexuality. But more research is needed to understand this important part of the story. 
 
Transformations of the Gendered Body 
Setting aside broad cultural hypotheses for now, how can we analyze the historical 
transformation of individual bodily characteristics? The previous analyses reflect the fluctuating 
degree to which the body was gendered over time. But we know that notions of embodied gender 
shift in qualitative ways as well. In order to explore those transformations, we need a way of 
visualizing the gendering of particular features across the timeline.  
There are many ways to do this. Jockers and Kirilloff have shown that a good first step 
can be to unpack the classification models, noting which factors lead to the most correct gender 
inferences. In effect, we’re looking at which physical descriptions, on average, were most 
exclusively attributed to one gender category. Since this essay produced fifteen different models 
of physical description for each decade, we can see bodily descriptors that all fifteen models 
agreed had a gendered distribution. While this selection process is a more conservative, we can 
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be surer that the resulting physical features tend to be exclusively attributed to either female or 
male characters. When we perform that analysis, we get too many physical characteristics to list 
here. Because gender inferences were very accurate in certain decades, it makes some intuitive 
sense that several bodily descriptors are exclusively deployed along gendered lines. Let’s start by 
taking the terms that the model considered to have the strongest gender associations (calculated, 
in part, by how often they lead to correct gender inferences). We can then compare them with a 
sample from the 2000s.  
  
Sample of Ten Words Attributed More Exclusively to Either Fictive Men or Women 
1850  2000  
Attributed to Men Attributed to Women Attributed to Men Attributed to Women 
Arm Bare Chest Breast 
Belly Was Clasped Arm Hair 
Big Beautiful Big Cheek 
Breast Bosom Fist Blue 
Huge Bright   
Was Bend Was Kissed   
Red Blue   
Right Was Taken   
Hand Full   
Was Rubbed Little   
Table 5. Bodily terms that my model considered to be most reliably indicative of either men or women characters. 
 
This isn’t a complete list, but that’s fine for our purposes. We just want to see which features 
helped the model infer characters’ genders the most, because those features functioned as the 
most reliable signs of gender for the classifier. In the 1850s model, there are a wide range of 
features that were consistently associated with either men or women. In the 2000s model, there 
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are far fewer, indicating words like “chest” for men and “breast” for women are some of the only 
features that the model was confident about. What’s fascinating about that result is that “breast” 
was more exclusively attributed to men in the 1850s, even though that characteristic tends to be 
associated more exclusively often with women by the 2000s. From a twenty-first century 
perspective, this result might seem strange, because intuition might lead us to assume that the 
word “breast” has always been central to configuring a biological female identity.  
As one can imagine, this kind of analysis provides a lot of avenues for future research: 
the gendering of size, the gendering of bodily gestures, etc. But if we want to investigate the 
gendering of a feature over time, let’s say the translocation of the word breast from fictive men 
to women, we’ll need a different kind of method. Drawing from Underwood et. al., we can 
calculate the difference of a word’s usage for men and women across the timeline. Let’s say we 
randomly select 10,000 physical descriptors attributed to women, then we randomly select 
10,000 descriptors attributed to men, and then subtract how often each word is used for women 
by how often it is used for men. We can then ask, “how much more (or less) often was this used 
for women than men?” Essentially, we’re subtracting the normalized frequency of a term’s use 
between men and women, scaling that difference to reflect how often we might expect to see that 
term in 10,000 physical characteristics describing either men or women. The more positive the 
value, the more often a word was used for women. The more negative, the more it was used for 
men. In this case, if we take the normalized frequency of “breast,” “chest,” and “bosom” being 
attributed to women, and subtract the normalized frequency of those words being used from men, 





Figure 9. Word use difference between fictional men and women, scaling to see how that difference plays out in 10000 words. 
Shown for the words bosom, breast, and chest. 
 
While the word “breast” was more frequently attributed to men before the twentieth 
century, that physical characteristic becomes more exclusively attributed to women as we move 
towards the twenty-first century. Around the same time, the word “chest” gradually shifts from 
being attributed to characters of both genders to being more closely attributed to men. “Bosom,” 
on the other hand, is steadily governed more often by feminine characters, though not as 
exclusively as the word breast by the 2000s. If those patterns prove durable, they would add 
weight to Butler’s famous argument that “the gathering of attributes under the category of sex 
[is] suspect...That penis, vagina, breasts, and so forth, are named sexual parts is both a 
restriction…and a fragmentation of the body”.106 For Butler, the difference between biological 
sex and constructed gender is untenable. Even bodily features that seem like a stable signifier of 
 
106 (Butler, 146). 
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male or female identity, such as breasts and chests, are not inherently objective signs of natural 
difference. Rather, as Figure 9 may suggest, the association of these terms with a specific gender 
is discursively constructed over time.  
Because it’s not intuitively clear what that broad historical transition might mean at the 
level of text, it’s worth working through a few concrete examples. Let’s take novels from each 
end of the timeline that most frequently mention a man’s breast and compare them. Starting at 
the 1850s-1860s, it’s not difficult to find various scenes where descriptions of men’s breasts are 
used to dramatize sensational fiction. On an anecdotal register, several of those novels turn out to 
be penny dreadful adventure books, such as Edward Viles’s immensely popular Black Bess; or, 
The Knight of the Road and John Mills’s Too Fast to Last. In Black Bess, mentions of men’s 
breasts often appear in theatrical scenes involving swashbuckling combat – the kind where an 
unfortunate character announces his demise by melodramatically placing “his hands upon his 
breast and [falling] backwards.”107 In these scenes, the mentions of men’s breasts are quite 
literal. There are other scenes in Black Bess, however, where that body part dramatically 
focalizes the narrative around more internal conflicts. In one scene, for instance, a stable boy 
agrees to shelter rogue highwaymen but then debates betraying their presence to the authorities 
while they sleep. The reader is then told that “a severe struggle took place in his breast. By 
giving up the highwaymen to justice, he would be merely doing his duty to society.” Where 
readers might expect such ethical conflicts to take place in the “head,” “mind”, or “heart” of a 
character, these novels locate such conflicts in the breasts of men.  
 
107 Terry Goodkind. Stone of Tears. (New York: Tor Books, 1995). 
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Interestingly, when we fast forward to the late 90s and early 2000s, the books that most 
often mention men’s chests, as well as women’s breasts, are sometimes fantasy novels with a 
similar adventure element. In fantasy adventures such as Terry Goodkind’s The Stone of Truth or 
Stephen R. Donaldson’s The Wounded Land, we see some similarly literal mentions of these 
body parts. Adventuring men get into medieval skirmishes and come out with “a handful of 
arrows that stuck out of his chest.”108 When it comes to describing these sorts of melees, the use 
of the word breast versus chest is arguably quite interchangeable. What’s very different, 
however, is that the use of the word chest to describe men sets up scenes where women can then 
contrastingly be described as having breasts. At the very least, in Goodkind’s novel, there’s a 
much more noticeable heteronormative arrangement where women are depicted as intimately 
“rubbing a hand on his chest” or scenes of a man “complimenting a woman on her breasts.”109 
Unlike Viles’s nineteenth century penny dreadful, the more physically intimate representations 
of men and women tend to produce these sorts of gendered contrasts. That’s not to say that this 
heteronormative arrangement is the only reason why the word chest gets increasingly aligned 
with men. Just that Goodkind’s novel presents some examples of how that alignment of men 
with chests and women with breasts could have happened.  
From these close readings and the evidence in Figure 9, we may be able to conclude that 
the bodies of men and women are now quite different from what they were in the 1850s. The 
gender-body associations built up in the nineteenth century have collapsed (or, in some cases, 
have become re-associated with a different gender). To advance that thesis, we could find other 
bodily characteristics that gradually move from one gender to another across the timeline.  
 
108 Stephen R. Donaldson. The Wounded Land. (New York: Del Rey, 2012). 





Figure 10. Word use difference between fictional men and women, scaling to see how that difference plays out in 10000 words. 
Shown for the words: hip, skin, and was bitten. 
These particular gender instabilities might turn out to be more important to literary scholars, as 
they more immediately lead to questions that could use literary and social forms of evidence. At 
the very least, they point to a kind of instability not covered in my classification experiment 
(Figure 7). We saw that gender gradually diminishes as an organizing force from the 1960s 
forward, but that’s not the only form instability can take. Instead, body language that was once 
used to configure one gender identity can be redeployed to construct different gender identities 
altogether. 
Conclusion 
This essay has argued that gender divisions became increasingly central to a growing aspect of 
character. From the mid-nineteenth century, to the early twenty-first, bodily features continually 
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become a growing aspect of all characters. This expansion, however, has had a disproportionate 
effect on the characterization of women. In fact, the proportion of words used to describe 
characters’ bodies has consistently been greater for women than men, suggesting that the body 
has been more central to developing female characters. At the same time, as the body continued 
to become an increasingly conventional mode of representing people, bodily characteristics were 
increasingly becoming distributed along a masculine-feminine axis. This continues to be the case 
until around the 1960s, when inferring gender from characters’ physical features starts to become 
more and more difficult. Taken altogether, there’s a lot of evidence to support the long historical 
relationship between representations of the body and binary gender. And there’s also evidence 
suggesting that those embodied binaries have played a more prominent role in books by men 
until the past four decades.  
Each of these conclusions enticingly maps onto existing theories about the broader 
culture, but there are several methodological questions to explore along the way. An important 
question, for instance, is how best to negotiate the quantitative evidence presented in this essay 
with that of previous research. If we consider the different results between this essay and 
Underwood et al., for instance, one could reasonably conclude that certain forms of gender 
differentiation diminished while others were on the rise. I want to take that statement just one 
step further, suggesting that we may want to be more sensitive to the varying weight of those 
different forms of characterization. If we’re going to argue that the strength of gender stereotypes 
concretizes in some modes of characterization and diminishes in others, then we’re really going 
to want some way to compare the relative significance of those different modes. Given that 
bodily description, for instance, is nearly one-fifth of the words used in producing characters, it 
doesn’t seem completely unfair to suggest that certain forms of gender differentiation were more 
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visible than others. This isn’t at all to say that some configurations of gender are more significant 
than others. Rather, there should be a conversation about whether certain forms of differentiation 
had a disproportionate effect on the gendering of characters. 
I also don’t want to make it seem like I have provided a complete solution. I’ve merely 
sketched out one way of analyzing the varied relationship between character and gender. It’s 
entirely possible, and very likely, that dividing some of the words describing characters and 
labelling it “anatomical description” proves to be an incomplete approach. One can imagine, for 
instance, that if I had included non-anatomical forms of embodiment, such as “fear,” 
“nervousness,” etc., the results could look very different. Moreover, as I discussed earlier, there’s 
also the open question of how to relate the results of two models conditioned on different feature 
sets. My model of body language contains a subset of the features used in Underwood et al.’s 
experiments, but there’s an important open question about what the discrepancies mean for each 
other. I suggest that my model disaggregates Underwood et al.’s model, unfolding patterns of 
literary change that would otherwise be suppressed. However, I ultimately conclude that we’ll 
want both models, as they shed light on different scales of characterization. These methods are 
still relatively new to the study of literature, so there’s still room to discuss how best to 
contextualize the different results of predictive models.  At the very least, this essay hopes to 
instigate conversation on that methodological front. And, if we expect that more models of 
character and gender will be developed in the coming years, that conversation will have to 
happen eventually.  
As we sort out the different approaches, there are still some theoretical debates about 
gender that will need to be addressed. To what degree does the evidence lend itself to Mulveyian 
theories of sexual objectification? We have seen that fictive women, at least since the 1850s, 
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have been comprised of more bodily description than men, meaning that we have some evidence 
that women have historically been more associated with the body. But we also saw that a binary 
conception of embodied gender was much more prominent in novels written by men? What’s the 
gap between those patterns and a more complete mapping of objectifying body language? If 
cultural analytics is invested in engaging with that longer history of gender and sexual criticism, 
that question seems like a good place to start.  
Taken altogether, there’s a lot more work to be done in order to understand embodied 
conceptions of gender. My hope is that this essay sheds light on the longer literary history about 
the body and gender. Future work can hopefully move past a binary model of gender, analyzing 
how more diverse forms of gender identity have been embodied throughout history. In this case, 
those binaries were necessary for rendering the literary effect of particular history of body 
language. More specifically, treating characters as either men or women elucidates the 
relationship between binary gender and anatomical language, analyzing the imbrication of 
physiological words and conventional representations of gender. Moving forward, however, it 









Appendix: Corpus Metadata 
 
Corpus Year Range 
Stanford Literary Lab 1750 - 1900 
Chicago Text Lab 1880 – 2000 
 
Year Range Percent of Total Dataset  
1850 – 1900 29 % 
1900 – 2000 71 % 
 
Year Range 
Percent of Novels by 
Women 
Percent of Novels by 
Men 
1850 – 1900 43 % 57 % 
1900 – 2000 38 % 62 % 
 
Decade 
Percent of Novels by 
Women 
Percent of Novels by 
Men 
1850 42% 58% 
1860 42% 58% 
1870 40% 60% 
1880 50% 50% 
1890 40% 60% 
1900 30% 70% 
1910 30% 70% 
1920 30% 70% 
1930 34% 66% 




Percent of Novels by 
Women 
Percent of Novels by 
Men 
1950 24% 76% 
1960 23% 77% 
1970 28% 72% 
1980 38% 62% 
1990 49% 51% 















CHAPTER 3: THE UNSTABLE GENDERING OF CHARACTERS’ HAND MOTIONS 
IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY NOVELS 
 
One of the recurring fears about distant reading is that mathematics can only simplify and 
reduce. This fear can be most prominently heard in discussions of literary “complexity” and the 
“reductionism” of math.110 Books are framed as incomprehensible social objects, and literary 
scholars are the best equipped to navigate their various historical and linguistic nuances. In short, 
there’s something about math that cannot appreciate the granular aspects of literary things. 
Recent scholarship has started to historicize this framing.111 But, again, I’m not sure that first 
principles are going to upend these critiques. I’ll have more to say about this in the conclusion. 
In this chapter, however, I’ll instead provide an example of how quantitative models can be fine 
tuned in order to zoom in on more granular literary details. Chapter Two produced a model that 
outlines the gendered distribution of all anatomical characterizations. Those distributions 
allowed us to sketch new timelines in the history of fictional people and stereotypical gender 
roles. In this chapter, I subset that model to focus on just a small slice of the data, the gendered 
distribution of character’s hand gestures.  
Throughout the 1990s and 2010s, the significance of human hands in Victorian literature 
increasingly became open to interpretation. Were they a characterization of manual labor, a 
discreet space for sexual discourse, or a distinguishing trait of the human species? While scholars 
interpret manual culture from a variety of different perspectives, they tend to agree on a 
particular point. The intricate description of characters’ hands should not be taken at face value. 
 
110 Nan Z. Da. “The Computational Case against Computational Literary Studies.” Critical Inquiry 45, no. 3 (March 
1, 2019): 601–39. https://doi.org/10.1086/702594. 




Meticulous prose about the appearance, motions, and sensations of characters’ hands, for 
example, is not merely a stylistic effect of nineteenth-century realism. If you accept either 
Helena Michie’s or William Cohen’s interpretation, characters’ hand motions are also 
euphemistic encryptions of Victorian sexuality, providing readers an intimate sense of what 
could not be overtly communicated.112 If you follow Pamela Gilbert’s or Peter J. Capuano’s 
analyses, the physical descriptions of characters’ hands reflect the period’s scientific discourses, 
allowing readers to recognize overarching concerns about the hand’s anatomy as embodying 
human exceptionalism.113 If you extend that analysis to Aviva Briefel’s study, those anatomical 
depictions also underscore Victorian England’s colonial relationships, sensitizing readers to 
perceived racial differences embedded in a hand’s physical attributes.114 Regardless, elaborating 
the hand’s literal and metaphorical dimensions introduces new avenues for historicizing 
nineteenth-century British culture. 
Computational methods are useful for historicizing the embodied hand because 
quantitative techniques help to magnify these understated contours of literary history. Let us take 
a rudimentary yet insightful example from Gilbert’s analysis of manual touch in Dickens’s David 
Copperfield. Positing that Dickens’s manual style correlates with a broader cultural fascination 
with human hands, the article begins by surveying the number of hands mentioned in novels 
from the mid-eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century. In a survey of nine novels from that 
period, there seems to be a steady increase in the number of hands as we move towards the mid-
 
112 Michie, Helena. The Flesh Made Word: Female Figures and Women Bodies. Oxford Univ. Press, 1989. Cohen, 
William A. Sex Scandal: The Private Parts of Victorian Fiction. Duke University Press, 1997. 
113 Gilbert, Pamela K. “The Will to Touch: David Copperfield’s Hand.” 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long 
Nineteenth Century, no. 19, 2014. Capuano, Peter J. Changing Hands: Industry, Evolution, and the Reconfiguration 
of the Victorian Body. University of Michigan Press, 2015. 
114 Briefel, Aviva. The Racial Hand in the Victorian Imagination. Cambridge University Press, 2017. 
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nineteenth century.115 That suggestive increase creates an occasion for Gilbert to then further 
elaborate the historical developments potentially bound up in that trend. In short, the word counts 
are by no means treated as inherently conclusive. Rather, they allow Gilbert to provisionally 
argue that more cultural research is needed to qualify to understand this latent literary pattern. 
We might disagree on what counts as a significant increase or what that escalation signifies, but 
provisional claims are excellent at creating exploratory occasions out of latent stylistic patterns. 
In this chapter, I use computational text analysis methods to examine the changing 
significance of hand motions in nineteenth-century novels, specifically investigating the extent to 
which characters’ hand motions behave as signs of gender. I have reached two conclusions that 
might suggest a progressive story. The first is that characters’ hand motions were decreasingly 
indicative of stereotypical gender roles. At the end of the late-eighteenth century, female and 
male characters tend to perform a more mutually exclusive range of hand gestures. But this 
division becomes much less stable as we move towards the late-nineteenth century, because the 
hands of fictional men and women decreasingly perform gestures categorized as stereotypically 
“feminine” or “masculine.” Secondly, that instability comes at the same time when authors were 
increasingly writing about the hands of both their male and female characters. At the late-
eighteenth century, male authors tend to write about men’s hands and female authors tend to 
write about women’s hands, but this decreasingly becomes the case as we move towards the end 
of the nineteenth century. In fact, as we move from 1780 to 1880, in novels by both men and 
women, the representation of men to women’s hands becomes stunningly close to proportionally 
even. In short, when authors increasingly write about both men’s and women’s hands, their 
characters’ hand motions decreasingly bifurcate into rigid gender categories. This correlation 
 
115 (Gilbert, 7) 
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might encouragingly suggest that gender norms were becoming more flexible as authors 
represented a more diverse range of hands. However, although characters’ hand motions were 
becoming less and less stable signs of binary gender in fiction, I will argue that it remains 
unclear whether this trend extends to lived gender roles in the broader nineteenth-century milieu. 
Ultimately, my point is not that there was ever a stable conception of gender, but that 
stereotypical hand gestures manifest a far larger question about the range of motion available to 
actual men and women of the period. 
This chapter handles the idea of gender in Butlerian fashion: as conventional roles that 
people -- real or fictional -- were often expected to perform in order to be recognizable as men or 
women to nineteenth-century readers. A performance that can be seen in characters’ hand 
motions. As Capuano concisely articulates, depictions of characters’ hands “reflect a rapidly 
changing economic reality that only sharpens the lines delineating the separate spheres for each 
gender.”116 In a period when industrial England increasingly separates domestic and factory 
labor along gendered lines, analyzing the gendered divide between characters’ hand gestures 
affords additional insight into the period’s sharpening gender divisions. To that end, my study 
measures whether particular gestures tend to be exclusively performed by either female or male 
characters. And characters’ gestures are recorded as either “feminine” or “masculine,” because 
these categories reflect the overt gender roles emerging in separate spheres ideology. My study 
identifies “feminine” and “masculine” gestures according to a list of gendered-possessive nouns 
and pronouns (described further below). But it should be noted that characters’ genders are often 
more complicated than the nouns or pronouns used to signal a particular gender category. This 
study, for example, might count “her hand laid” or “the woman’s hand touched” in the feminine 
 
116 (Capuano, 82) 
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category, but those signifiers can communicate different registers of femininity depending on the 
context in which these phrases appear. Qualifying each of those registers can be informative, and 
it is possible to construct a separate study that accentuates those complex differentials. But this 
chapter explores what characters’ hand motions can tell us about England’s increasingly sharp 
reconfigurations of gender. By demonstrating that characters’ gestures decreasingly functioned 
as a stable sign of gender, I will show that even stereotypical gender roles changed in subtle 
ways over the nineteenth century. 
Extracting the Hand Gestures of Fictional Men and Women 
To measure the gendered distribution of hand motions across the corpus, I needed a tool that 
could locate those gestures while differentiating the hands of fictional men and women. I used 
the Stanford Dependency Parser to first restructure each novel for sentence-level analysis.117 I 
then used the programming language R to locate the sentences containing certain gendered nouns 
and pronouns performing a hand motion (discussed in further detail below). The parser is an 
ideal tool for this kind of analysis, because it records a wide range of words connected to hands 
in a given sentence: the gendered pronoun governing it, the actions it performs, and the actions 
of which the hand is an object. In short, the parser does the basic work of finding hands in a 
given novel, but it also performs the significant task of retaining the various details configuring 
those hands. This process results in a list of hand motions and the number of times they are 
performed by men’s or women’s hands. We can then subset that list to render how those 
numbers change over each year represented in the corpus. This method helps to accentuate which 
 
117 For more information on this, see Danqi Chen and Christopher D Manning. “A Fast and Accurate Dependency 
Parser using Neural Networks. Proceedings of EMNLP. 2014. 
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hand motions were stereotypical of male and female characters, and it also sketches how those 
conventions changed over time. 
Measuring the embeddedness of gender in characters’ hand motions builds on an 
emerging conversation about computationally modelling gender in fiction. This discussion has 
several potential implications for future studies of the Victorian body, as it sets a number of 
precedents for computational work in the period. Matthew Jockers and Gabi Kirilloff investigate 
the connection between gender, characters’ actions, and genre, specifically asking whether 
gendered characters behave differently across genres.118 They used the same Stanford Parser to 
demonstrate pervasive trends between conventional gender pronouns and their associated verbs. 
For example, men in fiction tend to be associated with the verb “taking” while women tend to be 
associated with the verb “sitting”. In conversation with their work, Ted Underwood, David 
Bamman, and Sabrina Lee analyze these trends within the context of broader demographic 
changes in authorship.119 They found that fewer women were publishing fiction from 1800 to 
1960, yet they found that the language differentiating male and female characters was being 
diffused over time. They do not suggest that gender categories collapsed during that time, but 
they discuss the need for further computational research on how gender was increasingly 
codified in descriptions of settings, material possessions, and bodies. 
It should first be noted, however, that there are three components of my analysis which 
are reasonably unstable and would require special attention in future research. First, the list of 
nouns and pronouns used to detect men’s and women’s hand gestures is not comprehensive. 
 
118 Matthew Jocekrs, and Gabi Kiriloff. “Understanding Gender and Character Agency in the 19th Century Novel.” 
Journal of Cultural Analytics, 2016. 




Currently, the words: “his,” “man’s,” “brother’s,” “father’s,” “husband’s,” “son’s,” and 
“gentleman’s” are used to extract the hand motions of fictional men. While the words: “her,” 
“woman’s,” “sister’s,” mother’s,” “wife’s,” “daughter’s,” and “lady’s” are used to extract the 
hand motions of fictional women. There are certainly many other nouns that could signal gender 
(king, queen, butler, maid, etc.), and future work can continually add to that list. But the current 
list has the benefit of clearly sketching the stereotypical gender categories of characters’ hand 
motions. This also means, however, that this method does not account for significant characters 
who are referred to by generic nouns. If we consider Frankenstein’s creation, for example, this 
method does not record the actions performed by “the creature’s hands.” The challenge with 
these instances is that these nouns do not inherently signal a conventionally gendered identity.120 
A future study would have to manually, or computationally, ascertain the gender of these 
subjects and see how their gestures alter the results. For a similar reason, this study does not 
focus on the hands governed by first-person pronouns. When Dr. Seward writes that Dracula 
“took my hands in one of his, holding them tight,” it is difficult for the computer to extrapolate a 
gender from the pronoun “my.”121 Because of the prevalence of first-person narrators who refer 
to themselves and their hands using first-person pronouns, there are a number of instances which 
are excluded from this study. Further research could, however, see if first person-narrators afford 
their hands a wider range of verbs and how those results line up with the historical survey 
developed in this chapter.  
Modelling stereotypically gendered hand motions can profoundly affect how one 
interprets the significance of characters’ gestures. Let us take a moment that Kimberly Cox has 
 
120 Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin Shelley. Frankenstein, or, The Modern Prometheus: the 1818 Text. Oxford 
University Press, 2018. 
121 Bram Stoker. Dracula. Oxford University Press, 2008. 118. 
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recently highlighted from Anne Brontë’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. The novel’s central 
narrator, the farmer Gilbert Markham, undergoes various morally developmental episodes in 
seeking the wealthy Helen Huntingdon’s hand in marriage. In one of the relatively intimate 
scenes, Gilbert notes how Helen “gave me her hand, without turning her head.”122 Cox 
appreciates how this scene is a mixed moment when Helen proactively negotiates how to express 
her romantic interest while signaling her hesitation. A pivotal moment that requires recognizing 
the way Helen strategically moves her hand. But where we go from there can depend on whether 
male or female characters tend to give their hand in fiction. If giving one’s hand turns out to be 
associated with fictional men, then we could further investigate whether her gestures gain some 
significance as a reappropriation of stereotypically male hand motions. If giving one’s hand 
tends to be performed by fictional women, then we might investigate what details significantly 
differentiate this moment from a broader historical trend. Either way, the observations produced 
in this chapter help to complicate existing interpretations of these manual interactions. 
This process, despite its limitations, provides a method for accentuating gendered trends 
in characters’ hand gestures. But in order to interpret the significance of those trends, we have to 
first pose a heavy-handed question: To what extent were novelists even mentioning the hand 
motions of their male and female characters? We know from Capuano’s macro-data that hands 
“appear in nineteenth-century novels more often than any other body part including faces, heads, 
and eyes.”123  And it is certainly informative to know what motions are associated with which 
gender roles. But we will first want to know whose hands were more visible and whether that 
visibility remains constant over the nineteenth-century. 
 
122 Anne Brontë. The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. Oxford University Press, 2008. 65. 
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An “Equitable” Distribution of Men’s and Women’s Hands from 1780 to 1900 
This chapter models the visibility of men’s and women’s hands based on a collection of 905 
nineteenth-century novels. These works are not strictly confined to the nineteenth century, as 
their publication dates spread from 1782 to 1903. However, the vast majority of the novels were 
published between the years of 1800 and 1900. Some of these novels were taken from Chadwyck 
Healey’s Nineteenth-Century Fiction collection. Others were drawn from a corpus developed at 
the Nebraska Literary Lab. What this means is that, by and large, my evidence represents a 
canonical slice of the fiction published during this period. The collection includes scholarly 
staples, makes an attempt at including neglected or little-known works, but does not include 
significant avenues of publication (pulp magazines, scientific treatises, newspapers, etc.). I 
attempt to account for these some of these oversights by comparing my results with that of 
Google’s Ngram Viewer. As I will elaborate further along, Google’s platform has its own 
oversights, but this comparison provides a check for my corpus’s sampling biases.  
But a canonically skewed corpus can still inform investigations of nineteenth-century 
literary tradition. And we will want some sense of how visible men’s and women’s hand motions 
were in that tradition. But do scholars already have reasons to predict that either men or women’s 
hand gestures would feature more prominently in this corpus? Between different academic 
accounts of literary history, we have plenty of reasons to consider a wide range of predictions. 
Underwood et al. demonstrated that “there was, in fact, a fairly stunning decline in the proportion 
of writers who were women, from the middle of the nineteenth century to the middle of the 
twentieth,” and this decline partially suggests that “fiction itself became more attentive to 
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men.”124 The increasing likelihood that the fiction of male writers would be published might lead 
us to expect that more attention would be given to descriptions of men’s bodies. However, as 
many literary historians have also demonstrated, the period’s development of separate spheres 
ideology correlated with a heightened interest in both male and female handiwork. Capuano 
articulated how England’s industrialization coincided a subset of social novels, such as Charlotte 
Brontë’s Shirley and William Thackeray’s Vanity Fair, that were heavily invested in men’s and 
women’s manual labor. It would be entirely reasonable to expect that nineteenth-century novels 
would increasingly feature both men’s and women’s hands. 
  If we hedged towards either end of the gender binary, we would have had mixed returns. 
As it turns out, both men’s and women’s hands were prominent at different historical moments. 
In Figure 1, I have plotted the average proportion of men’s and women’s hands mentioned for a 
given year. These proportions were produced by first tabulating the percentage of men’s and 
women’s hands for each novel, and then averaging those percentages for each year in the corpus. 
This produces a model that estimates the changing distribution of men’s and women’s hands in 
nineteenth-century novels. The proportion startlingly evens out from 1850 to 1875 – a surprising 
trend given that men were being published in fiction far more than women writers during this 
period. This is after a period, from 1810 to 1850, when men’s hand motions tend to be more 
prominent. A reversal from 1780 to 1810, when women’s hands are featured to a remarkable 
degree. These gradual turnabouts are significant, and my analysis will attempt to unpack the 






Figure 11. The average proportion of men’s and women’s hands by year.  
But while it is tempting to immediately explain these shifts using what we know about 
literary history, we should first investigate the extent to which those shifts are inflected by corpus 
composition. In other words, how reliable is the data? As I have acknowledged above, my 
corpus reflects a canonical literary tradition long studied in universities. It privileges novels and 
sometimes overemphasizes male writers. But I do not have other observations with which to 
compare this model to, so it is difficult to know how these sampling biases might be affecting the 
figures. One way to render the effects of our sampling is to contrast these results against those of 
Google’s Ngram Viewer. Their corpus provides a useful point of contrast, because it comprises a 
much wider range of genres as well as a much larger sample size. It is worth noting, however, 
that Google Ngram’s dataset is based on a Google Books project driven by university libraries, 
so their data will be shaped by the book-buying practices of those academic libraries. In any 
case, by comparing the previous figure with Google Ngrams’ distribution, we will have some 
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sense of how our corpus might affect the distribution of men’s and women’s hands. In Figure 12, 
I have provided the relative frequency of the phrase “his hand/s” and “her hand/s” in the Google 
Books dataset. 
 
Figure 12. The frequency of “his hand/s” and “her hand/s” relative to the total number of words per year. 
The two datasets overlap in some key ways, but the differences accentuate which portions 
of the distribution are unique to our corpus of novels. The two models are similar in that men’s 
hands generally receive more attention. However, these models significantly differ between the 
years 1780 to 1810 and 1850 to 1880, and any trends we observe in characters’ hand motions 
will have to account for the following historical movements. In the former range of years, the 
hands of fictional women decline from relative prominence. In the latter years, the hands of men 
and women are almost proportionally equal to each other. In short, the two distributions share 
broad historical strokes, but these two trends stand out enough that they merit further analysis. 
So how do we explain the apparently declining appearance of women’s hands in novels 
from 1780 to 1810, even though Google’s Books might cause us to expect otherwise? One 
significant factor might be found in the novel corpus’s author demographics. If there were, for 
example, a declining number of women writers in the early years of the corpus, that would 
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partially explain the rapid diminishment of women’s hands. That subset of the corpus, however, 
turns out to be relatively equal when it comes to author gender: sixty percent of authors in the 
1780s are women, sixty-two percent in the 1790s, and fifty-one percent in 1800s. While there are 
a slightly decreasing proportion of women writers in the corpus, these demographic changes 
cannot completely account for the sharp decline of women’s hands by 1810. 
Those demographic changes would better account for that decline, however, if women 
writers were simultaneously writing less about the hands of fictional women. The combination of 
these two factors would help to explain that diminishing visibility. In Figure 13, I have plotted 
the average proportion of women’s hands featured in novels written by men versus those written 
by women. This figure is generated by first calculating the proportion of men’s to women’s 
hands for each novel. But I separate that data by male and female authors before calculating the 
average proportion of hands per year. By separating the data by author gender, the plot renders 





Figure 13. Average proportion of women’s hands that appear in books by men versus women. 
As one might expect, women writers tend to write more about women’s hands, but there 
is a remarkable decline in that tendency as we move towards the end of the nineteenth century. 
The proportion of women’s hands in books by women declines from roughly seventy percent to 
about fifty-five percent. This strongly suggests that the diminishment of women’s hands is due to 
the fact that female authors were decreasingly mentioning women’s hands. Though it goes 
beyond the scope of this study, it would be worth seeing if that decline is mirrored in other 
bodily discourses. That work could raise a wide range of questions concerning women writers 
and their changing relationship to the bodies of fictional men and women. For now, it is enough 
to say that the declining prominence of women’s hands is partially explained by the fact that 
female authors were devoting less space to them. 
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But how do we explain the nearly equitable distribution of men’s and women’s hands 
from 1850 to 1880? If we attempt to answer that question using author demographics again, we 
might expect to see an even proportion of men to women writers. But when we look at that range 
of years, seventy-two percent of the novels are written by men and only twenty-eight percent are 
written by women. To have an even proportion of men’s to women’s hands in the novels, despite 
the author imbalance, is somewhat baffling. In order to help explain this occurrence, we should 
return to Figure 3, as there is a subtle shift meriting further discussion. While women are 
decreasingly writing about the hands of fictional women, men are gradually writing more about 
women’s hands. This gradual shift might seem of little to no consequence, but the corpus leans 
heavily enough towards male authors that even gradual changes within that demographic would 
weigh heavily on the overall distribution of hands. In short, the proportion of men’s to women’s 
hands stabilizes, partially because male writers increasingly mention the hands of fictional 
women. 
Taken altogether, the trends suggest an thought-provoking historical pattern: both male 
and female writers increasingly write about the hands of the other gender. While Figure 3 only 
shows that female authors wrote less about women’s hands, I provide Figure 4 to illustrate how 






Figure 4. Average proportion of men’s hands that appear in books by men versus women. 
From 1780 to 1900, the proportion of men’s hands in books by women inflates from 
roughly thirty percent to roughly forty-five percent (with several years where that proportion 
goes well above fifty percent). On its own, this historical trend complicates Cohen’s sense that 
“For the Victorian reader, the hand would immediately be available as a site of sexual 
signification”.125 If both men and women writers increasingly write about the hands of the other 
gender, what might that say about sexuality during the period? If this trend extends to other 
bodily discourses, it would be an important fact about literary history that ties together existing 
scholarship on Victorian bodies, gender, and sexuality.   
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While these correlations are excitingly suggestive, more research is required to make any 
broad claims about Victorian culture. It is certainly tempting to hypothesize that men and women 
became more comfortable writing about the bodies of the opposite gender. If we wanted to 
pursue that claim, we could leverage the increasingly even distribution of men’s and women’s 
hands in fiction leading up to iconic novels published in the 1850s. But the extent to which 
literary scholars take these subtle shifts in manual characterization as a reflection of deep cultural 
undercurrents is still up for debate. To what degree should we read these shifts as a sign of 
changing gender norms, and to what extent do they instead reflect the stylistic developments 
of particular literary genres? The following section will not attempt to pose any causal 
arguments, but it will suggest a few possibilities by examining the more stereotypical hand 
motions of male and female characters. If certain gestures are overwhelmingly performed by one 
gender over the other, we can then analyze the historical significance of those specific manual 
discourses. 
The Uneven Distribution of Hand Motions Among Fictional Men and Women 
Now that we have a sense of when men’s and women’s hands tend to appear in the corpus, we 
can investigate the specific gestures that they tend to perform. However, we have largely taken it 
for granted that characters’ maneuvers will clearly reflect gendered divisions, so we first need to 
ask a fundamental question: are there significant gender divisions between characters’ hand 
motions? As addressed earlier, this is a fraught question, because one can qualify that division 
based on a variety of social or stylistic parameters (genre, nationality, race, etc.). Future research 
can be conducted to flesh out these variables. We can, however, at least begin to ask broader 
questions about stereotypical gender binaries: Do fictional men and women tend to perform 
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different hand gestures? And does that tendency change at different points across the nineteenth 
century? 
Quantitative classification methods help explore these questions, because they clearly 
estimate the relative prominence of related categories. These methods are not intended to 
definitively label gestures as feminine or masculine. Rather, they measure how well notions of 
gender explain the distribution of characters’ gestures. In order to weigh the connection between 
characters’ gestures and gender, we train the computer to develop a stereotypical sense of 
“feminine” and “masculine” hand gestures. These categories are derived by having a computer 
observe roughly 14,000 gestures performed by fictional women and about the same number by 
fictional men. We then observe how accurately the computer can make gender predictions about 
characters it has not seen, and it makes those predictions solely based on characters’ hand 
gestures. If there is a high percentage of correct predictions, it means that the computer was able 
to observe a strong gendering of characters’ gestures, allowing the computer to then make 
accurate predictions based on its observations. We would then have reason to believe that 
characters’ gestures are structured by a binary notion of gender. This outcome could open new 
sites for interpretation around seemingly innocuous gestures, because hand motions that seem 
ubiquitous by the twenty-first century may have been more gendered in the nineteenth century. If 
the accuracy percentage proves unstable over time, then we would instead argue that gender 
binaries inconsistently shape characters’ gestures. Or rather, that the gendered element of 
characters’ hand gestures is often more than two dimensional. 
After training the model on our corpus, the preliminary results suggest that there are 
clearly gendered division between characters’ hand motions. When presented with a given hand 
gesture, the classifier was able to correctly guess the gesturing characters’ gender eighty percent 
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of the time. This thirty percent improvement over random chance enticingly suggests that binary 
conceptions of gender were a powerful organizing force. But we should remind ourselves that 
this is an exploratory study, and these observations should only be taken as statistically 
significant if the results are reproducible in a separate study. That being said, the sheer strength 
of this trend makes it hard to resist interpreting the literary significance of these results. It is 
especially easy to see eighty percent accuracy and immediately claim that characters’ hand 
motions are concretely gendered over the nineteenth-century, but we should first investigate how 
consistent that accuracy is across each year in the corpus. In Figure 14, I have plotted the 
classifier’s average prediction confidence for each year. This measure of confidence can be 
understood as an estimation of how difficult it was for the computer to generate a gender 
prediction using a hand gesture. We want to see how that difficulty changes over each year in the 





Figure 14. The classifier’s confidence in making gender predictions. 
While the classifier is able to correctly predict gender eighty-percent of the time, the 
classifier becomes less and less confident about those predictions. The closer a year gets to fifty-
percent predictive confidence, the more indicative that the computer struggled to predict whether 
a male or female character performs a particular gesture. The data is split to show whether the 
computer has a more difficult time predicting either men’s or women’s gestures. It is slightly 
easier for the computer to classify women’s hand gestures from 1780 to 1830 and slightly easier 
to classify men’s hand gestures from 1830 to 1880. Overall, however, they both exhibit a similar 
historical tendency; while the computer detects a gendered divide between characters’ hand 
motions, the computer gradually becomes less certain about the rigidness of that division. 
That increasing uncertainty is congruent with Nancy Armstrong’s argument that the 
social appeal of rigid gender roles diminishes as we move towards the twentieth century. She 
posits that early-nineteenth-century novels initially tend to depict gender as the harmonious 
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union of stereotypically feminine and masculine qualities. A happy union of gender types that 
one expects to see at the end of Austenian marriage plots. Armstrong emphasizes how these 
novels connect gender to a domestic “reproduction that secured the gendered division of labor, 
the perpetuity of property, the expansion of liberal citizenship, and the continuity of an English 
way of life.”126 The optimistic maintenance and marriage of gender stereotypes were central to 
sustaining a political fantasy of liberal society. However, as we move towards the twentieth 
century, turbulence in England’s social landscape unsettles gender’s connection to domestic 
happiness: 
In this light, the failures of gender-based domesticity became not only increasingly evident as 
one moves through Darwin’s century, but also more significant than the gender norms that 
seem to pass into obsolescence in the very novels that hold out the reward of domestic 
happiness to those who manage to obey them.127 
 
This is not to say gender norms simply dissipate. Rather, gender’s connection to that domestic 
fantasy becomes increasingly tenuous as we move across the nineteenth century. A developing 
tension that, in Armstrong’s narrative, is already apparent when contrasting depictions of gender 
in Austen’s marriage plots with those of Thomas Malthus’s An Essay on the Principle of 
Population (1798). Whether this tension extends into the period’s manual discourses, or further 
into the novels themselves, will require many kinds of social evidence. At any rate, the 
computer’s decreasing confidence about the gendering of gestures might corroborate that 
hypothesis. 
Setting aside broad historical theories for a moment, we can at least begin to investigate 
the hand gestures themselves. If particular gestures initially appear to be gendered in ways that 
 
126 Nancy Armstrong. “Gender and the Victorian Novel.” The Cambridge Companion to the Victorian Novel, edited 
by Deirdre David, Cambridge University Press, 2013. 171.  
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align or deviate from scholarly expectations, it could affect how confidently we assert that the 
gendering of characters’ gestures declines over the nineteenth-century. So how do we determine 
which hand motions are initially associated with either fictional men or women? One can 
computationally approach this question in a couple of different ways. You can, for example, only 
look at sentences when hands are the active grammatical subject of the sentence (eg. his hand 
slammed the table/ her hands adjusted the picture). The verb ‘slam’ would count as a masculine 
hand motion, and “adjust” would count as a feminine hand motion. This approach neatly extracts 
when characters’ hands perform a particular action. However, one can also choose to only 
explore sentences where hands function as the grammatical object of a sentence (eg. she placed 
her hands on the table / he enthusiastically took her hand.). The verb “place” would count as a 
feminine hand motion, and the verb “take” would also count as a feminine hand motion on 
account of her hand being taken. This approach also extracts characters’ hand motions, but it also 
renders how characters’ hands often move as the object of other characters’ actions. There are 
two advantages to this approach. First, eighty-eight percent of the sentences depicting men’s or 
women’s hand gestures grammatically position hands as an object, so this approach accounts for 
a larger percent of hand motions in these novels. Second, this approach has the advantage of 
recognizing when characters’ hands are passively set in motion. As Gilbert notes, investigating 
the significance of hands means remembering that “the touching hand enacts the toucher’s will, 
but the sensing hand troubles distinctions between active and passive, between the touching and 
the touched.”128 In order to explore the literary history of both the touching and the sensing hand, 





sentences where hands are a grammatical object and tallies the verbs configured with men’s and 
women’s hands. 
Figure 6 shows the ten verbs that the computer identifies as most indicative of either 
feminine or masculine hand motions. When the computer attempts to make its predictions about 
a character’s genders these verbs proved to be the most reliable in making that prediction. 
Feminine Hand Motions Masculine Hand Motions 
1. Take 1. Rub 
2. Clasp 2. Pass 
3. Wring 3. Strike 
4. Give 4. Thrust 
5. Retain 5. Wave 
6. Withdraw 6. Offer 
7. Bestow 7. Dash 
8. Claim 8. Grasp 
9. Seek 9. Stay 
10. Press 10. Try 
Figure 15. Top ten hand motions correlated with either masculine or feminine characters. In ranked order. 
Nineteenth-century novelists, apparently, often depict women’s hands as part of ‘give’ and ‘take’ 
interactions. Furthermore, not only are women’s hands often given and taken, they similarly are 
part of scenes where their hands ‘retained’ or ‘bestowed’ and ‘withdrawn’ or ‘sought.’ A group 
of six verbs with strong proprietary connotations. Statistics alone will not explain this proprietary 
gendering of women’s hand motions, but we can subset the data to show where these manual 
interactions emerge in the novels themselves. If we look at the novels that most frequently depict 
women’s’ hands being given and taken, we find something worth further study. The top three 
novels are all written by Fanny Burney: Camilla; A Picture of Youth (1796), The Wanderer; or 
Female Difficulties (1814), and Cecilia; Memoirs of an Heiress (1782). 
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In these novels, women’s hands are physically given and taken often to emphasize 
various forms of character agency. For example, The Wanderer’s protagonist, Juliet, withdraws 
from Lord Melbury who “from impatience, from curiosity, from charmed interest, and 
indescribable wonder...bent forward, so irresistibly and so palpably to take her hand.”129 A 
familiar scene where a woman’s hand being taken underscores a threat to her self-governance, 
dramatizing the masculinized threat of domineering noblemen. In Camilla, however, the 
eponymous character takes another woman’s hand, allowing readers to sense her subtle ability to 
deftly handle social situations. Camilla increasingly considers her friend, Mrs. Berlinton, a 
morally questionable “gamestress,” and “as soon as they were alone together, Camilla took her 
hand but without returning its pressure.”130 Camilla mildly takes Mrs. Berlinton’s hands, 
signaling Camila’s subtle maneuvering to broach a sensitive subject. This is not a comprehensive 
study of women’s hands in Burney’s novels, but both moments suggest that the give and take of 
women’s hands configure a varied sense of their social autonomy. 
This configuration partially aligns with Michie’s argument that: “Victorian novels are 
frequently about women’s hands: hands that stand for hearts...Asking for a hand is an entrance to 
the female body, the touch of the hand frequently the first touch between lovers.”131 For Michie, 
giving or taking a woman’s hand is fundamentally about governing access to an entire sexualized 
female body. She traces the fetishization of women’s hands to the broader social fantasy that 
governing sexual desirability can be handled without overtly saying anything. And Victorian 
novelists often dramatize the pressures of social decorum through quiet scenes of manual 
interactions that depict women’s hands being given and taken. This is not to say that men’s 
 
129 Fanny Burney. The Wanderer, or, Female Difficulties. Oxford University Press, 2001. 567. 
130 Fanny Burney. Camilla, or, A Picture of Youth. Oxford University Press, 2009. 833. 
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hands are never given or taken, but that women’s hands figure more prominently in stories of 
desirability and discretion. Armstrong highlights that prominence in a reading of Maggie 
Tulliver’s body in George Eliot’s The Mill and the Floss (1860).  
The hand motions of fictional men, however, seem to exhibit a wider range of meanings. 
There are several ways critics might subset these verbs to emphasize the various contours of 
literary history. For example, given that men’s hands tend to “grasp,” “thrust,” and “strike,” we 
might reiterate that men’s hands often embody the threat of masculinized violence. Grasping 
hands certainly have several nonviolent connotations, but the image of men firmly grasping onto 
their victims tends to threaten unspoken forms of harm. One could also underscore how women’s 
hands are often given and taken, even though men’s hands are the ones being “offered.” The fact 
that men’s hands are frequently offered would presumably suggest that they are also frequently 
given or taken, but this is not the case. Women’s hands are the ones literally given and taken, 
while men’s hands embody a choice to be made by another character – almost as though 
marriage plots often hinge upon maturing female characters to consider what a man’s hand 
entails. But perhaps one of the more suggestive avenues is the fact that “rubbing” one’s hands is 
predominantly done by male characters. If we further investigate the context of men rubbing 
their hands, we see a similar result as with women’s hands in Fanny Burney. The top five novels 
featuring men’s hands rubbing are all written by Charles Dickens: The Life and Adventures of 
Nicholas Nickleby (1839), The Life and Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit (1844), Dombey and 
Son (1848), The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club (1837), and The Old Curiosity Shop 
(1841). 
Readers might associate the image of men rubbing their hands with unsavory characters 
that are up to little good, and they would often tend to be right. In The Life and Adventures of 
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Nicholas Nickleby, parliament members are often depicted rubbing their hands and plotting their 
political misdeeds. Mr. Gregsbury, for instance, receives a visit from his colleagues in parliament 
who ar are suspicious about his voting record. When Gregsbury successfully drives away the 
suspicious crowd, he “rubbed his hands and chuckled, as merry fellows will, when they think 
they have said or done a more than commonly good thing.”132 Gregsbury’s scheming gesture 
pretty unambiguously embodies his dubious character. But there are also instances in the novel 
when it is unclear how the reader should feel about men rubbing their hands. For example, early 
in the plot, the novel’s materialistic antagonist, Ralph Nickleby, banters with his quirky office 
clerk, Newman Noggs, about a malfunctioning watch. After Ralph concedes to Noggs’s 
hypothesis about the malfunction, Noggs “rubbed his hands slowly over each other: cracking the 
joints of his fingers, and squeezing them into all possible distortions.  The incessant performance 
of this routine on every occasion…[was] among the numerous peculiarities of Mr. Noggs.”133 
While this slightly unsettling gesticulation might seem to align Noggs with the novel’s more 
suspicious characters, Noggs will eventually emerge as the protagonist’s trusted confidant, 
leaving the reader to reassess the significance of Noggs’s incessant behavior. Regardless, when 
male characters rub their hands, there seems to be an invitation for the reader to reassess the 
moral alignment of these characters. 
So given that fictional men and women initially tend to perform these particular gestures, 
can we reach any conclusions about the gendering of characters’ hand motions? Hard to say. If 
we take the computer’s decreasing confidence at face value, it would seem that the gender 
division between characters’ hand gestures gradually diminishes as we move towards the 
 
132 Dickens, Charles, and Mark Ford. Nicholas Nickleby. Penguin Books, 2007. 75. 
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twentieth century. But if we look at the gestures themselves, there are certainly reasons to 
meditate on how we interpret that decline. For example, it appears that male characters initially 
tend to “wave” their hands more frequently than female characters. If we feel that it becomes 
increasingly normal for both female and male characters to wave their hands, then we may feel 
more confident in concluding that characters’ hand motions decreasingly function as a stable 
sign of gender. This does not seem to be an unreasonable conclusion, especially if we feel that 
waving one’s hand becomes a common social practice. That conclusion might, however, 
overlook how gender differentiation might be codified in the specific manner one waves their 
hand. It would be difficult to quantify, but one could certainly argue that there are feminine and 
masculine forms of waving one’s hand (a broad open-body wave versus one more confined to 
the body). Waving in of itself may decreasingly function as a sign of gender, but this may have 
put more of a gendered emphasis on how one waves their hand. If we extrapolate from that 
premise, then we end up with a more robust yet conflicted conclusion. Hand gestures themselves 
may decreasingly function as a sign of gender, but this may have put more of a gendered 
emphasis on other aspects of those gestures: the tense of the gesture, adverbs describing the 
action, physical descriptions of the hand performing the gesture, or subtler forms of gender 
differentiation. 
Conclusion 
This chapter navigates several forms of evidence that seem to lead towards different historical 
interpretations. Initially, there seems to be a clear gendered division between characters’ hand 
motions. Women’s hands tend to be given and taken, for instance, while men’s hands are often 
rubbing and striking. However, there is also evidence to suggest that characters’ hand gestures 
increasingly function as an unstable sign of gender. While male characters initially wave their 
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hands more often than female characters, for example, fictional women increasingly begin to 
perform this particular hand gesture as we move towards the twentieth century. That pattern 
might incline us to assert that gender divisions are gradually diminishing, but waving one’s hand 
can still embody notions of gender through performative variations. This whole instability might 
seem less surprising, however, if we zoom out and look at the shifting behavior of nineteenth-
century novelists. Both female and male authors, on average, begin mentioning men’s and 
women’s hands to a remarkably even degree, meaning that female authors increasingly write 
about men’s hand gestures and vice-versa. It might then make intuitive sense that both fictional 
men and women would gradually begin featuring a broader range of hand gestures. And, as the 
venn diagram of feminine and masculine hand gestures expands, the number of overlapping 
masculine and feminine gestures would simultaneously increase. We could interpret that growing 
overlap as a sign of diminishing gender divisions, but we could also argue that there are still 
gendered performances of gestures within that overlap. 
We will not be able to fully reconcile these various historical trajectories in this chapter, 
but there are clues in Capuano’s Changing Hands to help historicize why they might be bound 
up in each other. For example, if gender differentiation is beginning to surface more often 
through gendered performances of commonplace gestures, especially when novelists begin to 
write about the other gender’s hands, then we might take seriously Capuano’s point about 
depictions of female maneuverability in William’s Thackeray’s Vanity Fair (1848). Capuano 
argues that the protagonist, Becky Sharp, threatens to climb the novel’s social order by 
performing polite hand gestures that camouflage her dominance of routine social rituals: 
“Becky’s freely gesticulating hand is so frequently the object of Thackeray’s narrative and 
pictorial attention not merely because the hand had become an especially dense transfer point 
for a whole system of binary oppositions between the sexes at midcentury, but also because it 
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provided a dynamic location for Vanity Fair’s unique and overarching concern with the psychic 
and physical foundations of control in the social sphere.”134 
 
For Capuano, Becky’s hands simultaneously embody anxieties about class and gender. He traces 
the social efficacy of Becky’s manual tactics to a broader anxiety that socially ambitious women 
would achieve upward mobility, despite the barriers of etiquette, by learning how to act like 
proper society. The point is not to deny overarching concerns about men breaching social 
decorum. Rather, men’s hands figure less centrally to anxieties about social manipulation and 
maneuverability. Under these historical conditions, it might not actually be so surprising that 
gender would be increasingly embodied by feminine and masculine variations of commonplace 
gestures; etiquette discourses often attempt to configure socially elevated notions of gender, such 
as “gentleman” and “lady,” through the proper execution of common hand motions. It is possible 
that if we separate the gestures of “his hand/s” and “her hand/s” from “the gentleman’s hand/s” 
and “the lady’s hand/s,” we might be able to render the effects of class in gendered depictions of 
the body. This is a large enough hypothesis to say that it will require further research. 
This chapter leaves open significant theoretical questions about embodied notions of 
gender. Should we take the increasing range of men’s and women’s hand gestures as a loosening 
of rigid gender categories? Or does the increasing overlap between feminine and masculine 
gestures blur gender distinctions into a spectrum? Or does each gesture exponentially branch 
into a multitude of gendered variations? We do not have answers to these questions, but we have 
shown how characters’ gestures increasingly become unstable signs of character gender.  
This chapter also leave several avenues open for further exploration. Readers are 
encouraged to return to Figure 6 and further explore the gestures that fictional men and women 
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most often perform. Readers are also encouraged to consider how the gendering of those gestures 
may have changed over the nineteenth century. We briefly provide literary contexts for a small 
subset of these trends, but it is very likely that there are histories about the gendering of 
“clasping,” “bestowing,” and “trying” one’s hands -- to say nothing of what can be learned 
through combinations of these gestures.  
Statistical models can only tell us so much about the cultural or literary provenances of 
these stylistic patterns. This chapter provides specific gestures that point to Burney and Dickens 
novels, because traditional close-reading methods will do a better job of fleshing out those 
configurations. However, as I have alluded throughout this chapter, there are ways of adjusting 
the methodology to accentuate perspectival variations on the body’s relation to gender. This 
chapter largely operates under a Butlerian approach, because the notion that gender binaries are a 
performative product aligns well with an analysis of Victorian hand gestures. But, there is 
nothing to say that we cannot begin to imagine what a non-binary model of embodied gender 












CONCLUSION: PREREQUISITES FOR DISTANT READING 
 
The first four chapters of this book have unapologetically used quantitative perspectives to look 
at the history of characterization. As such, I can confidently say that I have not adequately 
addressed the controversies surrounding this research. The tradeoff, of course, is that I now have 
a lot to answer for. This chapter will attentively address some of the fears about using 
mathematics in social contexts. But, by allaying those anxieties, I’ll perhaps end up somewhere 
unexpected. The second portion of this conclusion imagines what it would take to preempt those 
fears altogether. In short, I’ll describe something like the prerequisites for distant reading. Much 
like how we expect students to first take surveys of literary history, in order to feel comfortable 
exploring major authors or critical theory, future debates will hinge upon new kinds of training. 
By addressing concerns about this research and describing how to move past those concerns 
altogether, I will be in a better position to situate my own work and make recommendations for 
future research. 
I’ll candidly admit that I have resisted confronting these controversies about mathematic 
approaches so far. This is partially because disagreements about these approaches are tediously 
grounded in loose hypotheticals. Traditionally, theoretical debates within English departments 
are historical in nature. They involve asking questions like “where have structuralism or 
psychoanalysis taken literary interpretation?” We are then able to weigh the costs and benefits of 
a perspective, analyzing how much interpretive leverage a school of thought currently has. When 
it comes to distant reading, however, skeptics seems to already know where quantitative 
perspectives will already take us.135 Moreover, in the early 2000s, critics had already forecasted 
 




how much damage math would do to interpretation, even before any monographs were available 
to analyze. Those projections tend to run on deeply rooted notions and fears about math. And I’ll 
argue that controversies about distant reading tend to rely on one of two hypotheticals. 
Two Assumptions About Distant Reading 
The first group of premises are about what numbers will do to the practice of literary 
criticism. The idea that numbers can only reduce literary interpretation and diminish our capacity 
to explore literary history.136 To the credit of literary critics, if one’s experience of quantitative 
experiments is largely through a Foucauldian readings of statistics (as solely an instrument of 
population summary and control), then it makes sense why one might be afraid of math.137 The 
second set of assumptions are about the effect that quantitative experiments will have on the 
careers of literary critics. The fear that the digital humanities will dominate the English 
academic job market, or that all English professors might have to learn some math. These set of 
assumptions can often be heard in instances of the “death of the humanities” genre that warily 
mentions the digital humanities.138 Now, even though I frame these premises as predominantly 
hypothetical, the concerns they lead to are very real. And those anxieties won’t be resolved 
within the confines of this chapter. There is simply too much institutional history to undo over 
the course of a few pages. What I can do, however, is acknowledge and address the central 
premises that drive these fears about numbers. 
In order to assuage fears about the reductive qualities of math, I purposely had us first 
walk through three examples of quantitative experiments. The early years of defending distant 
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reading often meant invoking first principles. From that period, we developed several tropes like 
“macroanalysis” and “distant reading” to argue why these methods should have a seat at the 
table.139 While first principles do matter for certain audiences, this book has taken a different 
approach to address skeptics. If scholars are doubtful that quantitative evidence cannot advance 
conversations about our most central literary concepts, they’ll want evidence that these methods 
can show us something scholars would not expect or do not currently explain.140 That is not a 
concern that can be deconstructed or narrated away. Rather, it requires demonstrating the use of 
quantitative evidence for interesting historical purposes.  
In this book, I deliberately chose to quantitatively historicize a concept at the heart of 
literary criticism, character. To the best of my abilities, I have used the methods of predictive 
modelling to show patterns in characterization that are unexpected or are not currently well 
explained. Chapter 1, for instance, presented a timeline that directly cuts through one of the 
central tenets about internal characterization and prestige. On the one hand, I showed that the 
differences between reviewed and unreviewed characters steadily shrinks over time. Moreover, 
unexpectedly, the assumption that the characters of prestigious fiction reflect a psychologically 
“roundness” are overemphasized, at best. Chapter 2 demonstrates that existing literary 
scholarship does not have a clear consensus on the question, “are either fictional men or women 
more frequently described using anatomical language?” The evidence is eye-widening, 
demonstrating that physical words, over the past two-hundred years, have always been a larger 
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proportion of characterizing fictional women. That, and the physical differences between men 
and women have become steadily sharper up until the 1960s. Chapter 3 addresses the concern 
that these predictive models might overshadow more particular trends in characterization. By 
using the same methods to model a specific subset of anatomical characterization, the gendering 
of characters’ hand gestures, we can coordinate different forms of quantitative evidence. Rather 
than inventing new theoretical frameworks from which distant reading looks appealing, I 
produce timelines that help us appreciate historical aspects of characters that we could not see 
before. 
But fears about the negative effects of numbers on literary interpretation make up just a 
small portion of the objections. In reality, I suspect that commitments to a brand of interpretation 
are largely fueled by anxieties about the academic market.141 If we’re used to a world where a 
“ecocritical romanticist” position comes at the cost of a “Marxist modernist,” then it makes sense 
why literary critics are used to treating new critical perspectives as a risk of displacement. The 
zero-sum games of the professional world would preempt theoretical debates about new critical 
perspectives. To these concerns, I can give two assurances. 
Two Assurances About Distant Reading 
The first assurance is that distant reading refers to a very small group of twenty to thirty scholars. 
Fears about professional displacement are likely to be amplified if one believes that there are 
many people after their job.142 This concern, when applied to quantitative methods, is completely 
grounded in fiction. However, it is worth unpacking why this fiction about distant reading feels 
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immediate and real. Around the early 2000s, a couple of relatively technological subdisciplines 
rebranded under the label of “digital humanities.” Fields ranging from new media, humanities 
computing, and library-information sciences drew attention to technological changes and their 
implications for the humanities. That sort of consolidation can make it seem like infrastructural 
changes are on a very near horizon. When it comes to job offers, however, the reality is that all 
subdisciplines (with a few exceptions) are gradually shrinking. In 2019, there were 22 academic 
jobs for digital humanities and new media combined. Of those 22, only three explicitly 
advertised an interest in something that could be construed as distant reading.143 If scholars were 
afraid during the early 2000s that English departments would be swamped with statisticians, it 
didn’t happen. After twenty years of debate, distant reading has managed to pull together around 
twenty faculty members who are willing to look at math.  
 The second assurance I can give is that this rate of change is unlikely to change, or could 
even diminish, because the infrastructure for teaching these methods simply isn’t there. This is 
saliently clear in any of the pedagogical literature on teaching distant reading in English 
departments. Andrew Goldstone, for instance, describes the single DH seminar as a low baseline 
for teaching these methods.144 If I understand Goldstone’s skepticism correctly, this is not 
because English students are not capable of learning math or are uninterested. Rather, the single 
DH seminar model aggregates an education in math, computer science, linguistics, and literary 
history into five or six months of training. In this sort of environment, it’s hard to imagine that 
 
143 (Heuser). The nuances of this are tricky. This data was based on the academic jobs wiki. There were many digital 
humanities jobs in the alt-ac and university-related spheres. However, when it came to tenure or adjunct positions 
(excluding postdocs), there were 22 positions that advertised an interest in digital humanities. However, these 
positions also often ask for a specialization in a more traditional field, such as a historical time period. 
144 Andrew Goldstone. “Teaching Quantitative Methods: What Makes It Hard (in Literary Studies).” In Debates on 




the field will grow at an alarming rate. First off, when your welcome-mat to distant reading is 
“learn a couple different disciplines in one semester,” you’re likely to scare off many visitors. 
Moreover, it’s difficult to retain students if there is no curricular support afterwards. I’ll have 
more to say about this lack of a curricular foundation momentarily. My point is that this current 
lack of a distant reading curriculum means that skeptics have very little to be concerned about.   
 I don’t think these assurances are likely to dispel skeptics’ concerns altogether. As 
graduate students, we’re trained to think that the discipline moves dialectically. Literary criticism 
is predicated on the idea that different perspectives are vying for a limited amount of scholarly 
attention. To be honest, that sort of training wouldn’t be valuable if it could be disarmed using a 
few short paragraphs. Rather, I just want to reassure readers that their worst fears about distant 
reading are very unlikely to come to pass. This book has tried to show that these methods are 
intellectually disruptive enough to shake some assumptions that have been central to literary 
criticism. In this conclusion, however, I’m trying to emphasize the difference between 
intellectual disruption and the kind of professional displacement that is often feared when new 
modes of interpretation emerge. The work presented here simply does not require displacement 
to be valuable, nor is there any infrastructure to make such dislocations possible. 
But even if that lack of infrastructure doesn’t assuage concerns about quantitative 
methods, it’s worth considering what that absence means for the future of distant reading. Over 
the course of this book, I’ve presented the results of a few quantitative experiments. In a typical 
conclusion, I should give some recommendations for future research. But frankly, given the 
training and infrastructure needed to do that research, a lot of my suggestions will sound 
ridiculous. It just feels a little optimistic to suggest, “for chapter two, collect 15,000 texts and 
rerun the classification as a logistic regression with regularization. Then see if the prediction 
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accuracies significantly deviate.” This is an optimistic recommendation, because phrases like 
logistic regression will be illegible to most historians working on the practices of 
characterization.145 As such, the typical set of research recommendations won’t be enough. 
Instead, I will have to take a more involved approach that contextualizes those suggestions 
within the current curricular state of the field. Otherwise, I suspect that literary scholars will 
simply turn to methods they are good at. Research doesn’t happen in a vacuum, and the least I 
can do is acknowledge that distant reading has curricular prerequisites. 
 
Three Research Recommendations and their Prerequisites 
From the start, I’ll admit that this curricular foundation might not fit within English departments. 
The institutional reality is that fulfilling the perquisites of distant reading will likely require 
cooperation with computer science, social science, and math departments. Practically, it might 
even mean that the project of distant reading be located outside of English altogether. Personally, 
I would like to see literary critics remain an active part of this project. For that to happen, 
however, English departments will have to identify a sustainable foothold. As Underwood 
describes, this is predominantly a pragmatic problem. Distant readers are currently in the process 
of “deciding where to divide departments and majors.”146 This might seem like a tedious and 
intellectually unstimulating problem. Interesting or not, however, it’ll have a pretty direct impact 
on what the future of distant reading will look like. But before we start dividing college 
 
145 As a side note, most scholars are also not in a position to collect 15000 texts in a timely fashion. It’s possible that 
English professors might take the route of outsourcing this work to people more familiar with computer science. 
However, this is not a sustainable practice. For one, it’ll cede a lot of intellectual ground to scholars not trained in 
humanistic inquiry. Second, it is frankly impossible to nuance quantitative arguments while outsourcing the work to 
others. 
146 (Underwood, 161). 
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departments, we need to address a pressing question. What even are the prerequisites of distant 
reading? This answers to this question are not at all clear from the outset. And, if distant readers 
want to invite emerging scholars into the discipline, we will need a clearer idea of what this 
curriculum looks like. 
There are some different strategies for describing distant reading’s curricular 
requirements. Andrew Goldstone, for instance, discusses the shortcomings of his course, 
“Literary Data: Some Approaches.” Goldstone reports how his students were frustrated that they 
could programmatically produce quantitative evidence, but not know how to interpret those 
numerical signs.147 As such, Goldstone concludes that the single DH seminar, while not ideal, 
should focus on teaching the methodologies for analyzing quantitative evidence (instead of, say, 
programming skills). By approaching curricular shortcomings from classroom experiences, 
Goldstone can emphasize what distant readers should teach within limited constraints. 
Underwood approaches the problem from the perspective that we don’t actually have to operate 
within such constraints. There is no mandate that requires distant reading be a one semester 
seminar. From this vantage point, Underwood outlines how the DH curricular rubric does not 
algin with the kind of training that future distant readers will need. More specifically, 
Underwood suggests that English departments allow for a specialization in quantitative methods 
for graduate students. For him, “the path doesn’t need to be daunting. Students don’t need to be 
polymaths. They just need a semester of statistics and some programming experience (and 
perhaps a course in social science).”148 By emphasizing how the DH curriculums are not a proper 
 
147 (Goldstone). 
148 (Underwood, 163). 
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model for distant reading, Underwood gradually begins to outline the kind of training graduate 
students will need. 
While the conversation has now acknowledged that distant reading will require a 
different kind of training, the outlines of that education are honestly still vague at best. I’ll argue 
that the contours of this education become much clearer, however, if we approach curricular 
problems from a research perspective. Salient examples of the dialogue that distant readers are 
aiming for can give a much better idea of what methodological training is needed. In this light, 
certain kinds of training will seem more urgent than others. To that end, I’ll use the three 
chapters in this book as examples. I’ll outline some of the open-ended questions, presenting 
opportunities for future quantitative experiments. I can then discuss what kinds of training will 
be required to advance the conversation.  
Chapter two presents evidence that the line between characters from reviewed and 
unreviewed fiction became much more diffuse from 1850 to 1950. For each decade in my 
sample, I took several texts that were reviewed in “prestigious” venues, such as the Fortnightly 
Review. I then took an equal number of texts that were not reviewed. A model used the explicit 
characterizations in those texts to see whether it can predict whether a text was more likely 
reviewed or not. The result of this experiment was that the model made fewer accurate 
predictions as we move towards the 1950s. This would suggest that the linguistic differences 
between these characters were becoming less crisp as we got closer to the mid-twentieth century. 
For literary critics, this can be read as evidence that the practices of characterization became 
decreasingly attached to the production of prestige. But literary critics would be right to point out 
that the sample of reviewed fiction I used reflects a very particular definition of prestige. In fact, 
this is where a training in English shines most brightly. Students of English are trained to 
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identify how the rules of an experiment dramatically change depending on our definitions.149 As 
such, future research would want to test whether the results significantly deviate if we sampled 
texts using a different definition of prestige, such as bestsellers. The next experiment would see 
if the connection between characterization and prestige remains more stable for certain brands of 
literary success. 
In order to conduct that sort of experiment, one would need training on the nuances of 
building a collection. What would honestly be most useful for this conversation is a seminar 
somewhere between English and Library Information Sciences. We’d benefit from a course that 
surveys literary theories and debates, describing their applications in building and navigating 
collections. I should immediately add that these courses do exist. And they’re very good at 
emphasizing different forms of sampling biases in digital collections. Moreover, this sort of 
criticism is well represented in the field of distant reading. Amanda Gailey, for instance, has 
argued that no collection of texts can ever hope to represent the totality of literary history.150 
Katherine Bode has instead claimed that we ought to be more transparent about sampling 
procedures and what agendas are motivating those procedures.151 I suspect that these sort of 
courses and criticisms already exist, because they are more familiar and amicable to those with 
advanced training in literary criticism. Nevertheless, one of the prerequisites for distant reading 
is training in the construction and critique of digital collections. 
But if all quantitative approaches are going to end in a discussion of sampling 
procedures, we might as well stick to close reading. Sampling procedures are, without a doubt, a 
 
149 Or in scientific and classical terms, our “priors.” 
150 Amanda Gailey, “Some Big Problems with Big Data,” American Periodicals: A Journey of History and Criticism 
26, no. I (2016): 22-24. 
151 Katherine Bode. A World of Fiction: Digital Collections and the Future of Literary History. Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2018. 
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crucial part of distant reading. They’re perhaps one of the easier ways to produce new 
scholarship, testing whether previous quantitative experiments yield the same results on a 
different sample of texts. But if distant readers and literary critics want more out of these 
experiments, we desperately need to learn how to have other kinds of debates. One can only say 
“sampling bias” so many times before the conversation starts to grow wearily stale. What I hope 
to provide in the next two examples is a loosely sketched picture of what those debates might 
look like and the kind of training they require. 
Chapter three advances two arguments about the gendering of characters’ anatomical 
characterizations. The first is that, for the past 200 years, women have been more prominently 
described using anatomical features. The second is that the anatomical differences between 
fictional men and women have become steadily sharper until the 1960s, when they have started 
to gradually decline. Both arguments are premised on the ability to automatically extract words 
used in “anatomical description.” In order to extract anatomical characterizations, I used an 
extensive list of body words, so the computer would know when a character was being described 
more physically.152 Then, I had the computer extract any adjectives describing those body parts, 
 
152 The list of body language to extract was created by scraping several different ESL lists and scraping synonyms 
for those parts. The full list of body words is as follows: [body, physique, build, figure, anatomy, shape, flesh, skin, 
frame, skeleton, appearance, hair, hairs, head, skull, forehead, brow, temple, face, countenance, physiognomy, eye, 
eyes, pupil, pupils, lash, lashes, eyelash, eyelashes, eyebrow, eyebrows, iris, irises, nose, nostril, nostrils, lip, lips, 
mouth, tooth, teeth, tongue, ear, ears, eardrum, eardrums, earlobe, earlobes, neck, cheek, cheeks, dimple, dimples, 
cheekbone, cheekbones, chin, jaw, jawbone, jowl, jowls, dimple, dimples, cheekbone, cheekbones, moustache, 
beard, mole, freckle, freckles, shoulder, shoulders, armpit, armpits, chest, bust, torso, breast, breasts, bosom, nipple, 
nipples, arm, arms, limb, limbs, elbow, elbows, forearm, forearms, wrist, wrists, bicep, biceps, triceps, stomach, 
abdomen, belly, waist, hip, hips, thigh, thighs, crotch, groin, butt, buttocks, leg, legs, knee, knees, calf, calves, ankle, 
ankles, heel, heels, foot, feet, toe, toes, toenail, toenails, sole, soles, hand, hands, fist, fists, finger, fingers, digit, 
digits, thumb, thumbs, fingernail, fingernails, forefinger, palm, palms, knuckle, knuckles, wrist, wrists, brain, brains, 
nerve, nerves, join, joints, tendon, tendons, ligament, ligaments, lung, lungs, diaphragm, pharynx, larynx, trachea, 
bronchi, kidney, kidneys, bladder, uterus, esophagus, gut, liver, intestine, intestines, bowel, bowels, ovaries, vagina, 
prostate, penis, testicle, testicles, heart, artery, arteries, vein, veins, capillary, capillaries, bone, bones, marrow, lock, 
locks, curls, sight, eyesight, vision, perception, view, hearing, taste, appetite, smell, touch.] One major oversight of 
this approach is that it does not include slang terms for these bodily terms. Intuitively, we can imagine literature that 
relies heavily on such language (e.g. novels with a significant regional dimension), and this word-list could 
systematically diminish anatomical description in those novels. 
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any verbs they perform, any verbs they receive, and any nouns they possess. That’s not a bad 
place to start. However, literary critics would be right to point out that a more precise experiment 
would take a larger of words into account. For example, adverbs modifying the verbs performed 
by anatomical characteristics, such as “his hand roughly grabbed the table.” Future experiments 
will want to see if a wider range of body words have a gendered distribution. 
That might start to sound like another job for literary critics. And readers would be 
partially correct. The instinct to only provisionally define concepts, like “anatomical 
description,” is a perennial symptom of being trained in literary criticism. However, telling a 
computer to automatically process that wider range of words is something critics are not trained 
to do. In order to extract those words, one would need a specific kind of training in natural 
language processing. Young distant readers will want to learn the aspects of programming 
related to the automatic organization and extraction of text data. This kind of training is required 
for understanding how syntactical models of language allow for precise linguistic operations, 
such as collecting words used anatomically. Currently, a few institutions are starting to offer 
courses that combine an introduction to computational linguistics with an introduction to 
computer science.153This is true especially at the graduate level. If a class specifically on natural 
language processing isn’t available, however, an introduction to computer science and an 
introduction to linguistics are prerequisites for distant reading. 
My recommendations for the research in chapter four will be the most illegible for people 
peeking into distant reading. In that chapter, I use a certain kind of mathematical model in order 
 
153 I highly recommend scouring the online syllabi of NLP professors. See, David Bamman. Applied Natural 
Language Processing. Spring 2019. Computer Science at UC Berkeley. 
http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~dbamman/info256.html. See also, David Mimno. Text Mining for History & 
Literature. Fall 2019. Information Sciences at Cornell University. https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/info3350/. 
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to see whether the differences between men’s and women’s hand gestures are crisp. Much like 
the experiments of the previous two chapters, I show a model the words used to describe men’s 
and women’s hand gestures. I then show a model examples it hasn’t seen yet, analyzing how 
accurate its predictions are across the timeline. The only difference, for reasons I won’t delve 
into here, is that I used a nearest shrunken centroid model to make predictions.154 Essentially, we 
treat each words used in characterizing hand gestures as a point in a geometric space, drawing 
circles to see how well we can separate the points representing men’s hand gestures versus those 
representing women’s hand gestures. Going forward, however, someone will want to see if a 
more standard model, such as logistic regression, yields similar results. Mathematicians will 
weigh the costs and benefits between different models, considering which kinds of geometric 
representations are better for modelling semantic objects.155 But that sort of careful cost-benefit 
analysis, like we do when weighing Marxist versus deconstructionist readings, is only possible 
with some training in math. More specifically, even some basic familiarity with algebra, 
geometry, calculus, and linear algebra will go a long way. Taken altogether, my recommendation 
is that someone could build a research project, analyzing whether different predictive models 
produce different results. Because, if they do lead to different predictive accuracies, then it’s 
possible that the models are emphasizing the gendered distributions in potentially meaningful 
ways. I refrain from going down this rabbit hole, however, because I’m committed to a larger 
thesis. 
The future of distant reading is dependent on access to a curriculum that simply doesn’t 
exist. One of the implications is that the field will grow at a glacial pace. Depending on the 
 
154 For a more robust discussion, I highly recommend Christopher Manning et al., “Vector Space Calssification.” 
Introduction to Information Retrieval. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008.  
155 For a thorough, yet potentially enjoyable, introduction to the way mathematicians approach language and 
meaning, please read Dominic Widdows. Geometry and Meaning. Stanford, CA: CSLI Publications, 2004. 
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audience, this might come as a relief. However, the slow development within the humanities and 
English departments makes it increasingly likely that a different discipline adopts distant 
reading. In fact, we’re seeing distant readers increasingly emerge in Information Science 
departments. Those departments are being absorbed by new Data Science schools.156 And those 
departments share a lot of territory with computer science. If English departments are serious 
maintaining any claim over distant reading, the curricular landscape will have to change. The 
other implication is that conversations about distant reading will stagnate. I don’t at all mean to 
suggest that the quantitative experiments themselves are monotonous. New historical timelines 
have been popping up in a variety of prominent publications, such as PMLA and NLH. I just 
mean that intellectual disagreements have largely become debates about sampling biases and 
sizes. It’s possible that distant reading will thrive without polemical debates, but we’ll want to 
know ahead of time. 
The Secret Prerequisite of Distant Reading 
After undergraduates in English have completed their prerequisites, however, they enter a very 
flexible point of their education. This elasticity, we should remind our students, means that they 
can start taking some strategically-sound intellectual risks. English departments have, for quite 
some time now, been shaped around a curricular story of “if you take your historical surveys 
first, then you can truly enjoy the special topics afterwards.” This chapter is organized around 
that classic academic narrative. Once you complete your prerequisites, you’re able to make a 
wider range of calculated explorations.   
 




 There is, however, one last prerequisite that I haven’t addressed yet. I’m both a computer 
scientist and a literary historian by training. But I’m also a poker player… by virtue of Pavlovian 
conditioning. I’m now very good at putting clay chips on a green table, under certain 
circumstances, for silly, yet somewhat calculated, reasons. All three of those practices are central 
to inspiring a kind of enjoyment that is essential for distant reading. The last prerequisite of 
distant reading is learning how to enjoy exerting maximum effort into making seemingly trivial 
predictions. 
 I cannot stress this enough; distant reading is the art of making very calculated gambles 
about things that appear to have little utility. Traditionally, the mathematical and computer 
science aspects of distant reading are used to provide clear services and make money. For 
example, the methods of distant reading are also used to sort out our junk mail. A model sees 
some examples of junk mail, predicting which emails are more likely to be spam. The utility of 
these applications is made poignantly clear when we check our inboxes every day. When it 
comes to applying these methods to literary history, however, there’s a certain kind of silliness 
that starts to creep in. One begins to have more conversations like, “You’re going to gather 
15,000 novels, over the course of three years, just to see if characters are potentially different 
between two collections of books?” Of course, I will, because the vertigo I’ll feel when I see 
whether I was more right or more wrong will be intoxicating. The situation very much resembles 
a group of gamblers around a blackjack table, waiting to see if the flipped card confirms whether 
a player was a genius or a fool. Once a distant reader becomes more comfortable with working 
for a year in suspense, the payoff is truly a delight. Each new experiment idea brings a smirk and 
raises the question, “have literary scholars made the right prediction on this topic or have we 
largely played ourselves?”  
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 How one is trained to enjoy this sort of maximum-effort gambling is anyone’s guess. 
There are aspects of English and Computer Science that lend themselves to this sort of education. 
However, in my own case, learning how to play poker promoted a kind of research temperament 
that I feel is strongly correlated with the joys of distant reading. Over the course of this book, I 
have done my best to impart the vertigo of gambling upon my readers. Within each chapter, I 
describe the kinds of predictions that English professors have made about literary history. Then, I 
parted the veil, showing how closely our anecdotal intuitions about characters line up with 
quantitative evidence. These methods have revealed substantial new timelines in the history of 
characterization. And I’m confident that these methods will unearth many more before long. But, 
perhaps most importantly, these new timelines have revealed just how much of a gamble we take 
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